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iABSTRACT
We develop some- local and global properties of a harmonic map f :M~ N
between surfaces. Our first main result is a local deocriptlon of the
possible siIloooularities of such a harmonic map - we find tl~ore are four
types: degeneracy,general fold, meeting point of general folds, branoh
poant , As a corollary we have a result of Lewy and Heinz [I~11, LHe~ • We
show that the singularities of a harnonic map in higher c:.:.mensions can be
qualitatively much nastier. We prove that there exist harmonic maps between
compact surfaces exhibitinB general folds.
Our second main result is an· inequality' arising from the Gauss-Bonnet
formula relating the total curvature of the image of a harmonic map to its
Euler Characteristic. We derive some corollaries of this inequality and
compare with results obtained by convex function methods of Gordon [Go).
We also use the Gauss-Bonnet formula to show that if the codomain N has
negative curvature, certain types of lUU1ecessary or redundant folding
cannon occur.
Other results include a characterisation of harmonic ramified coverings,
an upper bound on the n~~ber of zeros of the derivative of a harmonic mnp,
.~. upper bounds on the number of singularities of different types for a
harmonic map into the flat torus, a study of holomorphic maps into the
"
sphere - such maps are harmonic [E-S] ,and· some reflection principles for
harmonic ~aps.
r
.'.
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O. INTRODUCTION l~TD STATEtlENT OF MAIN RESULTS
A Local Results
i(1) Let M,N be smooth connected orienmlJe ~emannian manifolds without
!
I
boundary whose smooth metric~ are denoted by g,h respectively. We deal with
narmonic maps f :M~ Ii [E-s].
(2) If dim M = 2 , then f remains harmonic if g is replaced by any
conformally equivalent metric (1.3.7), thus we can replace the metric on
Mby the induced complex structure.
(3) If dim M = dim N = 2, we can regard M and U as Riemann surfaces. For
each choice of hermitian metric h 'on N, we have a notion of harmonic map
independent of any choice of metric for M. Every holomorphic or anti-
holomorphic map is harmonic with respect to any choice of hermitian metrics
on 1f, N [E-S).
FOR THE REST OF THIS INTRODUCTION, M,N WIT.L BE CONNECTED RIEMANN SURFACES.
(4) If h 1s a crmetr1c, then any harmonic map f:M~N is cr[E-s1 and
our first main result is a local description of the possible singularities
of f ~ Let ~'~2 denote the set of singular points of f, the subset of M on
~~~~:~~~~~ero, respectively.
Theorem 2.2.11
Let P be a singular point of f. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of
P such that one of the following holds:
(1) ZnU = U. Then U can be chosen so that either (a) f is eonetant on
U, then l'2 fl U = U , or (b) f (U) is a geodesic arc; arc length along the
geodesic ~s a harmonic function on the neighbourhood U; U may further ue
chosen so that Z2" U = {pl or rf •
(2) ~fl U is a general fold [W]. Then r2 f'l U = 1. U can further be
chosen such that either (a) ~f'lU is a fold line or a collapse line, or
(b) p is a good singular point of order r (2 '*' r ~ co) (definitiona in S2.1 ).
If 2:'1'\ U is a fold line, then if f(~1\U) has non-zero geodesi6 curvature at
".
ix
t(p) , U may further be chosen such that f maps U to the convex side of
the image f (2: Il U) "r the fold line.
(3) l tl U = {pllJ even number of disjoint general foles with P an
1
endpoint of each. Then p is a C meeting point of these general folds
.(definition in 52.1J), and the general folds are arranged at equal iirlgles
around p. ~2" u = [pI or ~.
Such points are isolated.
(4) ~"U = tpJ. Then
~2'" U = {pI and p is a branch point. Such points are isolated.
Method of Proof
In special coordinate systems on M,N we show that the harmonic map l'
can be expressed as harmonic polynomial + higher degree terms using
results of Hartman & Vlintner [H-W1]. We then examine the different cases
and use results of Kuiper [Kp] on C1-sufficiency of functions near isolated
critical points and Sampsorls maximum principle for harmonic maps [Sa].
Remarks
(1) Corollaries include results of Lewy and Heinz [Le1] , [He1] •
(2) The singularities of harmonic maps in higher dimensions can be
qUalitatively much worse as shown by examples (see ~ 2.5B).
B Global Results
(1) If int Z2 F1 ' then l' maps the whole of M to a point [sa].
(2) If int ~ Ff and l' is not constant, f maps Mto a geodesic aI'c1 [sa];
2:2 consists of the isolated critical points of f considered as a mapping
M~t. further if Mis compact and of Euler characteristic 1,"(M) , t: maps
Monto a closed geodesic, and card ~2~ -~U).
Combining (1) and (2) we see that if p is'n singular point of the
type (1) in theorem(2.2.1V above, then either f is constant on the whole of
xI
M or f maps the whole of M to a geodesic ara.
I
(3) From (1) and (25 above we see that if, rank df(p)~r (r~fo,1,2i) at
I
all points p of an open subset of M, then ; rank df (p) ~ r at all points of
M. (3.1.9).
(4) If ~ =f' ' then f is a ramified covering whose singularities consist
entirely of branch points (see 53.2).
(5) If M,N are compact with genus(U) ~ genus(N) , any harmonic map f:M~N
of degree .:!:.1 must have g~meral folds.
(6) By consideration of a certain quadratic differential on Mwe show that
for any harmonic map f:M~N with M compact and of Euler characteristic
~(M), if f is not holomorphic or anti-holomorphic, card 'I2~ ~'" (M). (1.3.14).
Setting M = the Riemann sphere S shows that all non-constant harmonic maps
f:S~U must be holomorhic or anti-holomorphic. (1.3.15). Setting M=
any torus.r (=compact Riemann surface of genus 1) shows that all harmonic
maps f:T ~ N which are not holon:.orphic or anti-holomorphic have non-
vanishing derivative. (1.3.16).
(7) If 1.1 is compact, f cannot have image in a convex supporting domain [Go].
We give some corollaries of this result.
'f C The Gauss Bonnet Ineguality
OUr second main result is
Theorem 4.2.3
Let M,N be compact Riemann surfaces , N with chosen real-analytic
hemitian metric. Let f:lII~N be a non-constant harmonic map. Then the
total curvature K(f(M» of the image of f is related to its Euler
characteristic ~(f(M) by the inequality:
K(f(M».:? 2l'"~«f(M»
Method of Proof
We describe f(M) as a semi-analytic set which allows usf to apply the
..
'.
,-
xi
Gauss-Bonnet formula to f(M) as a subset of N. We then use Sampson's naximum
prillC.~p~e (Sa] to obtain the inequality.
Corollaries
(1 ) f (M) cannot have lliler characteristic ~ 1 (in particular cannot
~e contractible) ,unless its total curvature ~ 2~ or f is constant. (4.3.1).
1 1
. (2) If n has non-positive curvature (e.g. N=S X'S ) ,f(M) cannot have
Euler characteristic ~ 1 (in particular cannot be contra::. tible) unless f is
constant. (4.3.2).
(3) Suppose N has strictly negative cu.~ature on a dense subset of ~,
then,if 1'(f(M» ~O then f must either be constant or map M to a closed
geodesic. In particular, f(M) cannot be a tubular neighbourhood about a
closed 1-submanifold of N. (4.3.4).
(4) If N=S2 and 'X(f{lI»~ 1 (e.g. f(M) is contractible), feU) must
2
cover half or more of the surface area of Sunless f is constant.
D Redundant Folds Theory
If U and N are ~~pact connected Riemann surfaces, we may regard them
as diffeooorphs of a sphere vdth attatched handles. A handle is a 01
1diffeomorpll of S x I. Suppose that U has stricly negative curvature on a
dense subset.
(1) Let f :M~ N be a map that maps the handle H of l.I to the handle K of N
in such a way that the end S1ll{0}c H maps onto the end Sl.[O}cK and the end
S1x {11c H maps onto the end S1)(blcK. Suppose the only singularities of f are
a pair of disjoint closed fold lines "Around" H (see (4.4.2) for exact
h~~otheses). Then f cannot be harmonic.
(2) Let f :M~l1'· be a map that maps the handle H of M to the handle K of N
in such a way that both ends S\[01, S\r1}CH map onto one end 31)c[Ol c.K.
Suppose the only singularity of f is a closed forJ~~around" H (see (4.4.4)
for exact hypotheses). Then if f is harmonic, int(f(H» can cohtain no closed
geodesio.
xi i
These r-esul,ts are obtained by applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula and
Sampson's maximum principle in much the same way as in:the proof of the
Gauss-Bonnet inequality discussed above.
E Other.. Twp-dimensional Results and Methods
Let M,N be connected Riemann surfaces as usual.
(1) Let P be a smooth Riemannian manifold of a.rbitrary dimension. Then
the composition of a holo~orphic or anti-holomorphic map M~N with a
harmonic map Ii~ P is harmonic. (1.3.9) •
(2) If N =the two-sPhere,s2; we· show how to construct holcmorphic maps
2into S using the Riemann-Roch theorem. Suun maps are harmonic as mentioned
before. (See ~ 5.1.)
(3 ) 1 1 1 1If N = the flat torus S x S , r. harmonic maps JJ -) S)(S may be obta.ined
'.
by integrating a pair of harmonic differentials on M. We obtain upper
bounds on the number of general folds, branch points etc. by using these
harmonic differentials. (See S5.2.)
(4) We give some principles of reflection and dOUbling of harmonic ma~s.
Some of these apply to harmonic maps between higher dimensional manifolds.
(See S5.3.)
(5) If M,N are smooth connected not necessarily orientable Riemannian. __ ~
manifolds of dimension 2, many of the above results concerning a harmonic
map between connected Riemann surfaces ~an be generalised t~ the case of a
harmonic map f :M? N by considering the lift of f to orientable double
covers of M and N.(See for example (1.3.17~)
TEIDAINOLOGY & LIST OF SDlffiOLS
Neighbourhood = open-connected neighbourhood.
Domain = open connected set, Region ::: closure of a domain.
Ol ::: roeal numbers , £ = complex numbers, f = integers.
I ::: urn, t interval .[0,1] of!.
2S = Euclidean 2-sphere,
S' = Euclidean '-sphere.
S ::: Riemann sphere.
. '.
denotes closure of a sube~t of a topological space or complex conjugate
of a complex number.
~i,,~ij,~i. denote the Kronecker delta symbol equal'to: 6 if i#j, , if i~j.
J J
rBI' ,.,A C curve on a manifold M~f class C' , s ~ r) fs. a C mapping'(: (<i. ,IS) ~ tJ
where -t»~d.-c:.f?>~ eo , We shall also call this a parametrised Cr arc in ~1•, C.
If f:M~N is a C' mapping between manifolds 14,N (of class OS ,s~r.) equipped
with OS local coordinates (X',M.,Xm) , (u' , •• ,un), the derivative df locally
has matrix form: df' dr' If m=n, the Jacobian J is defined locallyax1 " M. ~
• • • •• • ••
as the determinant of this matrix. Note that the equation J=O is inva~i~~t
of the local coordinates chosen.
Complex notation If (x,y) are local coordinates for a surface, we shall
often use complex notation: z:::x+iy, Izl:::~x2+y2 , re = real part, im :::
imaginary part, arg z ::: tan-1 (y/x), regardless of whether (x,y) are c",mplex
coordinates(;'.3). We emphasise that this is merely a notational convenience
which simplifies many formulae. For example we shall often use the fact
that if u=re(~zk) defines e real-valued function Qf (x,y), (~E.£, )its partial
. ~u ( k-') ~ ( k-')derivatives are gaven by: ~::: re k~Z , dY =-im k~z •
i1. BASIC PROP3RTIES
1.1 Definition of aharRonic map
A The tension field
Let M,N denote connected smooth (=0"") Riemannian manifolds without
boundary of dimensions m,n, equipped with smooth metric tenso~s g,h r~d
their Levi-Civita connections. (At times we shall specify that M,N and
their metrics ore real-analytic (=CW~) Let (x1, •• ,xm) denote smooth
local coordinates for Min the neighbourhood of a point p, these are
said to be ~entred on p if p has coordinates (0, ••,0); let (u1, •• ,un }
denote smooth local coordinates ~or N. In these coordinates we mny
write the metrics on M,N as:
i j ~ ~g= gijdx dx h=h.(.1ldu du
Here and throughout this thesis we obse~ve the swmnation convention
and follow Hicks [Hi] when discussing differential geome tz-y ,
2Let f:la-:.N be a 0 map. Let TM,TN denote the tangent bundles of
*M,U; the map f may be used to foI"t=l the pull-back bundle £ TN, a bundf,e
over r~. Let Lr(T~,f*TN) denote the bundle over U of r' - ljncar capo
from TM to r*TN. For a vector bundle E over M let C~(E) denote the vector
apace of amooth sections of E; then the derivative df of f may be
considered as a member of C~(L1(~~,f*TN». Following Elliason [£1] or
Eells-Sampson [B-3] we may form its covariant derivative
«' 2 * *Vdf {; C {L (T1t,f TU» called the (second) fundamental form of ! ( ).
HereV' is induced by the connections on 14,H (see [E-S] p.121,[E1] p.174),
in local coordinates, if the compone~,s of df are given by:
tL "\. .....
£1 =~~i
then the
(1.1 A)
components of Vdf
"({
f;ij
ore given by:
( .. k "'" ~ ~
- f k '1j + f 1 f j L--'f1
wher'e k '(
,"1i j , L-'/3 denote the Christoffel symbols for M,R. r
*'( ) IVEelJ 8-Sampson use the- notation V for covariant deriYative V
Define-now the trace of~'df by the formula:
M
Tr Vdf(p! =l Vdf(e. ,ei)(p)
. 1~ J. \
where {eit is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space
*TrVdf E CQO(f TN).
Definition 1.1.1
T~I at ~li; notep
2
The tension field r(f) of f is defined as the trace of the fundamental
form. of f,i.e:
)Wt •
(1.1B) 1: (f)(p) = TrVdf(p) =,2 vdf(ei,ei)(p)· D
~ :.1
t (f) can be considered as a mapping II!~ TN such that r(f)(p)e TNf(p)
- such mappings are called vector fields over f.
Proposition 1.1.2 [E-sJ
In local coordinates the tension field is given by:
'I ijj '\"Lf'l "tr"' k "'" I!. -( ] (t)(1.10) ref) = g L~;t:>x~ - f k 'ij + f i f j LC<(I
(1.1D) ~Af"( + gijf.(:f~L ~
i J ot./J
where A is the Laplace-Beltr~~ operator for functions on Mgiven by:
(1.1E) Au = (det ghk)-\~j{gij1t, (det Sci y~]
ex. ()XJ C • IS
Definition 1.1.3 [E-S] [Fu] .
A 02 map f :ll~ N is called harmonic if '( (f) = O. tI
Thus f is harmonic if and only if, in any coordinates, it satisfies the
harmonic equations:
i j { ......."2.("1 -(rt k 0<. {?, -if(1.1F) e 01" .-fk'ij +fitjL.,(fI =0
~"ii>~J
or eqd.valently:
-( ij -to fa -((1.1G) At' + g f i t j L.,(~ IS 0
Proposition 1.1.4 (see IE-s])
2(1) Any 0 map f :M..., N between smooth Riemannian manifolds satisfyine
'C (f) =°must be smooth.
(2) Any 02 map f:M~N between real-analytic Rie~anmanifolds
satisf~,ring r(f) = 0 must be r-eal.-ona'Lyt.Lc , c
<
Thus we shall only consider smooth or real-analytic cappings.
ij ij c1 {'O, ipkg denotes the inverse of gij ,i.e. g gjk= 0 k = 1, i= k
B "l:(f) in nomal coordinates
Let 11 6. M. We ·define !!.onnal coordinates centred on p as follows:
let exp :TM ~M be the exponential map: exp (t) = endpoint of geodesicp p p .
segment emanating from p and determined in length and direction by t;
exp is a smooth map which maps a neighbourhood of OETM diffeomorphicallyp p
onto a neighbourhood U of p6M. Now choose a basis for TM • Define thep
coordinatesof any point q~U as the components of (exp )-1(q) withp
respect to the chosen basis. These are Normal coordinates centred at r
(see also Hicks [Hi] p.1;1).If the basis tor TM is orthonormal we shallp
s~ that the normal coordinates·are orthonormal at p.
In terms of normal coordinates centred at p, the Christoffel symbols
rijk(p) = 0 (c.f. [F.-S]p.117); if also the normal coordinates are
orthonormal at p, then gij (p) =bi j , hence we obtain the
Proposition 1.1.5 [8-S]
For a smooth map f:M-)N, in terms of p-centred normal coordinates
for Mvfuich are orthonormal at p and f(p)-centred normal coordinates
for N:
C Intepretation of the condition T(f) =0
According to Chern &: Goldberg [C-G] the fundamental form of f can
be interpeted as follows:
B,y a ~~ametrised arc of class Or or paraoetrised Cr arc
we shall mean a ar mapping r:(<<. ,p) ~ N from an open interval (~,/~)c II
-I?OSo/,.<~~d). We often refer to the image f=j! (,(.,~) as the arc and to f as 1ts
parametr1sation •
Let f :("",.p)~(' ,s~f(s) be a parametrised C2 arc; the acceleration
vector of;> is the second covariant
D d'"dB~ (0) 6 TUr(s)
In local coordinates:
derivative Of)' with respect to s, i.~:
(
(l.lI~ { D ~}tdsdS =
4
curvature vector of (' ( (Hi] p. 58) •
I
Proposition '.1.6 (intepretation of vdf) fe-G]
If s measures arc ~ength, the acceleration vector iD just the geodesic
I
Let e be a unit vector in TM and let -( be the geodesic tangent top
e at p, parametrise i by arc length s and let s~1(s) denote the
parametrisation. Then vdt(e,e) , considered as a vector in TN , is thep
acceleration vector of the parametrised arc f.?: s~f(i(s».
We shall call this acceleration vector simply the acceleration vector
of f(1').
Proof
Take p-centred normal coordinates (x', •• ,xn) orthonormal at p with
the xl_axis the geodesic f tangent to e. Then from (1.1A) we calculate
compar~ng with (1.11) shows
Vk, therefore:
components of Vdf(e,e) as:
-( ~"2.1" 1" t k ~ fJ -('
f;11 = G)x l )-'" - f k r'1 + f 1 1", L""'11
kr 1, (p) =0But since the coordinates are normat ,
'f ~·f-( ~ ~ n --(
f ; 11 = (~~'r - 1"1 1"1 Lt;(p
and since x' measures arc length along "6 ,
the
.~
that these are the components of the acceleration vector of 1"0'; ••
Proposition 1.1.7 (intepretation ofT(f) =0)
Let{el' ... , em} be an orthonormal basis in TMp and let 'd1' •• ' 't'm be
geodesics tangent to e" ... ,e
m
at p6M. Then f is harmonic if and onl~ if
the average ot the acceleration vectors of the f(~i) is zero.
Proof
'"
-c(t)(p) =TrVdf(p) =L Vd.f(ei,ei)(p)
; :: (
=m times the average of the acceleration vectors of the f(fi)1
Thus a harmonic map is one \vhich maps geodesics to geodesics "on average ".
A special example of a harmonic map is a map whose rundanentat. form
Vdt is zero. Such a map is called ~otally geodesic. Fro~ the (above
intepretation of Vdf, we see that a map is totally geode~ic if and only if
'.
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it maps geodesics to geodesics linearly.
Notes 1.1.8
(1) If Nqa, the definition of harmonic accords with the usual
definition of a harmonic function f:N~g as one whose Laplacian Af
is zero.
(2) If M~, r(f)(p) is just the geodesic curvature of the
parametrised arc f':!R~N , thus f is harmonic if and only if i t d~fines
a geodesic. Thus the harmonic maps problem is sometimes called "the
generalised elastic band problem".
D EnereY o! a mapping
We now eive an interpretation of a harmonic map as the exta-emal, of
a certain functional. For this interpretation assume that M is compact
and oriented and that N is complete.
Definition 1.1.9 [E-J]
2The energy(inte6ral) of a C mapping t:M-Hi is the non-negative
number:
(1.1J) E(f) = tjlldfl/J. *1
/\\
Here *1 denotes the volume(n-f'orn on Mcanonically deterwined by the
metric- and orientation, and R II denotes the nom on the bundle
L1 (TM,f*TN) canonically determined by the metrics on M,N. Explicitly:
'"(1.1K) 1\ df'llJ.(p) =ZlIdt(ei )II: (p)
where {ei} is an or~h~nOrmal basis for TMp and \lilt{ denotes the norm on
the tangent space TNf(p) defined,by tbe metric on N. In local coordinates:
1\df (e1 ) "w:L(p) = h,/../'a f 1
rA
f /~ Vi.
and
IIdfW'(p) =gijhrA./lf;J...fjf'a •
Proposition 1.1.10 [E-S] [Sm]
2
A. C map f :rJ~l~ is harmonic if and only if it is an extzem..u of
/
the energy integral 3(f).
(Por Jctails see [~-J], for an extension to the case when N m~y
the sum of the squares of the stretches in length
'.
6
not be corapact see [C-G]. II
E Interpretation of B(f)
Let l e1, ... ,em! be an orthogonal set of tangent vectors in TMp'
then the integrand (1.1K) of the energy integral can be intepreted as
/I df (ei )Ill\l caused
Ii ei 11,+1
by the mapping f. Thus minimising E(f) can be thought of as minimiting
the overall stretdang of the map f. (See also [E-S]p.114).
F Existence of harmonic maps
We no~ discuss the question of whether an arbitrary map can be
deformed into a harmonic map.
Theorem 1.1.11 (Existence theorem) (Eells &Sampson, [E-S], Hartman (RaJ)
If Mis a compact connected smooth Riemannian manifold and
N is a complete connected smooth Riemannian manifold with non-
positive sectional curvature, then every homotopy class of mappings t~N
contains a harmonfc one••
Rem.ark
As noted by Sacpson [Sa] no oricntability assumption on Mis required.
Theorem 1.1.12 (Uniqueness T'neorem) (Hartm:m [Ha] theorem I)
If f :M~U is harmonic, where Mis a compact connected' smooth
~ooth .
Riemannian manifold and N is a complete connectedARiemanninn manifold
with strictly negative sectional curvature, then f is the only harmonic
map in its ho~otopy class unless. (1) f is' constant,Qr (2) f maps into a.
geodesic arc i , in which case all harmonic maps homotopic to f are
obtained by a 'rotation' of f, I.e. by ~oving each point rep) a fixed
oriented distanqe alongt, and conversely, every rotation of f gives a
harmonic map in the ho~otopy class ••
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Remarlcs
I
Sampson ([sa] theorem 4) slightly relaxes the curvature assumption
on N.
(2)
I
i
With M,N aatn theorem(1.1.12), Harmonic maps give canonical representatives
...
for each homotopy class of mappings M~N. It is a fundamental unsolved
question whether the existence theorem is true withouta.~ curvature
assumption on N, og. if N iB an n-sphere. Many examples of harmonic maps
between spheres have been given by R. T 8mith [Sml and R. Wood [wd1. We
shall discuss harmonic maps or surfaces into the 2-sphere i~'5.1 •
(l.U)
(1.2B)
'.
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1.2 Compositions
A The composition law
t;M we,"-
Let M,N,P be~Riemannianmanifolds. In general; the composition of two
harmonic maps f:M ~ll , k:N~P is not harmonic (for example see [E-S] p , 132)
without further restrictions on one or other of the maps.
Proposition 1~.1 (Comp~sition law) [E-S]p.131
The fundamental form and tension field of the composite of two smooth
maps f1:M~N, ~:N~P are given in local coordinates by:
a a' -( a .... {;(kof) .. = k~ t .. + k f. f.p.J p.J jd./l]. J
a a-t)"! ij a oe. ~
'"(k'f) =: k-( I.\f + s kje<IJ f i f j
Proof
Direct computation••
We now derive a coordinate-free expression for T(k·f). Recall that
ref) can be considered as a mapping M~ TN ; we may regard the derivative
dk of k as a linear bundle map Trr~':rp and its covariant derivative vdk
as a linear bundle map: T~N -'it TP • Then (1. 2B) can be written in the
form (c.f. [Sm]p.9 );
{1.2C) 1:' (k.f) =dkO r(f) + Tr Vdk(df ,df)
where vdk(df,df) is the composition:
Tr~M ~~~~ TN0l'N ~ TP
Thus if psM:
(1.
(1.2D) Tr Vdk(df,df)(p) = ~vdk(df(ci),df(ei»(p)
; .. \
where {e1, ... ,en} is an orthonormal basis for TMp•
Corollary 1.2.2 [Z-s]
If f is harmonic and k is totally geodesic,then kOf is har~onic.
Proof
In (1.2C), 7(f) =0 , Vdk =0 ,hence r(kof) =0 .•
Thus new harmonic mnps may be manufactured from old ones by composing
with totally geodesic maps, in practise this is of limited use as there
,
are few totally geodesic maps. As for compositions in the other direction'
we shall cee in ~1.3 that a holomorphic map between surfaces followed by
a harmonic map is harmonic. See Smith [Sm] for further results on co~positio~$.
".
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D Compositions with convex functions
Let N be a smooth Riemannian manifold. A smooth function k: D~~ defined
on a domain DeN is said to be convex (resp. strictly convp.x) iff its
fundamental form (often called the Hessian) ~dk io positive semi-definite
(resp. positive definite). From (1.1A) the Hessian of k has components:
k - d~ k L -(
ifJ..,/3 - ~~~x/g - '( ~~
Proposition 1.2.3
k:D~R is convex (resp. strictly con7ex) if and c~ly ~f on each geodesic
~:(Gt,f;)-;)DcN ,(-<:>o~oi.<fl~ pararnetrised by arc length s, ~C::(ko;r)~O (resp.> 0).
Proof
By (1.1.6), if e is a unit vector in TNb (beN) and d: ("';,6 HD is the
geodesic tangent to e at b, parametrised by arc length s, then Vtlk(e,e) is
the acceleration vector of k.c ,i.e. Vdk(e,e) = !2(ko Cf- ) . Thus t7dk(e,e)~ 0
~ s
(resp. '> 0) if and only if -2(k.~)~ 0 (resp." 0). The result follows. ~ds ..
Convex functions arise naturally as squared distances, especially on
manifolds of negative curvature lB-O'N].
How let M,N,P be connected smooth Riemannian manifolds.
Lemn:.a 1. 2•4
If f:M~N is harmonic, k:D~1R is convex and f(M)c D, then kaf is
a subharmonic function on Mi. e. A(ko f) ~ 0 where A is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator for functions on M given by (1.1E).
Proof
From the composition law:
A(kot) = r(k.t) = dkor(f) + Tr Vdk(df,df)
But ref) = 0 and vdk is positive semi-definite, hence Tr Y'Iik(df,df)~ 0
and so 11 (kot) ~ O. tI
J~ernl;",a 1.2.5 [p-wJ
If Mis compact, and K:M~!l is a smooth function on M, r
~K*1 = 0 • III
,1~
"•
1U
Theorem 1.2.6 (Gordon [Go])
Call a subset D of N convex supporting if every compact subset of D has
I
an (open) Lcighbourhood in R which supports a strictly convex function.
o: h(Ul""l~ t"I'f i
Then, if lit is compact,,, .i':M-;)N cannot have image in a convex supporting
subset unless f is constant.
Proof
If f is harmonic and k is convex then by (1.2.4) kof is subharmonic
on M i.e. A(kof) ~ 0 throughout M. But by (1.2.5), F(kc>f)*1 = o.
~ .
We conclude that ~(kof):: 0 on M. But by the composition law,c.f. (1,2.4):
.6(ko f ) = Tr vdk(dt,dt)
Therefore Tr Vdk(df,df)~ O. But since k is strictly convex, Vtlk is
positive definite. It follows that df; 0 and therefore, f is constant.
We shall explore some corollaries of this in ~3.5.
C Sampson's max;mum principl: [S~
Let M,N be a smooth connected Riemannian manifolds.
Lemma 1.2.7 [P-'N p.G1] (rJaxi::um l'I"inciple for the Laplaoian)
A non-constant subharmonic function F defined on an open subset of I.l can
have no local maximum point. (HeI'e a local maximum point is a point p ~ !.I
such that :r(q)~F(p) Vq£ some neighbourhood of p.)
Let SeN be a hypersurface i. e. a smooth 6ubmanifold of codimerlsion 1;
let i:S~N denote the inclusion map; us1~g (1.1.6) we c~~ intepret the
fundamental form t7di as follows: let b c S and let e be a unit vector
tangent to S at b. Let ~ be the geodesic in 3 tangent to e at b. Then by
(1.'.6) and the immediately preceeding remark, Vdi(e,e) =geodesic curvature
vector of the arc i(~)e N. (It can be sho?m [Hi] that Vdi(e,e) is nor8al
to S.) No~ the tangents T3b to the hypersurface S form a hyperplane.
diViding TNb into two open half-spaces 3,,32• Suppose, as e varies over all
unit vectors tangent to t b ()sa, vdi e,e is a vector •••
at b~S.1J
r
"
"
which always lies in the same ha.'li"-space, say 5" then we shall say that
d"b,
the fundamental form of i:SCN is Definite~ Choose a neighbourho~d U of T5b
in TN
b
such that the exponential map eXPb:TNb-+N is a emooth diffeomorphism
onto a neighbourhood V of b. Then the neighbourhood exp, U of b is divided
u
.Lnto two halves: eXPb(UI1S,) and eXPb(UI\S2). If vdi(e,e) e 8, Ve, Vie
say that U(\8, is the concave side of S, and UI"I32 is the convex side of S ~ear b)
(If the second fundamental form is not definite we cannot talk about a
concave side or a convex side.)
Remark
If N is two-dimensional so that S is a '-dimensional submanifold,
then if e i~ a unit vector tangent to 8 at b~S, Vdi(e,e) is,.bY ('.'.6),
the geodesic curvature vector of S. Then the fund~ental foro ofi ,vdi , is
definite at b if and only if the geodesic curvature at b is non-zero.A
We now construct n convex function in a neighbourhood of b which is
zero on the hypersurf~ce s.
Firstly we construct coordinates (u', •• ,un ) centred on b as follows:
take (U2,M.,Un ) to be normal coordinates for the m~ifold S so that the
axes are geodesics of S, and let the point (u1, •• ,un) be the point a directed
1distance u along the unique geodesic of N which passes through the point
(u2, •• ,un) and is perpendicular to S.
Lemma 1.2.8
L1.(' (b) = 0 (~=" •• ,n)
Proof
From Hicks [Hi] at bE:S,
, fu11j ~hr~ ~, )h1e\,..]L1~ = 2 1~ + ~~ - ~r
11 , 1rBut h" =h =', by definition of u , and h1r =h = 0 (r=2, •• ,n)
2 n
since the lines u =••• =u =oonstant are perpendicular to S. Therefore:
1 ) 1'{ ~h1d- ~hl1 ~h'c(.}
L1(lC, = 2n ~:c1 + ~:~ar,.. - = 0 (<<.=' , •• ,n)
.'.
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Lemma 1.2.9
T'ae ~econd) fundamental form of 1 :SCN has componenuas
'I
1 1 _ L 1 (A.,/3=2, ... ,n) i!"( = 0 (tJI.,p,i=2, ... ,n)
;~Il - ~/3 ;r!.p
I
Proof
In the coordinates (u2 , ... ,un ) for S, (u1, ... ,un) for N, the map 1
1 22 nn ()has components: 1 =0, i =u , ... ,1 =u ; thus from 1.1A:
1 .«1 fJ!. 1 11;~p = 0 - 0 + l.aJPLtJL~' = L"'/1 (t:L~=2, ... ,n)
1 ("'(, rJ.' ($' "( (/J. -( )i;~ = 0 - i(,L", + i"" i~ L""" ct,,,., =2,... ,n •
Lel!lI"'...a 1.2.10
The function (u1, ... ,un)~u1 " defined on a neighbourhood of bi:N,has
(second) fundamental form (expressed as a partitioned matrix) at b:
where the matrix (_L..1I1 ) 11.-2 is positive (resp. negative) definite,. «.".- , ... ,n
if S is con~ (resp. concave) on the side u1~ 0 near b.
Proof
From (1.1A)~ at ~:
1 '1 1 1 ( )
u;.c.j3 = -u1 LAp = -L""fl ...,P=1, ••,n
By leIIIma (1.2.8) this has the form shown. By lemma (1.2.9) the natrix
(L 1) = (i 1) is the fundamental fOIU of i.
rA./l ",p=2, ... ,n ;"-fJ cL,!j=2, •• n
If S is convex (resp. concave) on the side u1> 0, the matrix
(1. 4 1) is negative (resp. positive) definite. Hence (_LJ~1)
,-.,.. rv» oi.,p=2, .:.n
is positive (resp. negative) definite ••
( 1 n) 1We !lOW modif'y the function u, ... ,u .-)u
function.
Lemma 1.2.11
to give a strictly COllVOX
If S has definite (second) funda.oental form, we can define a strictly
convex fllllction in a neighbourhood of ~S which is <0 on the concave
side of S "
Proof
>0 on the convex' side of S and =0 on S.
Hence:
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With coordinates (u1,N.,Un ) as above, we may assume with no loss
of generality that G is convex on the 6id~ u1> O. Now let k(U1 ) be a
strictly increasing and stri0tly convex fUnction of u 1 with k(C) =0,
1 i
defined in a neighbourhood of U =0. By the composition law (1.2A), at b~S:
dk 1 d~ 1 1(k c>u1 ) = -:r U;~J1 du I ;o,{J + du2 Uot. u~
1 dk 1 'd~ 1 1
(kllu );11 = 'du1 u;11 + du2 u1 u1
1 1
since by (1.2.10), u; 11 = 0 and u 1 = 1.
Also,
(k DU1 ) = ~1 U An1 , (Clt., t\) ~ (1, 1);tJl-p du ;....,-
since u~1 = 0 ("11).
o
Thus the hessian ot
·d2k
(du1F
"at beS has the form:
o
dk 1
-1 U.,-'fldu ~,~
.'.
1
Now, since k is a strictly increasing and strictly convex function"~of u ,
d2k ale ( 1) .l::':T-e> 0, and -1 > 0, and by (1.2.10), u , 11 n-2 1.S positive\du F du ,rJ.,. G(.",- , ... ,n
definite. We thus see that the Hessian of keu1 is positive definite at ~S
1 flea.t" b..
thus keu is strictly convex~ Also, since k is a strictly increasing
1 1function of u with k(O) = 0 , k <,=,> 0 aocording as u <,=,> 0
i.e. on the concave side of S, on S, on the convex side of S respectively.~
Theorem 1.2.12 (Maximum principle) (sampson [sa])
Let 111,N be smooth connected Riemannian. manifolds. Let sc N be a hyPer-
surface with definite fundamental form at b=f(p). If f:U~N is harmonic,
then no neighbourhood of.p is mapped entirely on the concave side of S.
Proof
For construot a strictly convex function k in a nei~hbourhood of b
as in le~ (1.2.11), then by lemma (1.2.4), k~f is .
subharmonic on a neighbourhood of p~M. Suppose a ~eighbourhood
o.
..
of P is mapped entirely on the concave side, then since kc::' 0 on the
concave side of S, and k=O on S, kof would have a local maximum at
p , By (1.2.7) this cannot happen unless k"f is·constant. Thus no
neighbourhood of p is mapped enti~ely on the concave side of S••
° Remarks 1. 2•13
If H is two-dimensional, then,as remarked earlier,the hypersurface
SeN has definite fundamental form if and only if it has non-zero
geodesic curvature.
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1.3 Special propertie3 in two dimensions
A Rie~ann Surfaces •
Let Mbe a connected smooth oriented two-dimensional manifold
equipped with a smooth Riemannian ID~tric g. Two such metrics g,g' are
said to be conformally equivalent if g = Ag' for some smooth positive
function A:M~1R.. In smooth local coordinates (x1,x2 ) on M, s.s ' are
conformally equivalent iff there exists a smooth positive real-vQlued
function Aon each coordinate neighbourhood such that gij = Ag' ij ,or
eqUiValently, gi j =A~,ij • \Ve define a conformal structure"on Mas a
conformal equivalence class of smooth metrics g.
Thus any metric determines a unique cunformal structure; we shall
call a connected smooth oriented two-dimensional manifold equi.pped
with a conformal structure a Riemann surface. Thus a Riemann surface Mis a
smooth oriented manifold together with a conformal equivalence class of
smooth metrics. We call a smooth metric g on M hermitian if it lies in the
prescribed conformal equivalence class.
note
If Mis a connected smooth unorientable two-dimension manifold, we
may consider inste~d its orientable double cover••
Now let Mbe a Riemann surface; choose a hermitian metric g on M.
Definition 1.3.1
Let p~ M. the angle between two taJ'lgent vectors t , t 'e TI.i is the
p
number e given by:
e -1{<t,tl> }= cos 1\ t II Itt 'II
";"lhere C, >and 1/ II denote the inner product and norm,respectively,on
/
TM determined by the metric g, withp
In local coordinates (x1,x2), if
" til = J(t, t) .
t = t
i ~ ,t' = t.' i) , then (1. 3A)~xi ~x~
...
.'.
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Proposition 1.3.2
The angl,e e is ;independent of the pa..rticular choice of hermi tian
metric on M.
Proof
If gf is another herDitian metric,' then g' =Xg • Using subscripts
to distinguish between the inner products determined by g,g' , ~e have:
e -1{ (t t'2f/,'} -1{\ }= cos ~ = cos A t t'g' llt Ug:~ 'h I .t\ Ittl gJA lit 'I g
= cos-~ (t,t')g 1 ';fI 81"t lIg Ut ' IIg . g
and thus we see that e is indepenaent of the particular choice of hermitian
me.tric on M."
~lUS on a Riemann surface the concept of angle is well-defined. We
now stud~ special coordinate systems on M:
fufinition 1. 3'.;
1 2Let (x ,x ) be smooth local coordinates defined in a neighbourhood of
a point p € 11. We say (x l ,x2) are isothermal at p if for any hermitian
metric S, gij(P) = const·~ij (i,j=1,2), or equivalently, 61, (P) = g22(P)
and gl~)=a , or equivalently, g11 (p) = g22(p) and. g12Ep) = a••
Clearly this definition is independent of the choice of hermiti~ metl~C.
We say the local coordinates (x1,x2) are isothermal if they are
isothermal at every point. Thus in isothermal coordinates a herr:litian
metric~assumes the form:
( 1)2 (2 )2 ( ( 1 2 2 2g = gll dx + g22 dx = I' dX). + (dx ) )
where/, i~ a smooth positive function defined on the coordinate neighbn~rhood.
The existence of isothermal coordinates is well-known [eh].
Lemma 1.;.4
}!roof
iTom (1.3B), putting g .. = const.C(;..• a~J J.J
This le~~a will be needed later.
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For ease of notation we shall now denote coordinates by (x,y) in place
1 2
of (x ,x ).
Proposition 1.3.5 Lsp p.21]
Let (x,y) , (x',y') be isothermal coordinates defineu in a neighbourhood
, h f di t (x,y)<-"'(x',y') is (''''',of some point peM. Then the c ange 0 coor na es r7
indeed writing z=x+iy, z'=x'+iy' , the change of coordinates z~z' is
holomorphic or antiholomorphic according as the change of coordinates is
orientation preserving or roversing. a
Isothermal coordinates (x,y) compatible with the ori~ntation of M are
called ~omplex coordinates • Comprex coordinates may be obtained from isothermal
coordinates by replacing (x,y) by (-x,y) where necessary. The transition
functions between overlapping charts are holom~rphic, thus we have introduced
(*)a complex analytic structure onto M.
We shall often use cOI:lplex notation z=x+iy t '7.= x-iy.
A sraooth mapping f:M~N is holomorphic (reap, antiholomorphic) iff it
is holom?rphic (resp. ant1holomorphic) in the local complex coordinates on M,
N. Writing these coordtnates as (x,y) t (u,v) and using complex notation
z=x+iy, w=u+iv, a smooth map f
dw ( ~w )d¥ = 0 r-sap, ~= O. Here:
is holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic)
d 1fd d} 'a Sa d}dZ = ~bi + iay , dZ = !L'bX - 11; •
iff
'f Holomorphic and antiholomorph1c mappings f have the property of
conformal1ty which may be stated as follows: if df(p)FO (at peM) and t1,t2~TMp'
t"t~O, then (1) the angle between t, and t 2, (2) the ratio of the no~ of
t"t2 are preserved under the map~ing. I.e. if g,h are any hermitian oetrics
on M,N respectively:
*( ) A Riemann sur-face is often defined to be a (connected) manifold with a
cozapLex analytic structure LA-S] , [Sg] •"ite have shown that a Rieoann surface in
our sense is certainly a Rieoann surface in this sense. Note however that our
definition is more restrictive, our Riemann surfaces beinr. required to possess E
globally defined hermttian metric .. However if Mis a paraCOmpEl.ct cooplex-
analytic mnuifold, purtition3 of unity may be used to estubli3n the exiGt~n~e
of globally defined hermitian metrica.
and
-1cos
(t1,t~>M
" t1 \l~1~211;
II t111At
. i1t 21JM
-1
= cos
=
\lat(P)(t1 )lI rl
l1df(p) (t2 )lfN
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B Harmonic maps from a Riemann surface
Let P be a smooth Riemannian manifold of any dimension,and let M
be a Riemann surface equipped with local isothermal coordinates (x,y)
~d a chosen hermitian metric g.
Lemoa 1.3•6
If we write g = p (a.x2+dy2 ) (> > 0, tr.;;n the tension field of a smooth
map f:M~P is given by:
(1.3E) t(fyt =!fd7.t + d1f "lJ'
f ~x2 ~y2
Proof
Directly from (1.1D) u~ing the well-knovr.n expression:
Afi=l[tf ; + }"l.~l
p ax ~y~ J ill
Proposition 1.3.7
Harmonicity of f :!{-.- P is independent of the choice of hermi,tian
metric g on M.
• Proof
( 2 2) ( 2 2)If g =f <be +dy and e' = f" <be +dy aretwo hereitian metrics,
and T(f), r'(f) are the corresponding tension fields for f, (1.3E) shows
that T' (f) =f!:.; 1:"(f). Since f">O, r';>o, "l:{f)=O if and only if r' (f)=O ••
r
Remarks
(1) Eells &Sampson show that the energy integral E(f) is also independent
of the choice of hermitian metric.
(2) Thus for a smooth map f :IfI~ P from a Riemann surface 14 we may talk
about f being har~onic nithout needine to specify any particular he~itian
I
metric on U.
'.
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Corollary 1.3.8
Any 02 mappfng> f :M""'tP from a Riemann surface M to a C'" Piernannian
manifold P which satisfies 7(f)=O must be CW with respect to the complex
structure on M.
Proof
. Let pG M, choose local isothermal coordinates (x,y) in a neighbuurhood
U of p and choose a hel~tian metric on U of the form A(1x2+dy2 ) where
X:U~~>O is C~ Then the result follows by applying (1.1.4) to each such
coordinate neighbourhood U••
Thus for harmonic mappings fron surfaces , we only need to know that
the target ffi~ifold is OW to conclude f is OW (w.r.t. the «nplex structure
on the surface.)
o A composition law
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces equippea with smooth hermitian metrics
g,h. Eells & Sampson prove that a holomorphic or antiholomorphic map f:M~N
is harnoni.c with respect to any choice of hercltian metrics g,h LE-S p.11S];
further Lichnerowitz [11J shows that such a map gives an absolute minimum
of the energy integral E(f) amongst all maps in the sar.e homotopy el.aas ,
We now prove a new composition law:
Proposition 1.3.9
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces and let P be a smooth Riemannian manifold
of any dimension. Let f:M~N be holomorphic or antiholomorphic and
let k:N~P be a smooth map. Then: (1) if k is harreonie then kof is
harmonic, (2) Conversely, if f is surjective, then if k·f is harmonic,
k 1s harmonic.
Note
By (1.3.7) it is not necessary to specify metries on Mor N.
r
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Proof
Choose aIly hermi tiaIl me tzLca g,h for M,N. Assume l' is holomol'phic
or antiholomorphic., By the composition law (1.2B), at a point pe M:
T(kof)(p) = dko-r(f)(p) + TrVdk(df,df)(p).
Thus
Now, since f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic and therefore harnontc ,
(1. 3G) -c (f)(p) = 0 V'p e 14
also by (1.2D),
Q,.
(1.3H) TrVdk(df,df)(p) =2: \7dk(df(e. ),df(ei ». ~
, la,
where {e} is an orthonormal basis for Til! • We now claim:i p
there exists an orthonormal basis' (e' 1,e ' 2) for TNf (p ) such that:
(1.3I) df(ei) = ~(p)e\ (i=1,2) where A(p)~O.
For since f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic, either df(p) = 0 in which
case any orthonormal basis will do, or df(p) F 0 in which case f is
conformal at p; therefore since e1 , c2 arc orthogonal and of equal
norm, so are di(e t),df(e2) , thus df(e t ) , df(e ) can be written in the
. 2
claimed form (1. 3I) with
~(p) = l!df(e1)IIN = l/df(e 2 )/IN
(Here It liN as usual denotes the norm on TNf(p) determined by the metric h.)
Now
A(p)2 = I)df(e, )'~2 = Ildf(e2ll: = ~lldf(e, lll; + !df(e2~~21
A(p)2 = -~lldtI12(p)
using (1.1K), where \111 as usual denotes the norm on L(TMp,TNt(p». Thus
from (1.3F) using (1.3G):
t(k.f)(p) = Tr Vdk(df,dt)(p)
a,
= 2: Vdk(df(e. ),df(ei »l '&1 l.
=L Vdk(A(p)e' i ,A(p)e t i)
= ~(p)2~Vdk(e'i,e'i)
(1.3K) r (k-f)(p) =i\ldf1l2 (p ).t:(k)(f (p» Vp E M
We now prove part 1 of the proposition:
by (1.3H)
by (1.3I)
by bilinearity
by (1.3J).
".
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If k is harmonic, "l'(k):' <;> and thus from (1. 3J), T(kof)~ 0, therefore
kof is harmonic.
Proof of part 2 of the proposition:
If k~f is harmonic, ~e have from (1.3J):
\\ dfl1 2(p).T(k)(f (p)) = 0 Vp e M. 'llierefore,
(1.3L) {either Ildfl/ 2 (p) = 0, i.e. M(p) =0
for each p~ M: or r (k)(f(p)) = o.
Now the set of regular values of f:M~N is the set of points be N such
that VpG. f-1(b), df(p)#O. If f is not surjective, f-1(b) may be empty.
However, if f is surjective, given a regular value b we can choose at least
.
one pe M such that b=f(p) and df(p)IO. By (1.3L) it follows that
T(k)(b)=O. Therefore r(k) is zero on the set of regular Yalues of f.
But by the theorem of Sard & Brown, the set of regular values is dense in
N, therefore "l'(k) is zero on a dense subset of N, and thus by continuity
is zero on the \Vhole of N, i.e. k is harmonic ••
Remarks
(1) The previously known composition law required f to be a conformal
diffeomorphism [E-S p.126).
(2) The result does not appear to generalise to compositions with holoDorphic
maps between K8hl.er manifolds despite such maps being harmonic [E-S P.11S].
Such maps do not have the required property of conformality used in our
proof.
r
'.
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D Harmonic maps and a 9uadratic.di~rential
Let ~,N be Riemann sUrfaces equipped with hermitian metrics g,h and local
complex coordinates (x,y),(u,v). We shall use complex notation (z,z),
(w,w), where z=x+iy, w=u+iv • The ~etrics on M,N can be written:
g =p2(x,y) (dx2+dy2 ) =(}(z) dzdz
2 2 2) 2() -h =~ (u,v) (du +dv = ~ w dwdw
where dz=dx+idy, dz=dx-idy etc. Let f :M~N be a smooth map.. A s tai tforward
calculation (c.f. [E-E p.138]) yields the ~ollowing expression for r(f) in
the local complex coordinates z,w:
(1.3M) Y(f) =!{w - + 2~ w_o }f1 ZZ r; z G
Here sUbscripts denote partial derivatives, e.g.
Remark
4 1 J~2w ~2w} is the Laplacian of w. If t is holomorphicI'~zz "?1ox2 + ,?>y2
(resp. antiholomorphic), w- = 0 (resp. w = 0) hence w _ = 0 hence lif) =0,
z z zz.
thus we get the Eells-Sampson result that a holomorphic or antiholomorphic
map is harmonic ••
. We shall now use (1.3M) to link up our concept of harmonic with a
concept of harmonic expounded by Gerstenhaber and Rauch [a-R) and Shibita
{Sh]. We write several expressions for the pull-back of the metric on N:
f *h = cr2 (w)dwdw
2( (»{~w ~w _}(dW ~w -1
=() w Z ~z + fidz dzdz +~z j
Multiplying out and using 'dw ~w etc.:
~=1Z
f*h.1: ~'.Re.(a(z)dz2) + b(z)dzdz
where
2 J\~W\2 Id'i/11b(z) = e: (w(zl 6Z + ~ r
f
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If we use different local complex coordinates (x',y') so that:
f*h =~e (al.(z 1 )dz 12) + b 1 (z 1 )dz 'd~'
then it is easy to show:
(1 .30) a' (z ,) = a (z \ :~ ,) 2
thus the expression a(z)dz2 is invariant under change of local complex
coordinates; it is called a quadrAtic differential.
Lemma 1.3. 10
If df(p) =°, then a(z)dz2 = 0 at p.
Proof
If df(p) =0, *=~ = 0 ~t p, therefore from (1.3N),
a(Z)dz2 = 0 at p••
Proposition 1.3.11
Let f:M~N be a smooth mapping between connected Riemann surfaces
such that the zero set L~ of df does not disconnect M i.e. M'~:2. is
connected. Then the quadratic differential a(z)dz2 ;: 0 if and only if
f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic.
Proof
. ".
'if' If f is holomorphic (resp.
then from ('.3Nh· a(z)dz2 :: o.
2
'only if' Suppose a(z)dz =0,
) "()\Y ( dw _ )antiholomorphic ~ _ 0 resp. dZ::::' 0 ,
then from (1.;N), since ~fO,
*(p). ~(p) = 0 for all pe M. We must show that this impli.es:
~w _ ~w
'M: :::. 0 or ~ =. o.
Let the set of pdnj;s pe M such that ~(p) = 0, *(p) = 0 be Z"Z2
respectively. Then:
Z" Z2 are clo.::,ed sets and M = Z1V Z2 '
Mis the disjoint union: (M'Z1)U(M'Z2)v(Z1nZ2) '
Zl"Z2 =Lo by (1.3.10), since pe Z1I\Z2(~ ~(p) = 0 and
I
(=) df(p) = 0 ,
(4) M'(Z1VZ2) is the disjoint union:
•
of open sets.
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. 0,
Now by hypothesis, M'~ is connected, therefore by (;) above
I
I
ll'(Z1nz2) . is connected, therefore from (4) above, one of the sets M'Z2'
¥'Z1 must be empty. Therefore by (1) above, Z1=M or Z2=M, i.e. ~~ =°
~w ~
or ~s 0, i.e. f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic ••
For harmonic maps we c~.n improve this result:
Corollary 1.3.12
Let f :M~ N be a mappang between Riemann surfaces which is harmonic
with respect to some choice of herrrdtian metric on N. Then the Quadr~tic
differential a(z)dz2 is identically zero on Mif and only if f is holoJ..Jrphic
or antiholomorphic.
Proof
We must appeal to a result to be proved independently in S2.2 that
the zeros of df are isolated. Then clearly the zero set ~o of df does not
)
disconnect M. We may thus app~ (1.3.10).
We now ask what properties a(z )dz2 has for a harmonf,c mappfng, We call
the quadratic differential a(Z)dz2 holomorphic i~f a(z) is holornorphic
function of the local complex coordinate z. By (1.30) this definition
is independent of the local complex coordinates chosen. We now determine
when a(z)dz2 is holomorphic by computing ~_a(z) ; differentiating_ z
( ) - ~w ~w1.;N with respect to z and using ~z =~ etc.:
f_a(z) = 2C"(~ w- + cr_w_)w Vi: + 0'2 (w -w + w Vi _) _
z w z w z z z zz ~ z zz
Using (1.3M) this can be written:
ill"(Z) = "'"t{T(f)W2 + T(f)Wz} •
We say f:M -1 N is non- 3ingular at p Eo Mif its Jacobian J (p) is non-zero.
(Jacobian = Jacobian determinant - see list of s~~~ols,)
f
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Theorem 1.;.13
Let f :M~ N be a emooth mapping between Riemann sur-races . Let N have
a chosen hermitian metric h. Then: !
I 2(1) if f is harmonic with respect to h, a(z)dz is holo~orphicj
(2) conversely, if a(z)dz2 is holomorphic and f is non-singular on a
dense subset of M, f is harmonic.
Proof
(1) If f is harmonic, then 1:'(f) 'S 0, therefore from (1.3P), ~~ o.(z) =: 0,
and thus a(z)dz2 is holomorphic.
(2) We solve (1.3P) for ~(f) b~.computing:
d ~ cr'20:z. _ _
w_ -r=a(z) - w _ (z) = - c:::e:...4 (w w- - w_w ). ref) .z oz Z Z Z Z Z Z
Now a simple computation shows w yL - w3i is the expression for the
z z z z
Jacobian J of f in complex notation, thus:
0'2. :a. ~)(1.~Q) - ~.J. ~(f) = w~~<z) - wz~(z)
Thus if a(z)dz2 is holomorphic, the right-hand side of (1.;Q) is zero,
therefore ~(p). T(r)(p) =0 for all p6M. Thus if J(p) is non-zero on
a dense subse:t of M, we must have "t"(f)(p) = 0 for all p on the sane
dense subset, and thus,by continuity, r(f)(p) =0 for all pc M, i.e. f is
harmonic ••
Corollary 1.3.14
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces with Mcompact and of Euler characteristic
'X(M) , and let f:M~N be harmonic with respect to some hermitian metric on N
but not holomorphic or antiholomorphic. Then dr(p) = 0 at at most~(M)
*points p~ M. ( )
Proof
B.Y (1.3.12) a(z)dz2 js a,holomorphic quadratic differential on M.
Now it is well-knov7n that a holomorphic quadratic differential is either
identically zero or has at most -~(M) zeros. In the former case, by
! '
*.
( ) Recall that - (M) =2g-2 where g u genus(U).
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(1.3.11) f '.is holomorphic or antiholorr.orphic, in the latter case, by
(1.3.10), every zero·of df is a zero of a(z)dz2, therefore df(p) = 0 at
at most - 'X (Id) points p ~ oM••
Corollary 1.3.15
Let f :S~U be a harmonic map from the Rf.emann sphere into any
Riemann surface equipped with a hermitian metric. Then f must be
holomorphic or antiholomorphic.
Proof
Since ally holomorphic quadratic differential on the Riemann sphere
is identically zero,[G-RpSOij, this follows from (1.:;.10).a
Remark
It can further be shovm that unless f is constant, it must be
surjective, and N must be (conformally equivalent to) the Riemann sphere. d
Corollary 1.3.16
Let f':~U be a harmonic map from any torus (i.e. compact Riemann
surface of genus 1) into a REmannsurface N equipped with a hermitian
metric. Then df can have no zeros unless f is holomorphic or antiholomorphic.
Proof
l3'1 (1.:;.1:;) df(p) = 0 at at most C points unless f is holorr.OI'!Jb1C
or antiholocorphic ••
Remark 1.:;. 17
(1.3.13) also holds in the non~orj~ntable case: i.e. let M,N be
smooth connected (not necessarily orientable) Riemannian surfaces, M compact;
let f :M~U be .harmomc, Then we can lift f to a mapping between o'ri.6'ltable
,..,,., '"
double covers: f :J,1-'1N. Then if f is not hofomor-phf,c or antiholomorphic,
df has at If.OSt - 'X(I.1) zeros. Proof: by (1.;.1;), elf has at most -?< (M)
of di
zeros. Now each zero of df is coy .z-ed by precisely two zeros /\ also 1(M)=21( (~n,
therefore df has at most i-X(£i) = 1( (n) zeros.
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1.4 Quasi-analyticity of a smooth harmonic map.
A Introduction and preliminaries
Let M,N be connected smooth Riemannian manifolds and let f:M->N be
a harmonic map. The harmonic equations (1.1F) are a quasi·-linear elliptic
system of a type studied by many authors, the basic theme being that if
the ·various quantities gi j , r:.k , L At are C"'O functions of theirl.J ~/'
2
variables, then although we know (~.f. {1.1.4» that any C solution f
of ,(f) = 0 is C~, such a solution behaves in some ways as if it
(oJ
were C • A large number of papers have arisen from the basi~ ideas of
Carlemann (ea], mainly in the dir~ction of generdising the classical
Cauchy-Kowalt;wsky theorem to the COO case; for our purposes we shall give
two results: a unique continuation property for harmonic maps derived
from resu!ts of Aronszayn [Ar], and a local expansion of a harmonic map
as a harmonic polynomial + higher order terms,derived from results of
Hartman & Wintner [H-W1] •
o notation
Let u{q) = u(x1, •• ,xm) be
. 1 m
points q = (x , •• ,x )
a real- or complex-valued function of
poinj(
a fixedAof D.
We write Iq-pl for the Euclidean distance between p and ~, i.e:
lq-pl =J{i(x1- XOi )2 }1.-1
and we write
u{q )-u~p) ()
I I "? 0 as q~p. If p= 0, ... , 0 , weq-p
simply:
m
f = Iql =J2.(xi )2
i-I
k
u{q) =o{q-p) iff
u{q) =o{q)k or
u =o(p)k •
write
We say
o notation
We write 1u(q) =O(q-p) iff Iu{q)-ufp.D.Iq-pl is bounded as q~ p.
...
r')0
.......
1 )1Again if P=(O,H.,O), we write u(q)=O(q) or simply u =0Vo •
We shall use the following properties of 0,0:
Proposition 1.4.1
If u = o<rl. and v = o0)k then
Proof
I
I
I l+k
u.v = oCf)
Trivial ••
Now let u(x1 , ... ,xm) be C«J. Then l w p.393] U'jhas a Taylor expansion
with remainder about (O,H.,O):
(1.4A)
1 ~, m Am 1 \ In)X rtI
( 1 m) _ L (x) eo. (x ) L(x) eo. (:x: F X (x' ..:-:u x , H. , X _ a \ \ + ~, HO ,A
"I' .•A", •AI \' AI " I···· '"CS\ c S , 0 .0. "PI' e'~.St· 00. AtI1 •
for::aIly s=0,1, ••• , where:
(1.4B)
and the 1i' ,"'~I' •• A""
= d6'").
v 1 v '\ \ U ( 0, H. , 0) ,
o(x )"l ... d(Xm)"",
are ~ functions of (x\ ... ,xm) wi th
(1.40) F\ \ (0, H. , 0) = )~ ()
", ... A.., '\ 1 X m x: U 0, H. , °
c)(x ) I •••~(x )
, 'f
Proposition 1.4.2
(1) If u(x1, ... ,xm) is ~ , then the following are equivalent:
(a) u =0r)1-1 ,
(b) u = °v»l ,
(0) the partial derivatives of u of all orders ~ 1-1 vanish at (0,_.,0),
(d) the Taylor series of u starts wit~ terms in (x1)~, oc.(xm)A""
where ~,+...+~~ ~ 1 •
(
' ) ClO (/J)l-1 Ju d) ~u _ (~)l-2
2 If u is C and u=o y- , then ~xi is C and ~xi - 0 I" •
Proof of part (1)
(o){-:)(d) Clear from (1.4A) and(1.4B).
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(c).::./(b):.For by (1.4A) with s=l,
• ( 1 )~, ( m)Aftl 1
( 1 m) =~ x ... x F \ \ (x , ... , xm) •u x , ... , x L \' \' 1\ , ....,'"e i\\....,\ r"'1 •~.. 1
From this it is e~3i1y seen that u:.::.0C(» •
(b)~)(a): Immediate from definitions.
(a)=)(d): For if Taylor series starts with termsin (x l )~I ... (xm)~tr1
where AI+"'+~M =s < 1 , from (1.4A) we can write:
( 1 )~I ( m)~M 1
";"x ... x F \ (x, ... ,xm).
= L. \ I \ I l •... I\M
6A~s J\...... ,,'.., .
• (/:])1-1
where F~I"'~M (0, ... ,0) 1= 0. From this it is seen that u is not =0,
Putting the above implications together, we have (aK=)(b)c~(c)(-)(d).
Proof of part (2)
If u is ceO and =00)1-', then by part 1, the partial derivatives
ot u of all orders S 1-1 vanish at (0, ...,0), therefore the partial
derivatives of ~:i of all orders ~ 1-2 vanish at (0, •• ,0). Hence by
part (1) above, ~:i ~ a \,-,)1-1 (i~1, •• ,m) •
B The Unique Continuation Theorem
Theorem 1.4.3 (Aronszayn) lAr p.248]
Let u1, ... ,un be smooth functions of p'oints q = (x' , ... ,xm)
domain DcRm which satisfy the differe~tial inequality:
on a
('.4D)
...
ITJ1k(q)\2~ canst.t {t.f~::12 + lu~121
CIt al
where L is a smooth linear elliptic differential operator of second order.
Suppose at some point peD,tn~.n-tuple (u', ... ,un) has a zero of infinite
order, i.e: u~(q) = o(q_p)k Vk=l,~, ••• ,Y~=l, ... ,n •
Then u is identically zero on its donum , 11
(
Remarks
Aronszayn requir~s less stringent conditions:(l) on the smoothness
of the u~ and L, (2) the n-tuple (u1, •• ,un) is required only to have a
"zero of infinite order in the 1-mean" (see [Ar)). ZVen better results are
oontained in a later paper [A-K-S]."
We now use Arons zayn' s result to prove:
Theorem 1.4.4 (Sampson) Unique Continuation Theorem [Sal
Let M,N be connected smooth Riemannian manifolds, and let f ,f' :D~N
be two harmonic maps defined on a domain Dc M. Then if f,f' :D~N
"agree to infinitely high order" at some point pG D, i.e:
fec:.(C!) _ f'~(q) = o(q_p)k Vk=1,2, ••• ,\l'a.=1, ... ,n,
then they agree on their whole domain, i.e. f(q)=~(q) for all qG D •
Corollary 1.4.5
If f,f' agree on an open set, they agree on their whole domain.
Froor of Theorem 1.4.4 [de]
Take local coordinates (x1,_.,xD ) near p, (u1 , .._,un ) near f(p),
let the point with coordinates (x1,_.,xm) be denot~d by q. Consider the
"S ~ '6difference w ~ f -f' • Subtracting the harmonic equation (~.1F) for fl
from that for f we get:
A,l (q) =gi j { L.t.: (r(q)r: f jf\ - L-,p"t(f' (q))r 't~f I j fl }
for all q in some neighbourhood of p. This can be written
Zt' , !>~. Icons t , ("'!"
Q ~I
It i8 now clear from (1.4~) that
1 31ll>w~Y~ const~ {~ ~:: 2 ..: Iw4 2J in a ned.ghbcurhcod of p •
•
Further, by hypothesis, w¥'(q) = f<l'(q)-ff{q) has a zero of infinite
order at p, therefore by(1.4.3), f,f' agree on a coordinate neighbourhood
Qf p, therefore,by a simple argwuent, f,f' agree on their whole domain D••
Remark
Thus a harmonic map 1s determined by its values on an arbitrary open
set.
C Expansion of a harmonic map between surfaces
We first give the result which we aha:l use to expand a harmonic
map as harmonic polynomial + higher order terms. By an expression such
as u = Uo + 00)1-1 we shall mean u-uO = 0~)1-1.
Theorem 1.4.6 (Hartman & Wintner HVl theorem 1* p.461 and remark.3 p.450)_
11 12 22 1Let g ,g ,g be C runctions of (x,y) defined on an open disk
Dc~2,centre (0,0), such that g11(0,0) = g22(0,0) = 1 , g1~(0,0) = 0, and
let H(x,y,u,p,q) be a continuous function of its five real variables
such that:
(1.4]')
that:
for every £>0, M> 0, there exists a constant K=K(E. ,M) such
"
..
IH(x,y,u, p,q)'.:s K( lui + (pI + \q l) whenever x2+y2<f..2, (ul'Tt, Ipl$.u, Iql~1ct.
Let u(x,y) be a 02 solution of:
with u(O,O) = O.
Then:
(1) u=u(x,y) 1s not =0 (p)nVn (where (' =jx2+yf) unless u is identically 0,
(2) either uS.O or, writing z=x+iy, u admits an expansion:
(1.4G) u:: re(alz1) + oyo)l waere 1£ t 1,2,;" ...1, ~6 Q, ~10 ,
(Here re,im denote real,imaginary part of a complex number respectively)
further; the partial derivatives ~ ~u~ U - ~ are given by:x- ox' Y -os
(1.4H)
Remarks
" ". ( • 1-1) (n)1-1ti~ ~ re l~z + 0 'f"
1-1) (/)1-1
uy =-im(l~z + 0 y' • ,..
(1) If u is smooth (1.4G) exhibits a Ta~lor expansion ~~th first term
re(~zl) and remainder term 0Y')l. By (1.4.2) this term is equally well
written 0yo)1+1. Further, if u is smooth, (1.4H) follY/s directly from (1.4G)
by proposition (1.4.2) pa.ct 2.
(2) The term re(~zl) is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial in (x,y)••
.
Now let la,N be Riemann surfaces with chosen hermitian metrics g,h,
and let f :M~N be harmonic ~vith respect to h ). Let P E 11 and take local
coordinates (x,y), (u,v) centred on p, f(p) respectively. Then in these
coordinates f is given by a pair of functions: u=u(x,y), v=v(x,y). We
shall now see that if we chase the coordinates in a special way we may
apply the above theorem to get expansions of the type (1.4G) for u and v.
In fact, let (x,y) be !sothermal at p , then by (1.3.3), g11(o,0) =g22(O,0)
and g'2(0,0) =0 • By multiplication of the hermitian metric g by a
suitable constant we can assume:
(, .41) " ( ) 22g 0,0 = g (0,0) = , , 12g (0,0) =0 •
'~ Let (u,v) be normal coordinates centred on f(p) (see after (1.1.7», recall q
(E."neig11bourhood of p) has normal coordinates (u,v) iff eXPf(p)-1 (q)~ TMf(p)
has components (u,v) with respect to some basis for TMf(p) (which we
are not requiring to be an orthonormal basis).
Lemma 1.4.7
In normal coordinates (u,\) centred on b6 N:
(a) the e~uations of all geodesics through b are linear; conversely any
linear equation Au+Bv=O (A,B constants not both zero) 1s the equation
of a geodesic throu€~ b; in particular the axes v=O, u=O are geode~ics;
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(b) the Christoffel s~nbols for N satisfy:
L,,'(U,O) ~ L112(u,O) = 0 Vu , L22' (O,v ) = L222 (0, v ) =.0 \fv;
(c) if (u',v') are other local coordinates centred on b, (u',v') are
normal if and only if the transformation of coordinates (u,v)~ (u ",v' )
is linear.
Proof
(a) If ta TNb , then for all sea, exPb(st) lies on the geodesic through
b tangent to t. Now if (u,v) satisfy the equation
(1 •4J) Au+Bv'=O
then writing this equation in parauetric form as:
~ d
-B - + A-dl.L ~l!
(paraae ter s )(u,v) = s(-B,A)
shows that (u,v) lies on the geodesic through b tangent to
'd ~
where )~ '~lJ" are the basis for the tangent space TNb detemined by
the coordinates (u,v). Conversely, varying B and A gives all tangent
directions, and thus all geodesics through b have an equation of the
form (1.4J). Note that the axes u=O,v=O are~~~s geodesics.
(b) The axis v=O has parametric equations:
u=u, v=o (parameter u )
Applying the dif~rential equation for a geodesic [Hi p.58] to the
~ geodesic v=O parametrised as above shows L11'(u,O) = 0 , L,,2(u,O) = 0
VUe The other identities follow similarly.by considering the other axis.
(c) The coordinates (u,v) of a point q are the components of (CXPb)-'(q)
with repect to some basis for TNb • Hence the change of coordinates:
(u,v) "'"7 (u',v') is linear if and only if (u'vt) are the coordinates
of q with respect to some new basis for TNb ' i.e. if and only if (u',v')
are normal coordinates of q with respect to some basis for T~b ••
Theorem 1.4.8
JJct rT, N be Riemann surfac~s; let N have a chosen hermf, t i.an metric.
I
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are normal coordinates centred on rep)
are isothermal at p (see (1.3.3»
(u.v)
(x,y)
Let f:M-)N be harmonic with respect to this metric. Let p6M and let
(x,y), (u,v) be lOc~ coordinates centred on p, rep) respectively, write
z=x+iy,P =\ zJ .Then:
(A) if
"(1.4K) {
then in some neighbourhood U of p,f has one ot.the forms:
(1.4L)
(a) uS 0 , v: 0
. k
(b) u; 0 , v =re (bkZlC ) + 0 (p)
(b') u = re (al zl) + 0 ~~l , v= 0
(c) u = re(alz1 ) + o~)l , v = re(bk zk ) + ofp)k
where l,k are positive integers and ~,bk are non-zero complex numbers ~
(B) call the coordinates (x,y) , (u,v) admissible if they are of the
type (1.4K) and also f is of the form (1.4L)(a), (1.4L)(b) or (1.4L)(c)
with 1> k or l=k and in(a1~ );.:0; then admissible coordinateD can be
obtained from arbitrary coordinates of the type (1.4K) by a sdtable linear
transformation of (u,v) coordinates;
'.
(0) if (x,y) , (u,v) are admissible coordinates, the the matrix ror
df and J (the derivative and Jacobian determinant of f) are given in the
neighbourhood U of p as follows:
(1.4M)
(in case (a)
of (1.4L»
{in case (b)
of (1.4L»
(in case (c)
of(1.4li).
vl1th 1:;> k
or l=k and
im(albk)~O
o ]k-1 k-1
-im (kbk z )+00)
Notes
The condition "1> k or l=k and im(~~ )#0" can be interpreted as -requiring
",
the Lowes t.,te.nlls 1 k)re(~z ) ,re(bkz ·of u,v to be linearly independent
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!
in the vector space 9ver U of smooth functions of (x,y).
Proof of theorem part (A)
Choose a hermitian metric g for M. We wish to apply theorem (1.4.6)
~o expand u(x,y) ,v(x,y) in the form (1.4G). Now, if (x,y) are
isothermal at p, by (1.3.3) g11(O,O) = g22(o,0) and g12(o,0) =° .
Now, since f is harmonic, by the harmonic equations (l.lF), u(x,y) satisfies:
where
.~ ~ 1 i' k i' Q(, f3 1
H(x,y,u'1X'1Y) = -fk g Jrl j + g Jf i f j Lot,fJ
or in full, sine f 1 = ~u etc'1 ox .
_ ~"ijr" 1 ~u ij~ 2
- ax£'> I ij - -Syg 'ij
+ i g11(~U)2 + 2 12 ~u dU + ",22(~U)2JL 11 dX e d"Xay b Oi 11
+ 2{~11 ~u dv ,-. 12 },U dV 22 k ~vIL 1
b ~ ax + ~g ~ ~ + s 1Y JY 12
+{ g11(4)2 + 2·r12 dV Jv + 2'.2 (~) 2J L 1
()X g)X 1Y g \di 22
Now for any chosen eo> 0, M)o 0, it is clear from this expression that
'f if- x2+y~ ~2, lulEiM, I~\'M,I~I~M, there exist constants such that:
(1.4N) IH I~ const.{ lfil+l~n+const·1 ~21 (u, v)1
But L22
1(u,v) is a smooth function, which by (1.4.7)(b) is zero when
u=O, therefore [w~4(g)1., L221(u,v) = U X{s:nooth funtion of (u,v)}, iu
psrticular, for any chosen ''1''>0, there exists a cOIfs~~t such that
\L221(u,v)\.G const.lu\ . V(u.v) s.t. u2+v2<. 1f.
Since (u,v) is a continuous function of (x,y),we deduce that, given £>O,M)()
. .. . . 2 2 2 \bul I~l
there exists constant, such that whenever x +y <:t: ,l",~M, !1i\$.I.i, B~M:
IHI ~ coPSt.{ hIl +~+ltl1
.'.
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We can now apply theorem (1.4.6) to show:
1 ' 1
either u='O or u = re(alz ) + oy,)
,
where ~ is a positive integer, ~ a non-zero complex number.
I
Similarly it can be anowm
either v:: 0 or v = re(bkzk) + o~)k
where k is a positive integer, bk a non-zero complex number.
Combining these resultG gives the four cases (a),(b),(b'),(c) of (1.4L).
Proof of part (B)
We have just shovm that in any coordinate system of the type (1.4K)
f has the form (a),(b),(b') or (c) of (1.4L). If r has the form (b
'),
performing the linear transformation of coordinates (u',v l ) = (v,u) an~
dropping dashes converts f into the form (b). If f has the form (c) with
l<k, the same transformation of coordinates converts f into the form (c)
with 1> k. If' f has the form (c) with l=k and im(al~)=O' perform
the linear transfornation of coordinates:
-1
u' = u - bk alv, VI = V •
(Note that bk~1al is real by the e~uation im(al~)=oJ Dropping dashes
we see that f is now of the fom (b) or (c) with 1> k •
Thus we have shown that by a linear change of (u,v) coordinates w~
can assume f is of the form (1.4L)(a), (1.4L)(b) or (1.4L)(c) with l>k or
l=k and.1m(al~)FO. By (1.4.7)(c) the new (u,v) coordinates are normal, by
definition, they are admissible.
Proof of part (C)
Let (x,y) , (u,v) be admissible coordinates. Then f is of the forrr.
(1.4L)(a), (1.4L)(b) or (1.4L)(c) with l>k or l=k and im(al~)~o. Straitfor-
wa!'d calculations using (1.4.2)(2) and (1.4.1) yield the expressions (1.41.r).
Uote that in (1.4M)(c),if 1=.1C, the expression for J reduces to:
. t2k-2 - ) ()2k-2J = lk Iz •Im(~bk + 0 f
•
".
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Remarks
(1). It can easily b~ shown that, with the conventions that l=k~in case
(a) of(1.4L) and l=~in case (b), the integers I and k are invariants
whatever particular admissible coor~inates are chosen.
(2) . Compare the theorem with work of Heinz [He I]who glves the .expanatons
~j~4L}~~Qr a solution u(x,y), v(x,y) of a system of quasi-linear elliptic
partial differential equations of the same type as the'harmonic equations
(1.1F). However, it is not possible, inHanzicase, to give a nice description
of the coordinates required, such as (1. 4K~. In the CW case Heinz I
expansions are given by LeW;( [Le.n·
(3) The result is essentially two-dimensioiial; although the result
(1.4.6) of Hartman & Wintner can be generalised to higher dimensions (see
[H-W2]), to apply this result we must impose severe restrictions on M,N,
(we can apply the result when M and N are flat).
of f; the singular s~t ~ is the set or points
'.
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2. SINGULARITIES OF HARBONIC MAPS' BETWE.:i:U SURFACES
between
In this chapter~1e classify the singularities that a harmonic nap~ BU1~aces
can have into four basic types. In 52.1, we shall uerine and discuss the
relevant types of singularities for a smooth mappine between surfaces;
in '2.2, we classify the singularities for a harmonic map between surfaces;
in ~ 2.3, we compare with the singulari'ties possible for an arbitrary a.cooth
map; in ~2.4, we compare with ~.')., ham.ond,c maps in higher dimensions and
show our results are essentially 2-dimensional.
2.1 Singularities of a smooth mapping
A Critical set and critical values
Let M,N be connecteQ s200th manifolds of dimension m,n respectively,
and let f:M~N be a smooth map. (Occasionally, we sha'LL suppose that i'l,N,f
are real-analytic.) The derivative of f is a smooth linear bundle map
df:TI.I~TU ; by the rank of f at p eM or the r~ of df at p we mean the
rank of the linear mapping df(p): TMp~TNf(p). The set of critical
..EE-ints or critical set L of f is the sct of points p c M such that
rank df(p)< min(m,n). Points of Mnot in the critical set are called
ordinary points. Points of fer) are called critical values and points
of N' f (~) are called regular values • The Sard-Brown tneorem tells us
that the set of regular values 1s dense in N.
Suppose now that dim M = dim N = n. Critical points, critical values
are now termed singular points, singular values respectively and ~ is
ter~ed the singular set. Take local coordinates (X1 , . o, Xn ) , (u1,No,un)
for M,N, then at each point p~ iii, we ma.y calculate the Jacobian determinant
() ~(U1'N.'~) ( )
J p = ~(x1, ..o,xn) p
pc M at which the Jacobh..n determinant vanishes. By the Lnver ee function
theorec, ~ is the set on which f raiLs to be a local difI'eomo~phismo
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We may also define the branch set B of f :M-7N, this is the set on which f 1.,
fails to be a local homoomorphism, t(B) is called the set of branch values
of f ,note DeI. Now define:
~ i ={Pe M: rank df (p) =n-i 1
VIe see that M is the disjoint union: Z.OV"'U~n • Further, 2.0 = set of
ordinary points of M, end 2.1lJ"'U~n = ~.
Now suppose dim I'M = dim. N = 2. Then M is the disjoint union:
20ur1U~2 and further:
2 0 = {pGM: J (p )~O} = set· of ordinary points = set of points
where f is a local diffeomorphism ;
~1 ={P€M: J(p)=O but df(p)~ol
2.2 ={P€M: df (p )=O} ;
Sineular set ~ = L1u 1:'2 •
•'.
..
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B 1-subffiunifolds, endpoints and meeting points
Let lot be a connected smooth surface. A cf ""·submanifold "( of fiI (r=O,l, ... ,0iJ)
is a subset "'Ie; lit such that for each p€r',1 there exists u neighbourhood
I
U of p in M, neighbourhoods V,V' of 0 in R and Or coordinates (t,t') on
tre 11, centred on p, such that:
U ={(t,tt)EVXV'}, 1'1\0 = {(t,t')' V>ct6}} (t)
For any such Or coordinates (t,t'), we shall call t a Or (local) parameter
for '6 (centred on p), note that the ef mapping i :Y"='M , tH(t,O)
,
pararaetrises ift'l U as a Or arc of M (c.f. ~ 1.10). FOl' r">O, the tangent
to f at p can be found as the vector ~~(O)~ TMp • This is well-defined
up to scalar multiples under change of local Or parameter t (~>°).
Endpoints:
We shall say p is an endpoint of class OS or OS endpoint (s=O,1,.o,r)
of the cf' 1-submflllifold iff there exists a neighbourhood 0 of p in 1:r,
neighbourhoods V, V' of ° in !R and Or coordfnacea for U centred on p such
that:
u =£(t, t ' ) G VXY' 1, t fl U =[(t, t ' ) € VX to1 : t >0}
Again t is called a OS Uocal) parameter for ~ (centred on p), note that
oif p is a (0 ) endpoint of the 1-submanifold (, then p is not a point
of t but is a limit point of ( •
1 1If P is an enpoint of class 0 for the 0 1-submanifold 't' parametrised
by t, then we may define the outwurd tansent at p to be the vector
d'tdt 6 TUp • Note this is well-defined up to positive scalar multiples,
and pointo along the submanifold away from p:
Meeting points:
By a Illeetinr.: point of class OS (s=O, •• ,r) of the cf 'r-subm31lifolds ~, •• ,~
of Mwe shall mean a point pc Msuch that there exists a neighbourhood
of p and OS coordinates (x,y) for UC U centred on p such that:
(t) Here we use (t,t') to denote the point of U with coordinates (t,t') .
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finu = [(x,y)#(O,O) ; aXg(X+iY)=Ci} ,(i=l,N_,k)
where c
l,.-,ck
are k-distinct leal constants. Thus in the (x,y) c90rdinates,
tl'"-'~ are k half-lines meeting at the origin_
If Mis a connected real-analytic surface, similar Q~finitions can be
given allowing differentiability classes Or with r=O,l~_.,a),w_
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C Types of singularities - good singular points
L<lt f:M.,.11 be ta smooth mapping between smooth connected surfaces,
and let p~J4. Two maps f ,f I :M~N have the same germ at p~ lit iff
flu = f'L for some sufficiently sm~ll neighbourhood U of p. We shall
be interested in the possible germs of a mapping f at p, especially when
p is a singular point,for this purpose, we may assume that f is defined
on an arbitrarily small neighb~urhood of p. For such a mapping f, we now
distinguish between various types of singular points p€ M.
Choose local coordinates (x,y) on a neighbourhood U of p, (u,v)
on a neighbourhood
It has derivative
V of f(p), the-the
~J ~JdJ~ +"sy dYe
Jacobian of f is J=u v -u v •
x y s x
Firstl~ p may be an ordinary point:
'.
Proposition 2.1.2 (Canonical form for an ordinary point)
If p is an ordinary point, then the~exist smooth coordinates (x,y),
(u,v) centred on p,f(p) such that f has the form:
u=x ,v=y •
Proof
By inversefunction theorem (standard) ••
Definition 2.1.3 (Whitney [W])
A singular point is called a good singular point if dJ(p)~O••
Thus a good singular point is one which is not a critical point of
the Jacobian.
Proposition 2.1.4 [w]
If p is a good singular point, df(p)#O.
Proof
Direct calculation in local coordinates_.
"-
(
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Now, by the implicit function theorem~ if p is a good singular point,
then there exists a neighbourhood U of p S~Ch that ~f\ U ={ p£U : J(p)=O]
is a smooth connected 1-subm~4ifold. Further, since dJ(p)~O, by continuity
!
of dJ, we can choose the ned ghbourhood U such that ~f\ U is a smooth '.\ ,
connected 1-submanifold consisting of good singular points. We make the
Definition 2.1.5 (~]
A smooth connected 1-s~bmanifold . consisting of good singular points
is called a general fold ••
The above remarks show:
Proposition 2.1.6
Any good singular point lies on a general fold, in fact we can choc~e
a neighbourhood U of p such tha.t ~f\U is a general fold ••
Notes
(1) Any general fold is contained in a maximal general fold i.e. a
maximal connected smooth 1-submanifold consisting of good singular
. '.
points. We easily see that maximal general folds nrc precisely the co~~ecte~
components of the set of good singul~r points. Any good sill{~~x point
lies on a unique m;;xinal general fold.
(2) If f:ll~N is a real-analytic map between connected real-analytic
surfaces, then a general fold is a connected real-analytic 1-subnanifold•
(3) Since dJ(p)~O at a good singular point, J has opposite signs on
opposite sides of a general fold ••
D Order of a Good Singular Point
Let p be a good singular point for the mappine f:M~N. Throughout
this section e: will denote the general fold through p. Let e: have a
local ceO parametriaation (!,2.1B) ~ :V...;JM, t ....~(t) , where V is a.
neighbourhood of 0 in R. Choose snooth local coordinates on H defined in
1 2
some neighbourhood of f(p), and let f ,f denote (as uaual)·the
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components of'! with respect to these coordinates.
Definition 2.1.7
The order of a good singular point p is the least positive integer r
such that dr (:foQ!-)(O) f. 0 for somo '(=1,2.
dtr
r
If no such r exiats, i.e. if :tr (ftD~)(9) = 0 Vr:=1 ,2, ... ,vr =1,2 ,
we say p has order c() ••
It is easy to see that the defirj,tion.,is independent of the cClO
parametrisation chosen for'~ ~ and the local coordinates chosen for N.
Proposition 2.1.8
The order of p is the lesser degree of the lowest terms in the Taylor
expansions of f 1oG-(t),f2.Cf(t) as power series in the parameter t.
Proof
Trivial. "
E Fold points
Defintion 2.1.9 [w]
A good singular point of order 1 is c~lled a fold point••
Thus a good singular point p is a fold point if and only if
A(-l'io a-)(0) F 0 for some 1'=1,2. Alternatively, since ~(f\ Go)(0) , d~(f2"~ )(0)
d
are the components of the derivative dt(f'~)(O)6THf(p) ,
the good singul::iI' point p is a fold point iff:. d~(f.~)(0) f. O.
d ~Alternatively, if w=w1~+ 'W2 oy 6 TIl1p , the directional derivative V w rep)
is the vector:
~f ~fw, ~ + W2 s; € Tnf(p)
Qlearly (c.f.[W]) f is a fold point if and only if ~wf(p) F0 when w is
tangent to t> at p.
Definition 2.1.10 (wl
A smooth connectedj-eubmarn.roj.d conad.stdng of fold points lis called a
fold line ••
Thus a fold line is a special type of general fold.
Proposition 2.1.11 [W] (Canonical Form for Fold)
If p is a fold point, then there exist smooth coordinates (x,y) , (u,v)
centred on p, f(p) respectively, such that f assumes the form:
2
l1=X , v-s- a
Here, the y-axis is the fold line, the mapping folding the coordinate
neighbourhood of p along this line.
A'
c'-----~
if
.s <-t
f
~
.
Fold
-
:rr
___~r--o-. A
c.
Ij",e cnSii;...~
fold
F Cusp points
Definition 2.1.12 [W]
A good singular point of order 2 is called a cusp point ••
Thus a good singular point is a cusp point if and only if
2A(f~~)(O) = 0 Va'=1,2 and d~2(ft6:)(O) F 0 for some 0=1,2.
0,
Proposition 2.1.13 ~
If p is 3. C1tSP point, there exist smooth coordin:.:.1.es (x,y) , (u.v)
centred on p, rep) such that f has the form:
3
u = xy - x v = Y on
2Thus p lies on the general fold y=3x • All other points on the general
fold near p are fold points.
I~ , \A-
I "L __ ~
'\ ;"'C<":1( ot l-.c.( ~!. o: ·E'!"re "f 8
Ab.:u.t- c: .... ,,~~ 'f 1.U'r' ('<1....-r
---J
"60)(
r-
~I
...
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G Good Singular Points or order r , 2< r <: cD
I
It appears not ~o be possible to give canonical forms for gOQd singular
points of order r> 2, exampl.eo are provided by the formula:
r+1 ( ~u = xy - x , v = y 2< r<:coJ
which defines a Ccomapping with a good singular point of order r at (0 .. 0) •
. Good singular points of order r , 2~ r<:tI:J are isolated, in fact:
Proposition 2.1.14
If p is a good singular point of order r (2-' r<:"oO), there exists a
neighbourhood U of p such that all the points of (ZIlU)" P are fold points.
Proof
Suppose p is a good singular point of order r (2~ r<o:». ·Then by
(2.1.6), there exists a neighbourhood U" of p such that ~(\U" is a
a-
general foldAthrough p. Further, since a general fold is a smooth 1-subn~ifold,
we can choose a neighbourhood U'G U" of p, neiehbourhoods V,V' of 0 in
fl, and smooth coordinates (t,t') for U'centred on p such that:
U' ={(t,t') EVXV'}, CS'"flU' =5:I\U' ={(t,t')E VICV' : t'=o}
(c.f. ~ 2.1B). Parumetrising the general fold G"1'l U' by CT:t~ (e,o), since
p is of order r:
d;(f~~)(O) = ••• rVi=1,2, d~r(f-':(:)(O)';' 0
'. for some '1= ',2 , s~~y -t= to . It folloVls [W p.392(b)] that there exist
smooth functions Tt defined on some neighbourhood W' of 0 such that:
By continuity of T, it follows that:
d~(f~ G-")( t ) 1- 0 for (~yo and t ~ some neighbourhcod We WI of 0,
t/o.
Consider the set: U = {(t,t')~ (Vf\w)~vll . Then U is a neighbourhood
of p and (~fl u) .... p conais te of good singular points wi th d~ (r~G-)(t )/0
for some t= 1,2 , i.e. fold points. g
H Good Singular Points of order 00
Recall that p is a good singular point of order d:) if
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dr -(
-r(fol.7') (0)=0dt .
0.
f all 1 2 ~ 1 2 An example is provided by the formula:or r = , , ... , fI = , •
(2.1B) u ~ xy - exp(_x-2) , v =Y
This defines a c:r mapping with a good singular point of order co at (<',0).
I Collapse points
" " ~~' ~.ualJ lc_t p be a good singular point , and let () be the general
fold through p.
Definition 2.1.15
The gOOQ singular point p is called a collapse point if there exists a
neighbourhood U of p such that fl~~ = constant.
~finition 2.1.16
A smooth connected 1-sub~unifold consisting of collapse points is
called a collapse line ••
We see that any collapse point is interior to a collapse line, and
that a collapse line "collapses" to a point under the mapping.
Proposition 2.1.17
(a) A collapGe point is a good singular point of order 00 •
(b) The converse is not necessarily true.
(c) If, however, the mapping f:M-.>N is a.real-analytic mapping between
real-analjotic surfaces, then a.good singular point p € M of order 00 must
be a collapse point.
Proof
(a) let p be a good singular point lying on a general fold o· • If P is a
collapse point, then there ex1~~s a neighbourhood U of p such that
tl
unr
= constant.Thus fc~ is constant in a neighboUl'hood of teO (here
(;:t~'Z1{t) denotes a ClIO parametrisation ofC" ,as usual. Hence
rd~r (t(,c-)(O) =0 Vr)1, ?J'=1,2, thus p is a good sine,rular point of orderoe.
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(b) In the mapping (2,1B), the point' (0,0) is a good sineuJ.ar point of order
cO, but is ~ot a collapse point.
(c) Let f :M711 be CW , and let p be a good singular point of order eo .'
As usual, p lies on a general fold ~ , this is a real-analytic 1-subrr2nifold
of M, and thus has a CWparametrisation q. :V~C"CN, t~~t) where V iz
W 11 ,..
a neighbourhood of °in R. Choosing C coordinates for N, f ~c- is analytic
r
(i=1,2). But by hypothesis: 'd~I{f';'C-)(O) =°Vr=1,2,." V(=1,2;
therefore f \ a=- must be constant on V. It follorlZ that p is a collapsE'
point. iii
Proposition 2.1,18 (Canononical form for a collapse)
If p is a collapse point for the mapp~ng f:M~N, then there exist
smooth coordinates (x;y) centred on p, (u,v)' centred on f(p) such that
f assumes the fonn:
u = xy , v = y ,
Proof
Soe appendix 1,.
6
-IA e/ A'r- ~
-7 ~nsA~e of ~/I",f"c tin<.l
e I...e, + -, c-:
'.
~p :x:. )fr. -. u.j)L ~ -,
- -lc. L -1-j.t ~c' t p'box i\<.b",~t (0 /lf~< f".;t l .....14~e of box ~s t,~wre of e
H"G..~h ;""'«~L of
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J Types of Singularities - Meeting Point of General Folds
sWe shall call p.a Cnee~ing point of general fol~
c,s
if ~1'-.' elk are general folds, p is a~meet1ng point of
(;", , ... , Pk
the CCO '-submanifolds
;
0""" ... , G"k as defined in 5~.'A, and ZI\U "" p = ( cr,tJ... U(5'"k)1l t~ for
some neighbourhood U of p.
As an exa~ple, consider the mapping defined by
u = re(x+iy)l , v = y
The Jacobian for this mapping = re { I (x+iy )1-'1, which is zero on the
2(1-1) half-lines (i) ± 1T' 2rrr (, )arg x+ y = 2(L-1y" 1':;- r=O, , ... ,1-1 • These lines
are easily seen to be genelal folds, thus (0,0) is a meeting ~oint or 2(1-k)
general folds.
..:D_
tt..-e
-"" -
A u -= re (7:. t'J'P __.
--
---7' ~,...'---_+------
u.
'" =~
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K Types of singularities - branch points
Let f:t1~N be ~ smooth map between connected smooth suz-races , and
let pe M.
Definition 2.1.19
whose closure can be mapped topologically onto a closed disc in such a
way that .4 corresponds to the open disc.
I~mma 2.1.20
..
Let f :M~N be ramified at p. Then there exist neil;hbourhoods U of
*p, V of f(p) such that:
'.
* *U ,V are Jordan rebions,
*the fundamental group of U""P is infinito cyclic,
*the fund8.I:lontal group of V'f(p) is infinite cyclic,
* *1'*: iii (U' p) ~ ii, (V"" f (p» is monomorphic.
Proof
Follc~ing Ahlfors &nario [A-S~1.20J if U is a connected locally
o
compact Hausdorff topological space and N is a C surface, a continuous
mapping f: U~N is said to define U as a (ramified) covering surface
of N if every p'GU has a neighbourhood U' such that f:U',p'~N is a
*local homeomorphism ( ). Now let f:M~N be a sreath map between connected
smooth surfaces, then it is clear that f is ramified at p if" and only if
there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that f:U.,N defines U u.s a
..( ) Ahlfors & ~ar10 term a local homeomorphism a "smooth covering".
'.
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(ramified) co~eri~surface of N. Our lelruna now follows directly from
Mufors & Sario' s res'ults for a covering surface, see [A-S S1 •2o~1.
*"Let the generator of 1il (u ,p) map to r times the generator of
"Ii.(v~ f (p)). By 2.1.20 (4), riO, by suitable choice of generators we Iaay, .
assume r > O.
Definition 2.1.21
r is called the multiplicity of p (in the mapping f). By the phrase:
lip is a point of multiplioity r" we shall mean f il3 ramified at p 8I1d P
has multiplicity rO R
Definition 2.1.22
p is said to be a branch point of ord~r (r-1) if f is ramified at
p and p has multiplicity r> 1. t:I
Proposition 2.1.2; (Canonical form for a branch point)
Let f:M~N be a smooth mappine between connected enooth surfaces.
Let p be a point of multiplicity k 0 (Thus if k >1, P is a branch point of
order k-1.) Then there exist cO coordinates (x,y), (u,v) centred on p, f(p)
respectively such that f assumes the form:
k
w = z where w denotes u+iv, z denotes x+iy •
Proof
If D denotes the disk {Z6C ; Izl<1} Ahlfors & Sario (A-SS1.20E] prove
that there exist homeomorphisms ~:U-)D, w:V'~D of suitable neighbourhoods
kU,V of p,f(p) such that ",_f(p') = f(pl) for all p'€. U. Thus I,w
cO
define local coordinate charts, which define~coordinates (x,y) for M,
(u,v) for N, centred on p,f(p) respectively such that f assumes the form:
k
w = z where w denotes u+iv, z denotes x+iY.a
Corollary 2.1.24
P .is a point of multiplicity 1 if and only if there exist neighbourhoods
U,V of p,r(p) respectively such that f:U~V is a homeomorphism.
Proof
Canonical form is now: ~=z ••
..
Corollary 2.1.25
P is a br~~ch pqint if and only if p is an isolated point of the
branch set of f.
Proof
If p is an isolated point of the branch set B of f, it is clear that
f is ramified at p (2.1.19). Further by (2.1.23) p cannot have multiplicity
1. Therefore by definition p is a branch point. Conversely, if p is a
branch pOin~,then by (2.1.19) either p is an isolated point of the br~ch
set or Prf B. In the latter case (2.1.24) shows that p has mtiltiplicity 1
and therefore is not a branch poi~t •. m
Remarks 2.1.26
Thus we have been discu~sing isolated points of the branch set;
note if p is an isolated singular'p6int then according to (2.1.19) f is
ramified at p and thus, by (2.1.22),(2.1.24), eit~er p is a branch point
of f or f is a local homeomorphism a.t p. An example of the latter case
is provided by the formula
1 3 2
u = ?l + xy , v=y
wr~ch defin~s a homeomo~ism (of the pl:ne to the plane) with an isola~ed
singularity at (0,0). (0,0) i3,of course, a point of multiplicity 1•
r
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2.2 The singularities of a harmonic m~p at n point p
A ExpressionR and ipequalities for dr,J,dJ
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces and let f:M7>N be harmonic with respect
to some hermiti~ metric h on N. Let p f M. We shall claaify into four
basic types the singularities possible at p. Por this purpose it suffices
that f be defined in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of p, i.e. we
are interested in the germ of f at p.
Our starting point is theorem (1.4.8). Choose smooth coordinates
(x,y) , (u,v) centred on p, f(p) respectively such that:
{
(1) (x,y) are isothelmal at p (1.2.~),(2.2A)
(2) (u,v) are normal coordinates centred on f(p) ;
suppose these coordinates are ad~~ssible (see (1.4.8». Then in some
nei~~bourhood U of p, f assumes one of-the forms:
(a)
(b)
(c)
u=o,v=o
where l,k are positive integers, z=x+iY,I'=lzl ,al,bk ,~.re non-zero complex
numbers and in case (c):
(2.2C)
", According to (1.4.8) admissible coordinates can be obtained from any
coordinates satisfying (2.2A) by a linear change of (u,v) coordinates.
We sh~ll classify the possible germs of f at p according to the values
of l,k; note that if we set l=k=ooin case (a), l=ooin case (b), it can
be shown th~t (l,k) are invariant under different choice of admissible
coordinates (see remarks in ~1.4). By (1.4.8) the derivative and Jacobian
in the three cases (2.2B) (a),(b),(c) are given in the neighbourhood U by:
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(a) dfs.O, J-;O
o ]k-1 k-1
-im(kbkZ ) + 00')
(2.2D)
(b)
(c)
[
0
df = k 1 k-1
re (kbkZ - ) +0 <P)
J~ 0
l 1-1 1-1 ( 1-1) (/\)1-1]re (la z ) + 0 <.p) -1m 1a1Z .: 0 v:df = 1 k-1 k-1 k-1) k-1re (kbkZ ) + 0 (p) -im(kbkz + 00')
t2k- 2 (- 1-~) (,..)1+k-2J = 1kjz .1m a1bkz.. + 0Y'
Now define \dfl at the point (x,y) 6 U by:
Note this is not independent of the coordinate> employed. (C. f. II df 1\ in 51• 1D)
Note fdfl= 0 if and only if df=O •
Le~a 2.2.1 (Zstimate for df)
if, in (2.2B), k<oo,lt.we have case (b) or (c), then there exists a
neit;hbourhood U' of' p and a constant A"> 0 such that:
ld1'\~A,zlk-1 at all points (x,y) of U'(where z=x+iy as usuat.
:Proof
In case (2.2B)(b), df is given by (2.2D)(b) and hence:
I 12 {( k-1 )}2 ( k-1 ),12 (" )2k-2df = re kbkz + liL'l kbkZ 'J + 0 r -
;
Thus
."
In case (2.2B)(c), df is given by (2.2D)(c) and hence:
In either case (b) or (c), since l~k, we get:
Idff2 = 2A21zl2k-2 + 00)2k-2
where 2A2 is a constant.
No','{ chooce Q. neighbouJ'hood U' of p such that:
.
t
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then it follows that;
and the desired inequality f~llows.D
Corollary 2.2.2 (df has isolated zeros)
Provided df is not identically zero on a neighbourhood of p, then
there exists a neighbourhoou U' of p such that df(q)FO for all q6U"~!.
Proof
Immediate from (2.2.1)••
Similurly we define IdJI by •
'dJf2 =1~; \2 + l~~/2
a straitforward calculation from (2.2D)(c) gives the following expression
for dJ:
(2.2F)
M+ ii: =lkz \zl2k-~ (1+k-2)im(~bkzl-k) ... i(l-k)re(aibkzl-k ) 1
7
+ 0 y> )l+k-...
(l<k~l<OO)
~J ~J ( ){ ( - 1-2) (- 1-2)} (,,)1-2~x + idY" = 1 1-1 iJh '8.1bkz + ire ~bkz + 0 Y"
(1=kc:.lcoO)
. '.
Lemma 2.2.; (Est1m:',.te for dJ)
If in (2.2B), l,k<~,i.e. we have (2.2B)(c) and (l,k)F(l,l), then there
exists a neighbourhood U of p and n constant B~O such that
IdJJ ~ Blzf l+k- 3 for all points (x,y) of U' (where z=x+iy as usual).
Proof
From (2.2E), if k>l, noting that the hypothesis (1,k)F(1,1) implies
l+l:~; :
ldJl2= 1~2{Iz I~J 2~-4}2{(1+k_2 )2{i~(~b~zl~k)}2 + (1-k)2£re(a,.bkzl-IrjY]
+ 0 r )21+2k-6
r
Hence, since l+k-2 ~1, l~ 1,k~ 1,
\dJ\2 ~ '{IzI2~-3}2IalbkI2Iz1-kI2+ oy=»2l+~~k-6
Thus,
It k=', we get a similar result from (2.2?).
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*(provided llk)( )
..-
(provided 11k) ( )
".
The desired inequality now follows in a similar fashion to that in
(2.2.1).g
Corollary 2.2.4 (Bad sin~ilarities isolated)
Provided J is not identically ~ero on a neighbourhood of p, then the!~
exists a neighbourhood U of p such·that all the singular points in U'p
are good singular points.
Proof
If in (2.2B) we have (a) or (b), J is identically zero on a
nei;hbourhood of p; thus we con3ider case (c), l,k<oO.
If now (1,k)=(1,1), (2.2D)(c) shows that J= ic(a,b,) + oyof
where (by (2.20» 1m(a1b,) F O. !t .. fgllows that J is non-zero on some
neie~bourhood of p, i.e. thele exists a neighbourhood U of p such thst
there are no singular points in u.
Alternatively, if (l,k) F (',1), (2.2.3) shows that \dJ(q)1 > 0
for all q in a neil.hbourhood U of p, save pODsibly for q=p•. ,
The corollary now follows ••
*( ) If l~k, these cxpres3ions need slight modifications.
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B The Singularities for different values of (l,k)
Let :r:M~ N be -a map between Riemann surfaces which is harmonic
with respect to a hermitian metric 11 on N. Let pcM. Let (x,y) , (u.v ) be
admisnible coordinates centred on p, rep) • Then f assurup.s one of t~e forms
(2.2B) (a),(b) or (c) , with condition (2.2C) satisfied in case (c). ~~
now classify the different possible sineularities at p according to the values
of' 1,k in the expression (2.2B) for f. (t)
Proposition 2.~~
If, in (2.2B), l=k=d', there exists a neighbourhood U ~~ p such that
feU) c point. Then ~Il U = ~~" U CO U. (see further (:;.1.1»
Proof
In (2.2B) we have case (a), thus u~O, v::O in a neighbourhood U of' p,
thus from (2.2D)(a), J:iO, df'S 0 in U. Hence feU) = point, end
2:." U = !:2 (\ U = U • a
Proposition 2.2.6
If, in (2.2B), 1="" ,k<:,QI:) , there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that
f' (U) is a geodesic arc t . If s denotes arc lengh along t , s Lo a harrcont.o
f'Wlction on U. :FUrther Zn u = U, and we can choose U such that:
'.
if k c 1, f:U~( has no critical points (~2.1A). Then ~2flU c P ;
if k>1, f:U··)l' has critical point only at p. Then ~I\ U = {pl.
Proof
(2. 2G)
In (2.2B) we have case (b), thus u ~ 0, v f 6 on a neighbourhood U of p,
thus f maps U into the axis f: u=o. This is n' geodesic arc (1.4.7)(a).
(nth "'$ =2) we get:Now from the hazaonfc equations (1 ..1G)
2 ij ~ n 2
4 t + g f i f j L"/3 = 0
and since f2:: v, f1;: u: 0, and by (1.4.7), L22
2 (o,v) = 0 V v,
(2. 2G) reduces to:
l:iv = o.
(
But, if e denotes arc length along i , by def'1nition of' normal coordinates,
(t) As usual, we set l=k=w in case (a) of (2.2E), l=~in case (b).
. "
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v = constant multiple o~ s, thererore,
6s =°.
Thus nrc l~ngth along ~ is a harmonic function on U.
now from (2. 2D)(b), if k=1, elf (p) I- 0, whereas if k;> 1, df (p) = o.
I~ either case, by (2.~.2) there exists a neighbourhood U' o~ p such that
df (€\) -# 0 for qs U'" P • The proposition follows ••
Proposition 2.2.7
It, in (2.2B), l=k=1, p is an ordinary point. There exists a neighbourhood
U of .P such that ~11 U = rf • :EU:-ther we can choose U such that t lu is a
smooth diffeomorhpism, and such th~t in suitable smooth coordinates (nhich
will not, in general, be adrrdssible coordinates) (x',y'), (uf,v')
centred on p, f(p) , f assumes the form:
u' = x' , v' =y' •
Proof
In (2.2B), we have case (c) with 1=k=1. ~Tom (2.2D)(c) we get
- )0 ) - ( \J = im(a1b1) + 00 . By (2.20, im(a1b1) I- O. /funs J P, I- 0 • Thus there
exists a neirftbourhood U of p such that J(q) I- ° ror all q~ U. The rest of
the proposition follows from the inverse function theorem••
Proposition 2.2.8
(a) If, in (2.2B), 1=2, k=1, p is a good singular point (2.1.3) and lies
on a general fold ~ (2.1.5); in fact, there exists a neighbourhood U of p
such that ~nU is a general fold. J has opposite signs on opposite si~es
of this general fold, and ~2 1\ U =f . p may be a fold point, in which
case U call be chosen such that in suitable smooth coordinates (x',y'), (u',v')
centred on p, f(p) , f assumes the form:
2(2.2H) u' =x' ,Vi =yl on U,
or p may be a cusp point, in which case, in suitable smooth coordinates
f aesumee the fore:
U I = x'yl - Xl) Vi I, =Y ,
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or p may be a good singular point of order> 2 (2.1.7) - as a special case
p may be a collapse point ~2.1.15), in which case, in suitable smooth
coordinates, f assumes the form:
U :: x'y' ,vt :: l' ·
(b) In the case that p is & fold point, then p lies on a fold line ~ ;
if this has image f(~) with non-zero geod~sic curvature at f(p), we can
find a neighbourhood U of P such that f(U) lies entirely on the convex
side of fCc).
:eroof
(n) In (2.2B) we have case (c) with 1::2, k::1; .from (2.2D)(c), J = im(a2b1z)
+ 0 V')1 • Thus J (p) :: 0 • Differentiating~ ~J ,\ :,,', has components:
and s1n:e_ a2 I- 0 , b1 ~ 0 so that a2b1 ~ 0, then dJ(p) FO. Thus P is a
good singular point and thus, by (2.1.6), p lies on a general ~old - in
,
fact there e~ists a neighbourhood U of p such that 'Ill U is a general fold.
By (2.1.4), ~2 n U = rj • Now let r :: order of the good singular point p
(2.1.7), then if r =1 , p is a fold point (~.1.9), if r = 2 , P is a cu~p
point (2.1.12), otherwise r> (2; if r =<:0, P may be a collapse point (2.1.15).
Canonical forms are given by (2.1.11), (2.1.13) and (2.1.18).
(b) If p is a fold point, then in suitable cocrddnates, f assumes the
form (2.2H) where tr": x' :: 0 1s the :fold line and f(o-): u' :: 0 is its
'2image. Since u' :: x' ,0 for all points (x ' ,y,)~ U, it 1s clear that we
can find a neighboucr'hood U such that feU) liee entirely on one side of f(~).
If f(~) has non-zero geodesic curvature, by Sampson's maximum principle
(1.2.12) this cannot be the concave side. Thus feU) lies entirely on
the convex side of f (6"). II
Proposition 2.2.9
If, in (2.2B), l:>k and (l,k) f (2,1) , then p is net a. eood 8inr,-..tlr.r
1point. It is a C meeting point of 2(1-k) general folds (52.2J). Such
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points are isolated. The angle (1.3.1) between the outward tangents at p
along any two adjacent folds is '1i /(l-k) • Thus the general folds are
arranged at equal angles around p. J has opposite signs on opposite sides
of each general fold.
There exists a neighbour'hood U of p such that ~I\U = ptJ 2(l-k) disjoint
smooth 1-submanifolds with p a 01 endpoint (~2.1B1 of each. Further we can
choose U such that:
if k=1, ~2 (l U = {> ,
if k >1, ~2n U ={pI·
1- k :: 3
P is r11eei .."3 f',~..f of b
~e"ero.{ .folds. AI'l~/A2. be.. tW<len
C4djace ••t aeP\4Ire.t .folds: = «/3
E)(~"'rle. of: ....ee+4.,~ r-c:'~"t' - ske+"h of L('II..(
Proof
In (2.2B) we have case (c) with l>k &ld (l,k) ~ (2,1). Note the
( )() I
'
2k- 2 . - I-It) f/"J,l+k-2Jacobian is given by 2.2D c viz: J = lk z .i~~alblcz + or) ~
tl1\lS J(p) = o. From (2.2E); if k>1, or (2.2F) if k=1,l>2, we see that
dJ(p) = O. Thus p is a oingular point but not a good singular point. Also
• p is a critical point for the Jacobian J. By (2.2.3) there exists a
neighbourhood U of p and a constant B>° such that
(2.21) IdJI ~ Blzl l +k-3 throughout 11.
Note, in the case at hand, l+k-3 ~ 1.
We now apply l'esults of Kuiper [Kp] on 01_ equivalence of function~
near isolated critical points. We consider the Jacobian J as a function of
the coordinates (x,y)on some neighbourhood of °in ~2. Then J has an isolated
critical point (0,0) and in Kuip~rls terminology, (2.21) tells uo that'~
has property '~(l+k-2) II [Kp p.200J. By [Kp theorem A p.208 and p.21~, there
r
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exists a C1 change of coordinates h:W~W'=h(\V), (x,S)~ (x' ,y' ) with
2h(O,O) = (0,0) (W,W' neighbourhoods of (0,0) in R) such that:
•
(a) in the new coordinates, J is given in some ne i.ghbourhood of p by:
I ,2k-2 (- l-k)(2.2J) J : Dc z' .1m albkz'
t
whele z'=x'+iy', (c.f. (2.2D)(c) - we have removed the 1emainder term
_6V:> )1+k-2),
(b) h:W~W' is CoOo~ W'(O,O) and dh(O,O) = identity.
1Note the new coordinates (x'y') are C coordinates centred on p;
also, aince dh(O,O) = identity, and the old coordinates (xsy) were
isothermal at p, it follows that the new coordinates are isother~al at p.
Now, in riome neighbourhood U of p, J is given by (2.2J) above, therefore:
( - l-k ( ') - l-k )J=O @ im 0.1bkz' ) = ° or Z=O (:::~ arg(al bkz' ) =° or it' (mod 21T
(l-k)arg z' = -aI'g(~bk ) + rlr (r=0, +1, +2, ••• )
1 (- r-n-
arg z' = - l_karg 0.1bk) + I=k (r=0,.:t.1,+2, ••• )
We get 2(1-k) distinct values for arg z' by taking r=0,1, •• ,2(1-k)-1.
2(1-k)-1
Thus I'nu'p = U (tr"U) where t'r is the smooth 1-sub:nani1'01d Biven
r--1
in the C1 coordinates (x I ,y') by:
~ 11 U = P Vthe 2(1-k) diEJjoint general folds
0.
Referring to the definition (~2.1B), p is thus a c' meeting-point of the 2(1-k)
diSjoint smooth 1-submanifolds ~ •
r
Further, by (2.2.3), we can choose the neighbourhood U such that dJ(q)~O
for all q € U'p. Then each ~ must be a general fold. Thus P is a C'
meeting point of general folds (~2.'K), and
0.. •r
We now show that the angle (1.3.1) between the outward tanaents tC' - a p.
al.onr; adjacent foldu is "'/(l-k) • ?or the outward tianr errta are respectively:
I
t t 1 ;) t 2 d= '~, + dYe ,
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then the angle betwee~ them is given (1.3.4) by:
cos-1 t 1t,1 + t 2t,2
'/{(t1)2 + (t2)2}j[(t,1)2 + t,2)21
It ia clear &hat this is precisely the same as the formula for the
angle between two adjacent lines (2.2K) considered as lines in £ = g2 , i.e.
1T/(l-k) • Thus the general folds are arranged at equal angles of -rr/(l-k)
around p ,
We also describe ~2t1U • By (2.2D)(c), if k =1, then df(p) f 0; if
k >1 so that 1> 1, then .•d:f(p )io; further, in either case, since (1: () U) ..... P
consists of.good singular points, then by (2.1.4), df(q)~O 'r/q£ (I:nu)'p.
Therefore: ~2 n U = {f if k=1
frl if k>1.
"
...
Lastly, it is clear that a meeting point of general folds is isolated. a
Proposition 2.2.10
If, in (2.2B), 1=11:>1, then p is a. branch point Of order k-1 (§"2.1D).
There exists a neir:;:hbourhood U of p such that r nu = ~2" U = {pJ.
oFurther we can choose U such that in suitable C coordinates (x ' ,y' ),
(u',v') centred on p, rep) rezpectively, f assumes the form:
w' c z,k ,where w'=u'+iv', z'=x'+iy' , (x',Y')GU.
Thus each point of feU) has k preimages in U.
Branch points are isolated.
Proof
From (2.2B)(c) with l=k> 1,
Thus J(p)=O and there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that J(q)FO
Vq b U.... P • Thus by the Lnver-se function theorem, f:U '- p ~N is a local
homeomorphism (in fact a local diffeocorphism) and hence,by definition,
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f is rac1fied at p (see (2.1.19». Note also that (2.2D)(c) shows that
c1f(p)=O and thus 21\U = ~2n U = fpl·
We now show that p has m~tiplicity ~.
i
Firstly, frpm (2.2B)(c), with respect to our admissible coordinates
(x,y),(u,v), f takes the form:
k)k k k
u = re(~z ) + oCp ,v = re(bkz ) + 00')
This can be written:
k k (/.1 k
u = re ~ re Z - 1m ~ im Z + 0 y- )
v = re b
k
re zk - im bk 1m zk + 0 r )k
By (2. 2C)', im( \:bk) pf 0 , therefore
u! =~{(iL1 bk)U - (un ~)vl, Vi ='\{(re bk)U - ~e ~)v}
v/here ~ I: 1/(ira bk re ~ - im ~ re bk ) defines a non-singular linear
change of coordinates; in the new coordinates, on dl'o~~ping dashes f takes
the form:
k (" ku = re(z ) + Oy-) ( k k, v = im z ) + 0 (p) ,
or in complex notation, z=x+iy, w=u+iv, .
k k
w = z + 0(P)
* *Now, by (2.1.20), we can choose neighbourhoods U of p, V of f(p)
* * * *". such that U ,V are Jordan regions with 'iT1(U ' p ) , -rr,(V'f(p» both
* ..infinite cyclic groups. Consider f*: n; (U 'P)711"1 (V 'f(p». It maps
* tp*a generator of n; (U 'p) to a multiple of a generator of n;~y ...... f(P», we
shall show that this multiple is k.
*For the generator of Tr1(U'p) is given by the homotopy class ot the
*mapping s: [0, 1] ~ U 'p , tHo z= f.exp(2nt) where £>0 is chosen so
. small that the image of s, namely the circle centre p radius £ , lies
within U*n f-1(V*) . C i~ons er the compooition:
[ ] S .. f *0, 1 ~ U 'p ~ V ... f(p)
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*Claim: fos has homotopy clas3 k times the generator of Tr1(V' f(p»,
provided £ >° is chosen small enough.
•
,..,
Proof of claim: First replace f by the auxiliary mapping f given in our .
local coordinates by:
k
w = z
Then fOs : [0,1] -7 V*, f(p) 1s given by t~E.k(exp(2rtt»k = £kexp(27rikt).
As t increases from ° to 1, fos(t) travels round the circle of radius ~k
£xu- ....ete wah
k:= ~ shew;"~
;,..,,,~eof ""-cte.
.......d« f. J
u
( .\ ~ll"i.t2.='30 t/=f.e
of
--~~
~
f
'"k times, thus certainly fos has homotopy class k times the generator.
k "lTow choose f. '>° so small that the term. 0 y-» in (2.2L) is less
than ~·lzfk in absolute vaJu e. Tl,1en the mapping s ~zk + s.o0')k , s ,[0, 1]
N * *defines a homotopy between f; and f'.as .. mappings U" p~ V , f (p) •
.H
'",
... ] *Thus ffs and f. a are homotopic mappings: [0, 1 ~ V "f(p) and hence
*also has homotopy class k times the generator of iT, (V "f (p».
(Basically we have shown that if a point q encircles p once in M, f(q)
encircles f(p) k times in H.)
* * *Thus f*: 1r, (U" p) 4 ~ (V ..... f (p» maps the generator of If, (U "p)
*to k times the generator of TI,(v 'f(p», therefore p has ffiultiplicity
k, end since, by hypothesis, k > 1, p i.s a br-anch point of order k-j ,
~ kThe canonical form w' = z' follows from (2.1.22).
Not~, lastly, by (2.1.25) branch points are isolated••
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C S~~y of Possible Singularities and Main Theorem
We summarise all the possible singularities for the various cases
of (l,k) in the following table by collecting together infol~ation from
propositions (2.2.5) to (2.2.10).
Propn Case 520U
U
~2. 0 U behaviour of f in a' neighbourhood of p
U f maps a neighboUl'hocJ of p to a point
2.2.6 l=/lO,1<k<o.? U P f maps a neighbourhood U! 9f...P .mto a
geodesic arc, 1·:U'~·1 has critical
point at p
2.2.6 l=t:O,k=1 U cJ·
2.2.1 l=k=1 ¢ P
2.2.8 l=2,k=1 general fold ¢
2.2.9 l>2,k=1 p U 2{1-k)' ,. :'" ~
.: disjoint
general folds
..
same, but no critical point at p
p is an ordinary point
p lies on general fold
1 point
p is a C. ceetingAof 2(1-k} general folds
2.2.9 1>k,k>1 ditto p ditto
2.2.10 l:k;>1 p p P is a branch point of order k-1
'.
Intepretation of table
Example: last line is to be read: "if l=k>1, there exists a neighbourhood
U of p such that 2:nu = if} , L2 " U =1P1 ; p is a branch point of order
k-1; for further information see proposition (2.2.10)".
" .
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We can now otate our main theorem of this chapter.
Theorem 2.2.11 (Clas~ification of Singularities of a Harmonic ;~p)
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces and let ,f:M~N be harmonic with respect
I
I
to some hermitian metric on N. Let L denote the set of singular points of
M.end let L2 den6te,the subset on which the derivative df vanishes;
Let peL. - Then there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that one of
the following holds:
(1) ~ n U =U. Then U can be chosen 60 that either (a) f is constant on
U, then ~2n U = U , or (b) f(U) is a geodesic arc; arc length along
the geodesic is a harmonic function on the neighboUIhood U; U may further
..
be chosen so that ~2 n U = {p} or cf>. ( )
(2) ~ nU is a gener-al, fold. Then '22 n U = f . U can rurtner- be chosen
such that either (a) ~flU 1s a fold line. or a collapse line, or
(b) p is a good singular point of order r (2-S r' ~). If1:nU is a fol!
•
line, then if f(~"U) has ncn-zero geodesic curvature at f (p) , U Day
further be chosen such that f maps U to the convex side of the inage
f(~f\U) of the fold line.
(3) "E" U = {pJU even number of disjoint general folds with p an endpoint of each.
Taen' p is a C' meeting point of these general folds, and the eeneral
folds are arranged at equal angles around p (see (2.2.9).~
fpl or ~ • Such points p are isolated.
(4) ! fl U = {pl. Then l"2 n U = {pI and p is a ba-anch point. Such point:>
are isolated.
Note
Definition of tel~ are to be found as follows:
general fold: (2.1.5) , fold line:(2.1.10) , collapse line:(2.1.16) ,
good singular point of order r : (~2.1G) r . endp,oint:(S2.1B), 0' meeting
point:(~2.1J), branch point: ( 2.'K)
..
( ) ~e shall Dec 1n~3.1 thnt (provided ~,N ar~ connected) in case (1)(~) f iD
constant on the whole of M and in case (1)(b) f maps the whole of M to a
geodesic arc.
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Proof of theorem 2.2.11.
Choose admissibl& coordinates (x,y) , (u,v) centred on p, f(p), then
f is given by one of the expressions (2.2B) for some value of (l,k).
The ponsibilities corresponding to the differ-ent values of (l,k) are listed
in propositions (2.2.5) to (2.2.10) and s~~~ised in table (2.2M) above.
(1) If 1:I\U = U , we must have case (l=oo,k=oa) or case (l'SClO,k~. We thus
apply proposition (2.2.5) or (2.2.6).
(2) If ~nU is a general fold, Vie must have case (1=2,k=1). We thus
apply proposition (2.2.8).
(3) If ~"U = fpJueven number of disjoint general folds with pl £lp endpodrrt
of each, we mu~t have case (l>k and (1,k)!(2,1». We thus apply proposition
(2.2.9)~
(4) If ~ Il U :: fp}, we must have case (l=k > 1). We thus apply proposition
(2.2.10).
The only possibility om~nitted is the case «1,k)=(1,1», but by
proposition (2.2.7), p is then an ordinary point contrary to hypothesis.
The theorem is thus proven. a
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2.3 Realisation of each Singularity
Theorem 2.3.1 •
Each type of singu1:~ity (2.2.11) (1),(2),(3),(4) can be realised
~ h i f·.lR2---"- _h 2 •at the origin 40r a armon c map ~u
Proof
Writing (x,y) , (u,v) for the standard coordinates on the domain and
codomain respectively, consider the mappings:
(a)
(b)
(c)
u-O, v a O
k
u'5 0, V = re (bkZ )
u =re(~zl) , v ~ re(bkzk)
0,
..
where l,k are positive integers, z=x+iy, al,bk are non-zero complex numbers,
and, in case (c) 1> k or l=k and im(al bk)/O.
These maps are all harmonic. Further the coordinates (x,y) , (u,v) are
admissible (1.4.8)(3), and therefore by giving l,k any positiv~ integer
values, we obtain all the cases of (2.2B) and thus realise all the types
of singularities in theol'em (2.2.11). a
'.
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2.4 further Properties of the Singularities of a Harmonic l.~ap
Let M,n be Riemann surfaces and let r:M~N be harmonio with respeot
to some ~moot~hermitian metrio on N. We give some oorollaries of theorem
(2.2.11) oonoerning the beh~viour of a harmonio map near a singularity.
We first give some results noted by Lewy [Le1] and Heinz [He1] •
Corollary 2.4.1
If pellis a singular point for the mapping f, there exists a
neighbourhood U of p suoh that rl
u
is not injeotive.
Proof
In theorem (2.2.11), we have-case (1),(2),(3),(4). In case (1) our
assertion is olear; in case (2), ohoosing U such that ~ n U is a general
If f is one-one in t~e open set WcM, then the Jaoobian J of f is not'
zero at any point of W.
Proof
..
• v, If the Jaoobian of f were zero at pe W, then by (2.4.1) we could ~hoose
a neighbourhood U of p suoh that flu 1s not one-one oontradioting the
hypothesiFJ. "
Corollary 2.4.3
The singular set ZOe. M 1s equal to the branch set Be, 11 •
Proof
If P~L, by (2.1.11) there exists a neighbourhood U of p suoh that
flu is not one-one, therefore p~ B.a
Corollary 2.4.4
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We now give some more propaties of the singularities of a h}Jmonic
-
cap.
I
I
Let p be a singular point and suppose for some neighbourhood. U of p
~ n U is a <: CO c: 1-submanifold through p. Then J has opposite signs on
opposite sides of 1: 1\U.
Proof
~
In theorem (2.2.11) we must have case (a) or case (4) with l-k=1.
Thus LnU is either a general fold or two general folds meeting at p.
In either case (see note after (2~1.6)) J has opposite signs on oppo~ite
sides of '2I\U••
Proposition 2.4.5
Let p be a singular point. Suppo~e, for some neighbourhood U of p,
is a CO 1-submanifold through p. Then
1is a C 1-submanifold through p.
(r.«. ~"U can have no sharp corners:)
E xro"'e1e of p"J\I~;teJ. ~O("l"t1
of Lf\U
, ,
". Proof
If ~n U is a cO 1-submanifold through p, then we can choose the .
neighbourhood usucn that we have either case (2): 1."n U is a general fold,
or case (:3): I.n U = {pI V two general folds. In the former case, 2: fl U is
a e" ·~'-SUbl:.anifold and thuB certainly a C1 1~submanifold;: in the latter
case ~ 1\ U = {p} lJ two eQO 1-sub:uanifolds with p,,: a dendpoint of each and
with angle it" between the outward tangents at p along each C~ 1-submanifold:
",
(see (2.2.9» • Clearly the two C($) l-submanifolds coIL.bine to give a C1
1-subI:lanifold through, p. Thus 1:" U is a C1 l..1submani:fold through p.p
Proposition 2.4.6 I
!
An isolated singularity of f must be a branch point.
Proof
If P6 M is an isolated singularity of f, we muct have case (4) of
theorem (2.2.11). Thus p is a branch point.:a
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2.5 Constrasts of the behaviour of I!armonic maps between Surfaces and
the behaviour of other mappings
A Constrasts with non-harmonic maps between surfaces
Let M,N be Riemann surfaces and let f :M~N be harmcnf,c with respect
to some (smooth) hermitian metric on N. We here contrast some of the
properties of the singularities of the harmonic map f with the behaviour
of a non-harmonic mapk:H2~lR2, (x;y)~(u,v) having a bingularity at
the origin. For exact statements of properties see theorem refepred to.
Constrast 2.5.1 (see 2.2.2)
A zero p of df is isolated unless df:O on a neighbouu'hood of p.
Constrast "ita
222k:u=x ,v=O, or u=x ,v=x y for both these mappings dk is zero on
the line x=O••
Constrast 2.5.2 (see 2.2.4)
A bad sillb~ar point p (t) is isolated unless the Jacobian J is .
identically zero on a neighbourhood of p.
Constrast with
:;
u=x ,v=y. Here J=3x2 , dJ=(6x,0) , and so the y-axis consists of
0.
bad singul~ities ••
Constrast 2.5.3 (see 2.4.4)
J has opposite signs on opposite sides of any 1-submanifold portion of Z
Ccnstra3t with
u=x; ,v=y here 1:= y-axis and J=3x2 has the sane sign on each side
of ~ ••
Constrast 2.5.4 (~ee 2.4.5)
A CO 1-subrnanifold porticn of Z must be a C1 1-subrta:lifolti.
Constrast with
13:; 2; ~ °
u = ~ -xy ,v = y ; here J = x -y and thus L is the C submanifold
~ 3 1
7; =y which is not C -smooth at (0,0): r
o
(t) bad = not good t
".
Constast 2.5.~ (see 2.4.3,2.4.6)
The singular set' ~cM equals the branch set S c. M.
An isolated singular point must be a branch point _
Contrast with
132 22 ()u = 3'X. +xy ,v = y ; here J = x +Y • 0,° is on isolated singull::xity
however it is easily seen that the map is a hon.eomorphism of the plane to
the plane. Thus 1:= (0,0), B..P, and (0,0) is an isolated singularity
which is not a branch.point.~
D Constasts with harn~nic maps between manifolds of higher dimensions
Vle show here that our results for harmcutc maps between surfaces do
not generalise to higher dimensions. As usual, let M,N be Riemann surfaces
and let f:M~N be harmonic with respect to some ~mooth) herr.dtian metr i,c
on N. We constrast the behaviour of f with the behaviour of a harmonic
~ ;map~lf-, '""ft , (x,y,z)i-7 (u,v,w).
Constrast 2.5.6 (c.f. 2.5.1)
A zero p of df is isolated unless df: 0 on a neighbourhood of p.
Constrast with
2 2k:u = x -y ,v=O, w=o ; here dk is zero on the line x=O, yeO •
Conatrast 2.5.7 (c.f. 2.5.21
A bad singular point is isolated unless J a ° on a neighbourhood of p,
Constrast with
2 2 2
u = xz+z -y ,v=yz, w=z ; here J=z and the plane z=O consists
of bad singularities.
Constrast 2.~.8 (c.f. 2.5.3)
If ptI", and for some neighbourhood U of P,LflU is a cO 1-submanifold
i.e. a CO submanifold of cod1mension 1, J has opposite si603 on opposite
sides of 1" 1\U.
Constrast with
2 2
u - xz+z -y ,v,= yz , w=z
positive on both sides of ~ •
Constrast 2.6.4 (c.f. 2.3.3)
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here J_z2 2. is the plane z=O, and J is
, J
The singular set ~Gl! equals the branch set Be:::. UI
Constrast with
u = X;-3xz2+yz , v=y-;xz , w=z ; here 2J=3x so the singular set is
• 'f
the plane x=O; however the mapping is a homeomorphisD of R; onto R3
(with inverse mapping x e "3,ju-"''W , y=v+3w:J u-vw , z=w), thu~ its branch
set is empty.
Remark
In particular the Lewy-Heinz theorem (2.4.2) does not hold in higher
dimensions •
(
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3. GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF HARMONIC MAPS
•3.1 Global Description of A Harmonic Mapping According to Rank-
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces, let U eM be an open
set. We shall say that the smooth mapping f: M~ N between
Riemann surfaces has maximum rank r on U C M (r = 0, 1, 2) if
maxirank df(p): p <: U} = r (Le. (1) rank df(p) ~ r for all p € U,
(2) there exists p E U such that rank df(p) = r). Now let
f: M~ N be harmonic w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N. . We describe
f according to its maximum rank.
Theorem 3.1.1,(Sa] (Maximum Rank 0)
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces and let f: M~ N be
harmonic w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N. Suppose int E +~,
2
i.e. df is zero on an open set U C M. Then f maps M to a point.E = E2 = M
Froof
We use Sampson's unique continuation theorem. Since df is
zero on an open set U, f maps U to some point q € N. Let f'
be the constant mapping with f' (U) = q; then trivially f' is harmonic,
f agrees with f' on U, and therefore by (1.4.5), f agrees with,'ft
'.
on their whole domain M.
Corolla!"'1 3.1. 2
Thus f maps M to a point and E = E
2
= M••
If f has maximum rank 0 on an open set U C M, then f has maximum
rank 0 on M••
Remark 3.1.3
Theorem (3.1.1) is true for f: M~ N ~ harmonic map between
Riemannian manifolds of any dimensions. The same proo~ applies.U
r
Then £ maps M into a geodesic arc.
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Theorem 3.1.4 (Sa] (Maximum rank 1)
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces and let f: M~ N be
•harmonic w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N.
(A) Suppose (a) £ has maximum rank 1 .on some non-empty open
set Wc M
or (b) int 1: .;. ~ and £ is lion-cons t ant ,
t .,. M, t .,. set of isolated
2
points - the'critic~l points of £ as a mapping M -+ geodesic arc.
(B) Further, if M is compact, £ maps M~ a closed geQdesic y.
(0) If M is compact of Euler characteristic X(M), then card1: ~ -x (M),
2
.
L,e , f: M -+ y has at most - X (M) critical points.
Proof
«A) tren.1£ f has maximum rank 1 on some non-empty~set WeM, or
equivalently, int1: contains the non-empty open set W, then either
wc 1: , in which case by (3.1.2) £ is
o
rank 0, or f has rank 1 at all points
constant on M, and of maximum
open.
o£ the non-empty~set V ~ W' 1:
0
,
Thus either hypothesis (a) or (b) implies f has rank 1 on some
non-empty open set VC M. J :: 0 on V.
.~
Now by proposition (2.2.6), if p €V, there exists a neighbourhood
U of P such that f(U) is a geodesic arc y, and further in suitable
normal coordinates (u,v) about f(p), f satisfies
u - 0 t::.v .,. 0 on U.
Now prolong y to the maximal geodesic through f(p). and along
each simple portion introduce Fermi coordinates (u' ,v'). Then it
is easily seen that in the Fermi coordinates, f still satisfies
u' a 0 t::.v' a 0 on U
By the unique continuation theorem these equations have the
same form on any larger cpen set which maps into the Fermi system.
r
'.
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By connectedness of M it follows that f maps the whole of M into a
geodesic arc.
(B) Let f map M into the geodesic arc y given by i:(a,e) ~ N, where
- ~ ~ a < e ~ 00. Suppose y is not a closed geodesic. Then
y~lof:M ~ R is by (2.2.6) a harmonic function. By the maximum principle
for harmonic functions, i-Iof must be constant, contradicting the
hypotheses; therefore y is a closed geodesic.
(C) Suppose M is compact of Euler characteristic X(M). Firstly,
f:M ~ N cannot be ho1omorphic or antiho1omorphic, as its ~mage is an
arc. Thus we may apply (1.3.14) to conclude that df has at most
- X(M) zeros, i.e. cardL2 ~ - X(M). Note that a zero of df is a
critical point of f considered as a mapping M~ y. a
Remark 3.1. 5
Parts (A) and (B) of this theorem are true for f:M ~ N a harmonic
map between Riemannian manifolds of any dimension (see ~aJ) ••
Corollary 3.1. 6
If f has maximum rank 1 on some open set U C!-i, then f has maximum
rank 1 on M••
Theorem 3.1.7 (Maximum~rank 2)
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces and let f:M ~ N be harmonic
w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N. Suppose f has ma~imum rank 2 on
..
a non-empty open subset of M.
(A) Then the singular set ~ consists of:
(1) a locally finite number of disjoint general folds
(2) a discrete set of meeting points of general folds - such a
point is an endpoint of class Cl of an even number of disjoint general
folds arranged at equal angles around p as explained in (2.2.9).
·r
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Conversely any endpoint of general folds must be such a meeting point.
(3) a collection of isolated points of t. These are branch
points. E2 is a discrete Ret consisting of all the branch points and
I
some of the meeting points. tl consists of all the general folds and
the rest of the meeting points.
(B) If further,M is compact, there are a finite number of general folds,
meeting points and branch points.
(C) If M is compact and of Euler characteristic ~(M), df has at most
- X(M) zeros, Le. cardr.2 ~ - X(M) unless f is hoIoncrphdc or anti-
bo'lcmorphic, If there is one or more general fold, f cannot be holo-
morphic or antihoIono rphi,c,
Proof
(A) Let p € t. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that
t n U is described by case (1), (2), (3) or (4) of theorem (2.2.ll).
But if case (1) holds, Le. Ln U co U. then f has rank ~ 1 on U, and by
(3.1.2), (3.1.6), f has rank~' 1 on M, contradicting the hypotheses.
Thus we have case (2), (3) or (4), 1. e. t n U is a general fold, or
t I\U co {p} U even number of disjoint general folds, or Ln U ... {p} and
p is a branch point. The description of L follows noting that given
p eM, we can choose a neighbourhood U of p such that U contains a finite
...
number of general folds, meeting points and branch points. Note also
if p is an endpoint of a general fold it must be a meeting point.
Also from (2.2.11), in case (2), L2nU co <l», in case (3), L2f\U'" {p} or~,
p beine a meeting point of general folds, and in case (4), L20U ... {p},
p being a branch point.
Therefore L2 is a discrete set consisting of all of the branch
points and~ of the meeting points.
of Ll follows.
since Ll co E , L2 the description
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(B) If M is compact, then, as remarked above, for each p eM we can
choose a neighbourhpod U of p such that U contains a finite number of
general folds, meeting points and branch points.
form a cover of M. Extract a finite subcover.
Such neighbourhoods
Then M is covered by a
'.
...
finite collection of open sets each containing a finite number of general
folds, meeting points and branch points.
(C) If f is not holomorphic or antiholomorphic, cardL2 ~ - X(M) by
(1.3.14). If there is at least one general fold,f cannot be holomorphic
or antiho10morphic as it is well-known thut the only singularities of
such maps are bcanch points. II
Remark 3. 1. 8
If f has maximum rank 2 on some open set UeM then f has maximum
rank 2 on M (trivial) ••
Combining (3.1.2),(3.1.6), (3.1.8) we have:
Theorem 3.1.9 (Constancy of maximum rank)
Let M, N be Riemann surfaces and let f:M ~ N be harmonic w.r.t."
some hermitian ne t rd c on N. Then,if for some open set UCH, f has
maximum rank r on U (r = 0, 1, 2), then f has maximum rank r on M.
Proof
From (3.1.2), 3.1.6),(3.1.8) ••
Remark
In fact we can assert that if on some open set Uc H, f has maximum
rank r (r = 0, 1, 2), then f has maximum rank r on any open subset of. M' a
Remark'
(1) This theorem appears not to generalise to harmonic maps between
higher dimensional C~ Riemannian manifolds, though the author knows no
counter-example.
f
o'
•
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(2) If M, N are CW manifolds and f:M ~ N is a not necessar~ly harmonic
!
CW map, then constancy of maximum rank follows from the principle of
#
analytic continuation. O
".
3.2 Harmonic maps as ramified. coverings
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces, and let f:H ~ N be a smooth
•
map. Recall (2.1.19) that we say f is ramified at p € M if p has a
neighbourhood U such that f:U' p ~ N is: a local homeomorphism.
Definition 3.2.1
We say f:M ~ N is a ramified covering or f defines~M as a ramified
£ovel1ing surface of N if f:H ~ N is ramified at every point p € M. a
Notes
(1) Such a map definec M as a ramified covering surface bf N in the sense
of Ahlfors and Sario [A-S §I.20J (see proof of 2.1.20).
(2) As a special case, f;M ~ N is a ramified covering if it is a locp.l
homeorm rph i sm at every point p €M. Following Ahlfors and Sario we call
such a map a smoo~h (t) covering. A srmoth covering has empty branch set .•
Proposition '3.2.2 (Characterisation of ramified coverings)
(A) A smooth map f;M ~ N is a ramified covering
~ its branch set Be M is empty or consists of isolated points
~ its branch set is empty or consists of branch points.
(B) The singular set of a ramified covering f:M ~ N contains all the
branch points of f but may contain singular points which are not branch
points.
Proof
(A) As remarked after (2.1.19), f is ramified at p iff either p i& an
isolated point of the branch set B of f ')r p ¢B. Therefore f is a
ramifi~d covering if and only if its branch set is empty or consists of
isolated points. By (2.1.25) p is an isolated point of the branch set
if and only if it is a branch point.
(B) A branch point is certainly a singularity since Be I: j consider
(,.) Note "stmo th" is not used here in the sense of "infinitely
differentiable".
223however the mapping f:11 ~.B:, (x,y)>> (x ,y). This is a ramified
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covering (in fact iF is a homeomorphism), has empty branch set, but has
non-empty singular set 1: = {(x,y): x.= O}. Thus the singular set of
this ramified covering contains points which are not branch points .•
We now discuss the question: "When is a harmonic map a ramified
cove ring? "
Proposition 3.2.3 (C?fract~risationof harmonic ramified coverings)
(A) Let f:M ~ N be a non-constant holomorphic or anti.holomorphic map.
Then f is a ramified covering.
branch points of f.
The singular set consists of all the
(B) Let f;M ~ N be a non-constant map which is harmonic with respect
to some hermitian metric on N.
either (1) t 1 is empty
Suppose we know:
or (2) f has no general folds and is of maximum rank 2;
then f must be a ramified covering.
solely of branch points.
Further the singular set of f consists
(C) If f;M ~ N is a ramified covering, we can choose a new complex structure
for M such that f is holomorphic.
Proof
(A) It is well-known that the only singularities of a ho1omorphic or
antiholomorphic map f:M ~ N are branch points.
covering by (3.2.2)(A).
Since Be E, f is a ramified
(B) Let f:M ~ N be a non-constant harmonic mapping. Note first that if f
Then by the preceding remark, f must
have maximum rank 2.
has maximum rank 1, by (3.1.4), 1: = M, t
2
= set of isolated points, therefore
t 1 = 1:' t 2 is non-empty.
Now suppose (1); E1 is empty.
By (3.1.7) 1: = 1: 2 = dis~rete set of branch points.
Suppose, instead, (2): f has no general folds and is of maximum rank
2. /Then by (3.1.7) E = E2 = discrete set of branch points.
Thus in either case, t consists solely of branch points.
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Since BeE,
the branch set consists solely of branch points, and hence by (3.2.2)(A)
f is a ramified covering.
(C) This is a result of Ahlfors and Sario a.-S~BJ Note that we do not
claim that the new complex structure gives the same smooth structure on
M as the original complex structure. U
B The degree of a mapping and the scope of ramified coverings
Let f:M ~ N be a smooth map between oriented smooth connected manifolds
of the same dimension, with M compact. Then at each ordinary point p E H,
dfp:TMp ~ TNf(p) is a linear isomorphism of oriented vector spaces.(*)
Define the~ of df to be +1 or -1 according as df preserves or reversesp p
orientation. For any regular value q € N, define
deg(f;q) c ~l sign df
p Ef (q) P
It can be shown [Mi p.27 ffJ that the integer deg(f;q) does not depend
on the choice of regular value q; thus we may simply write deg(f). This
integer is called the Brouwer degree of the mapping f. It can further be
shown that deg(f) depends only on the smooth homotopy class of f. Note
that if f: M~ N is not surjective, deg(f) • 0 (proof: choose q E ~ ...... f (M».
Now suppose M, N are Riemann surfaces, with M compact. Then M, N
are certainly oriented smooth connected manifolds of equal dimension 2,
and thus we may define the degree of a mapping f:M ~ N as above.
investigate the degree of a ramified covering.
Proposition 3.2.4
We now
Let M, N be Riemann surfaces with M compact, and let f:M ~ N be a
ramified covering. Then each regular value q eN has precisely Ideg(f) I
inverse images, where deg(f) is the Brouwer degree of f. In particular,
deg(f) cannot be zero, f must be surjective, and N must be compact.
(*) df : df(p) c derivative of f at p.p r
..
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Proof
Since a ramified covering has a discrete singular set, it is clear
that either sign df >.. 0 for all p €M or sign df ~ 0 for all pc M.pip
I
I~ qeN. is a regular val.ue t I
. deg(f) -= deg(f ;q) = l;1 sign df
. .r € f (q) P
= ±(number of inverse images of q)
(+ if sign df ~ 0 for all p eM, - if sign df ~ 0 for all p eM) (t)
p P
Therefore q has precisely Ideg(f)\ inverse images.
Suppose now deg(f) c C. Then every regular value has empty inve~se
image. This is clearly not true for a ramified covering. Therefore
deg(f) cannot be zero. It follows that Ideg(f)1 >, 1, so that each
regular value has at least 1 inverse image. But by definition each
singular value has at least 1 inverse image. Therefore f is surjective.
-N = f(M) is.the continuous image of a compact space and is therefore compac~'D
We can include singular values as well, as follows:
Proposition 3.2.5 (Degree of a Ramified Covering)
Let M, N be Riemann surfaces, with M compact, and let f:M.~ N be a
ramified covering. Then each point q eN has precisely Ideg(f) I inverse
.'.
images provided we count each inverse image according to its multiplicity
(2.1.21). (Recall a branch point of order k - 1 has multiplicity k, an
ordinary point has multiplicity 1~
Proof
A~l£ors and Sario call a ramified covering f:M ~ N complete if for
every q eN there exis ts a neighbourhood V of q such that £-1 (V) is compact.
Clearly if M is compact, any ramified covering is complete.
now follows from [A-s 2lB]'1lI
Note Ideg(£}l is often called the number of sheets of f.
The proposition
(t) Note if f is ho10morphic, dfp ~ 0 for all p, thus ~eg(f) ~ O.
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We ask whether there are any ramified coverings of degree ±l:
Proposition 3.2.6
Let M, N be Riemann surfaces with M compact, and let f:M ~ N be a
ramified covering. Then if Ideg(f)\ all,f must be a homeomorphism.
Proof
For each point q € N has precisely 1 inverse image'D
We shall use this result in §3.3.
C Hurwitz' Formula
If M, N are compact Rieman~ surfaces and f:M ~ N is a ramified covering,
the ramification index r of f is defined as the sum of the orders of :ill
the branch points of f.
Theorem 3.2.7 (Hurwitz' Formula)
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces and let f:M ~ N be a ramified
covering of degree d. Let r denote the ramification index of f. Then
(3.2A)
Proof
x (M) + r = Id IX (N)
Sec for example Sto5:low CSt] ••
This formula tells us how many branch points a ramified covering has •
. ~
We shall use it in §5.2. Note that if r = 0 - i.e. we have a smooth
covering ~ Hurwitz' formula reduces to the well-known formula: X(M) = \dlx(N).
D Harmonic ra~fied coverings of the 2-sphere
Let M be a compact Riemann surface and let S be the Riemann sphere.
Many harmonic maps of Minto S can be given by constructing holomorphic
maps M~ S. By [E-S t\ll~ such maps are harmonic w. r , t , any choice of
hermitian metric on M or S. Such maps may be found by constructing
meromorphic maps M~ £u c:» using Riemann-Roch theory. This ,is dealt with
in detail in §5.l.
the results:
Theorem 5.1.13
For the moment we content ourselves with listing
i
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Let M be a compact su~face of genus g. Then there exist ho1omorphic
maps M~ S of degree n for:
all n >, 1, if g = o·,
all n >, 2, if g = 1, 2',
3011 n >, g + 1 and at least one n, 2 ~ n ~ g, if g >, 3.
Proof
See §5.l. a
If gaO, so that M is the Riemann sphere, holomorr.hic maps of degree
n >, 1 are given explicitly by z~ c zn (c > 0) where the Riemann sphere is
identified ~ith the extended complex plane {z: z€ Cu co} in the usual way.
If g - 1, then M is a torus and the theorem tells us harmonic maps of
degree >, 2 exist. It is an open question whether there exists a harmonic
o'.
map of degree 1 of the torus to the 2-sphere.
By (3.3.1) such a map would have general folds, and by (1.3.16) its
derivative would have no zeros.
We note that Smith ~m p.9~ constructs explicit examples of harmonic
maps of the torus into the standard 2-sphere exhibiting fold lines and
collapse lines. These maps all have degree O.
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3..3 Harmonic Maps with General Folds
A Occurrence
Let M, N be connected Riemann surfaces and let f:M ~ N be harmonic
w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N. Suppose f has maximum rank 2. Then
Theorem (3.1.7) describes the singular set of f. If L1 = ~ we saw (3.2.3)
that f is a ramified covering; we now deal with the case L1 F~. In
this case f has general fold lines (3.1.7).
occurrence of such maps.
Theorem 3.3.1 (Need for ge~era1 folds)
We first describe the
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces of unequal genera. Let f:M ~ N
,.
.
be harmonic w.r.t. some hermitian metric on N, and suppose ~eg(f) = ±I.
Then f has general folds.
Proof
Firstly'f must be surjective, otherwise we would have deg(f) = O.
Therefore f must have maximum rank 2, otherwise, by (3.1.1), (3.1.4), f
is certainly not surjective. By (3.2.3), if f has no general folds, then
it is a ramified covering. By (3.2.7), deg(f) = ±l implies f is a
homeomrphism, which contradicts the hypothesis that genus (M) I: genus (N)'e
Corollary 3.3.2 (Occurrence of general folds)
Given any two compact Riemann surfaces with genus(M) > genus(W) > 0
there exist harmonic maps M~ N with general folds.
Proof
Give N a hermitian metric with non-positive curvature. By the existence
theorem (1.1.11) of Eells and Sampson, any homotopy class of maps M~ N
contains a harmonic one. Since genus(M) > genus(N) there exist homotopy
classea, of...degree:± 1. Therefore there exist harmonic maps of degree ±l.
By (3.3.1), any such harnonic map has general folds ••
f
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B The structure of the general folds
In ·§2.l we saw that a general fold can be a fold line, a collapse
line or can contain cusps or good singular points of order r,3 ~ r ~ ~,
I
in which case it is neither a fold line:nor collapse line. However note
i
the
Lemma 3.3.3
If r CM is a general fold for the smooth map f:M -+ N, we can find a
fold line or a collapse line cr.
Proof
Let Per. Then p is a good singular point of some order r, 1 ~ r ~ ~.
If reI, then by (2.1.11) p is interior to a fold line; if r > 1, then
either there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that Un y consists of good
singular points of order> 1, or given any neighbourhood U of p, U(\ y con-
tains at least one good singular point p' of order 1. In the former
'.,
case, by definition (2.1.7) and notes after (2.1.9), the directional
derivative Vwf(q) ... 0 for q6 Uny,\w tangent to y at q"and therefore f
is ccne t ant on Ul"ly which is thus a collapse line; in the latter case, by
(2.1.11) some neighbourhood of p' is a fold line. Thus we can find either
a fold line or a collapse line contained in y••'
Theorem 3.3.4 (Occurrence of folds and collapse lines)
Let M, N be Riemann surfaces and let f:M -+ N be harmonic w.r.t. some
hermitian metric on N. Suppose 1: 1 1= ~. 1hen there exists at least one
fold line or one collapse line.
Proof
For if L1 1= ~, then by (3.1.7) f has at least one general fold which
by (3.3.3) contains at least one fold line or collapse line••
Remarks
It would be nice to assert that having removed a discrete set of
points from L consisting of meeting points and good singular points of
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order> 1 which are not collapse points, then L consists of fold lines,
collapse lines and branch points. We could then think of f roughly as a
However there is no"branched and folded" covering of Tucker [Tu].
guarantee that the set of good singular.points of order> 1 which are not
collapse points is a discrete set ••
C Tucker's Formula [Tul
Suppose M, N are compact and f:M ~ N can be triangulated as a "branched
and folded covering" in the sense of Tucker (see CruJ); then Tucker gives
a formula relating the amount of branching and folding to the degree of
the map, viz:
x (M) + ~ ex [e] co 14< (N)
e
Here e denotes the "exceptionability" of a point of M - 0 for an ordinary
point, k - l' fora branch point of order k, - I for a fold line; [e]X
denotes the Euler characteristic of the "subcomplex" of points of exception-
ability e, and d denotes the degree of f.
Note if f has no general folds but only branch points, Tucker's
, '.
formula reduces to Hurwitz' formula.
in any essential way.
We shall ,not use Tucker's formula
D The number of general folds of a harmonic map into the flat torus.
We are interested in putting an upper bound on the number of g~neral
folds, meeting points, etc., of a harmonic map f:M ~ N between Riemann
surfac£~. Using special techniques, in §5.2 we can derive such bouads
in the case N - flat torus.
Theorem 5.2.14
We quote the result:
Let f:M ~ T be a harnonic map from a compact Riemann surface of genus
g into the flat torus T = S'xS' (equipped with its standard metric).
.~
Then one of the following holds:
(1) f is constant;
(2) f maps M onto a closed geodesic and has at most 2g - 2 critical
points (cf. 3.1.4(C»;
(3) f is a ramified covering with ramification index 2g - 2;
(4) f has singular set E consisting of at most 2g - 2 branch points,
(2g - 2)(6g - 6) general folds and 6g - 6 meeting points.
Proof
See §5.2. W
!
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3.4 Questions of MOnotonicity
Here we answer questions relating to when a harnoni c map is monotone
or quasi-monotone in the sense of P. T. Church [ch 2]. We restrict
attention to smooth maps f between compact Riemann surfaces M, N.
A MOnotone Maps
Definition 3.4.1 rCh 2J
f:M -+ N is called IOOnotone if for each q € N, f- l (q) is connected
(or empty) ••
Church proves the following result concerning the occurrence of
mono tone maps:
Proposition 3.4.2 rCh 3; 4.]]
Let f:M -+ N have points pe Mwhere f is of rank 2. Then f is
deg f = -1 and sign df ~ 0 Vp G M.
P
~notone ~ if and only if: deg f = 1 and sigp. dfp ~ 0 lip e M, or
(See §3.3B for definition of
deg f, etc.)
Using this we prove:
Theorem 3.4.3
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces and
with respect to some hermitian metric on N.
only if f is a diffeomorphism.
Proof
let f:M -+ N be harmonic
Ol'l+o
Then f is monotone if and
1\
If f is a diffeomorphism, then it is monotone by definition, and onto.
Conversely, suppose f is monotone onto. Then f must have maximum
rank 2, otherwise, by (3.1.1), (3.1.4), f would not be onto. Now,
without loss of generality, assume that deg f = 1 and sign df ~ 0p
Vp6M. We assert that f can have no general folds. Fqr J and there-
fore sign df has opposite signs on opposite sides of any general fold
(2.1.5) contradicting sign df ~ 0 Yp EM.p By (3.2.3)(B) it follows thatr
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f is a ramified covering of degree 1 whose singular set consists of a
finite number of branch points. But since, by (3.2.5), each point q
of N has precisely one inverse image counting
to multiplicity, M can have no branch points.
diffeomorphism. 11
Remark 3.4.4
acc;ording
Thus E = ~ and f is a
.,
1£ £ is not harmonic, a maximum rank 2 map which is monotone and
onto need not even be a homeomorphism; for example we can construct
a smooth map of the sphere to the sphere which collapses a line segment
to a point but is otherwise a diffeomorphism. u
Remark 3.4.5
Church [Ch 2; 1.3] shows that for any smooth map f:M~ N, if qcN-f(E 2)
then f-l(q) has at leastldeg fl components, therefore any monotone map
has degree!l or O'm
B Quasi-MOnotone Maps
We see that monotonicity is a severe restriction on a map and thus
we are led to consider a less severe restriction:
Definition 3.4.6 [cb]
f:1-1 ~ N is called quasi"';monotone if for each connected open set VC N
and component U of f-l(V), feU) • V••
Monotone maps are clearly quasi-monotone; ·Church U:h 4; p.380]
further shows that if dim B = 0 (where, as usual, B denotes the branch
set of f (see §2.l» then f is ,quasi-monotone - thus ramified coverings
(§3.2) are quasi-monotone.
harmonic map;
Theorem 3.4.7
We now show the converse is true for a
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces and let f be harmonic with
respect to some hermitian metric on N, and of maximum rank ,2.
".
Then f
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is quasi-monotone if and only if f is a ramified covering.
Proof
As remarked above, if f is a ramified covering, then f is quasi-
monotone.
Conversely, suppose f is quasi-monotone and of maximum rank 2.
Suppose ~l :J: 4>.
line.
By (3.3.4), there is (a) a fold line or (b) a collapse
Suppose p e fold line. Then by (2.1.11) we can choose smooth
coordinates (x,y), (u,v) about p,f(p) such that f has the form:
2
u = x , v = y.
Now choose V to be the inside of a small rectangle centred on f (p) as
3 ifshown: LA. V,- -- fI I --r
-7 f'(p1;X, I ~-''-
Then V is a connected open set. Let U = component of f-l(V) containing
p. Then U is the inside of a small rectangle centred on p as shown
above. This maps into the right-hand half of V. Thus by definition
f is not quasi-monotone.
(b) Suppose p € collapse line. Then by (2.1.18) we can choose smooth
".
coordinates (x,y), (u,v) centred on p,f(p) such that f has the form:
u"'xy, v r r-
Now, if V is a small enough neighbourhood of f(p), let U = the component
of f-I(V) containing p, then (see diagram below)
f(U) C V,{ (u,v): u :f 0, v = O}
~ if
",-
--
II f V/ , r -l... ....
--= ....-
--
.-:, u,
.... p.... ,..
- L.-.-.f (f'J
'-
--
---i
'.
...
Thus f(U) f V and so f is not quasi-monotone.
We have thus shown that E1 = </>.. Hence, by (3.2.3) (B), f must be
a ramified covering••
Remark 3.4.8
Again, this theorem is by no means true for non-harmonic maps f.
In fact Church (Ch 4; (3)J shows that ~ map with dim B ~ 1 and
sign df ~ 0 v» eM or sign df ~ 0 Vp Eo M is quasi-monotone ...
p p -
,I
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3.5 Convex Functions and the Image of a Harmonic Map
For this section let M, N be connected smooth Riemannian manifolds
of dimensions m, n.and let f:M ~ N be harmonic. We recall (1.2.7) that
a subset DeN is called convex supporting if every compact subset of D
has an open neighbourhood in N which supports a strictly convex function.
We recall also Gordon's result (1.2.7) that, if M i3 compact, f cannot
have. image in ~ convex supporting subset of N unless constant. We shall
here list some corollaries of this result which we shall compare with
results obtained by an entirely different method in §4.3.
Corollary 3.5.1 ~
Let f:M ~ N be harmonic, H compact , Then each point beN has a
• f· , (1. ..... 0
(,,4\Ve.1t St1'ff6rt~l"Ij; neighbourhood Vb •
o
bourhood unless f is constant.
Proof
f{M) cannot lie in any- such neigh-
Every point b
o
€ N has a neighbourhood Vb which supports the convex
n '2 1 0
function k(b) = ~(u1) where (u , ••• , un) are any b -centred smooth
i=l 0
coordinates for N. iii
Corollary 3.5.2
Let f:M ~ N be harmonic, M compact, N complete. Suppose N has non-
positive sectional curvatures. Then f(M) cannot lie within a simply
"
connected open subset D of N unless f is constant.
Proof
Let b € D be a fixed point.
o Since N is complete there is a geodesic
from any point b £ D to b •
o Since D is simply connected, this geodesic
is unique. By an argument of Bishop and O'Neill [BO'N4.l(2U we can
show the squared geodesic distance of b from b is strictly convex. Thus
o
D is convex supporting' g
Corollary 3.5.3
Let f:M ~ S2 be harmonic, M compact (S2 = Euclidean 2-sphere). Then
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2f(M) cannot lie within an open hemisphere of Sunless f is constant.
Proof
An open hemis~here of s2 is convex supporting [Go p. 436J ••
Corollary 3.5.4
Let f:M ~N be harmonic, M compact~ N complete. Suppose N has
strictly negative sectional curvatures.
e.
Then for each closed geodesic
'Y eN there exists an open set U with 'Y c UeN such that f (M) cannot lie in
U unless f maps into 'Y.
Take U to be a tubular neighbourhood
Dn-l is tha (n - I)-dimensional open disc;
Proof b ~Uf~t4 "''f~ n-1diffeomorphicAto 'YxD where
then (B-O' N 4.1 ~1~ distance
'.
squared from'Y is strictly convex on U, and thus U is convex supporting••
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4. THE GAUSS-BONNET FORMULA AND THE IMAGE OF A HARMONIe MAP
j
~
4.1 Description of the Image of A eW Map
I
!
A Analytic and Semi-Analytic Sets
Let M be a connected eW manifold of dimension m.
semi-analytic sets following Lojasiewi~z rio 1, 2].
Definition 4.1.1
We shall define
A subset Ac M is called a er submanifold of dimension k (r c:: 1,2, •••
•, co, w) if for every point p €A there is a neighbourhood .U of P and er
functions r l, ••• , r mrk on U such that:
..
" .
(i)
(ii)
. '. m-k
UnA c n{qGU: r , (q) = ci,
j=l J
the derivatives drl(p), ••• , dr~k(p)€ L(TMp'~) are linearly
independent. A
It is easily seen using the inverse function theorem that this
definition agrees with the definition of l-submanifold in §2.lA. We
shall generally be interested in eW submanifolds, which are often called
analytic submanifolds.
Definition 4.1. 2 [Lo 11
A subset A of M is called semi-analytic if for every point peA
, .
.
there is a neighbourhood U of p and real analytic functions r l, • • ., r s
on U such that An U is a finite union of finite intersections of sets
of the form:
(a) {q eU: r . (q) > O}, (b) {q eu: r . (q) = O}
J J
A -Ls call ed analytic if we only use sets of the form (b) ...
It is easy to see [Lo 1, 2J that the union of any locally finite
family and the intersection of any finite family of semi-analytic sets
is semi-analytic, as is tre complement of a semi-analytic set.
r:
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Definition 4.1. 3 ( Lo 23.
We say that a_point p of a semi-analytic set A is regular of dimension
k if, for sone neighbourhood U of p, A ('l U is an analytic submanifold of
dimension k. We define the dimension of a semi-analytic set to be the
maximum dimension of its regular points.
Thus an analyti c submanifold of dimension k is a semi-analytic set
(in fact an analytic set) of dimension k; note also that the subset of
points of a semi-analytic set which are regular of dimension k forms an
analytic submanifold.
Lennna 4. 1. ~
Let y be the image of the finite open interval (O,l)c! under a real-
analytic mapping F:(O,l) ~ M. dFSuppose that Cit f: ° V t e (0,1) and that F
extends to a real-analytic mapping F: CO, 1] ~ M on the closed interval
(0,1] • Then y is a semi-analytic subset of M of dimension 1.
Proof
(First Step) Let t E (0,1). We show that there exists. a neighbourhood
o
V of t in (0,1) such that F(V) is semi-analytic of dimension 1.
o
For, by hypothesis, ~(to) i 0. Therefore, by the implicit function
theorem, there exists a neighbourhood V of to in (0,1) such that Fl v is
"
an analytic isomorphism onto an analytic l-submanifold. Then certainly
F(V) is semi-anal~tic of dimension 1. Note V can be considered as a
neighbourhood of t in (0,1].
o
(Second Step) Let taO .0 r 1.
o
We show that there exists a
in [0,1] such that F(V) is semi-analytic of dimension 1.
".f.
ThenA(W P.3q1.]For without loss of generality we may assume t = 0.
o
w.r.t. any CW coordinates (x,y) for M centred on F(t ), the components
o
neighbourhood V of t
o
of dF can be written near t = ° in the form:
o
dx ;:: t r ~(t)
dt
where r,s~ {0,1,2,.h>}
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El. ;:: t s '1' ( t') (t )dt
and ~, '1' are doll functions defined near °€,B wi th
~(O) F0, '1'(0) 1 0. By continuity we may choose E > ° such that ~(t) F 0,
We thus have a contradiction,
'1'(t) 1 °V t € [O,E), whence
dx 1 ° ~ 1 ° ¥t € (O,E)dt ' dt
We now claim 'F I[0, E] is inj ective ;
'For suppose x(tl) ... x(t2) for some ° ~ t l <
dxTheorem, 3 t, t l < t < t 2 such that dt(t) = 0.
and thus FI [O,E)' is injective.
We now show F(O,E) is semi~analytic of dimension 1.
Then by Rolle's
We 3how that there exists a neighbourhood
U of p in M such that F(O,E) nu is semi-analytic.
o
Firstly, just as in
(First Step), there exists a neighbourhood V' of t in (O,E) such that
o
F(V') is an analytic submanifold of dimension 1. Secondly, consider
does not contain p •
o
F([O,E] 'V'). It is a compact set, and since FI (O,E] is injective, it
Therefore there exists a neighbourhood U of p
o
in M such that F([O,E],V')f\U =$ and therefore F«O,E),V')nU'" $.
It easily follows that F(O,E)('I U = F(V') f"U. Since F(V') is an analytic
submanifo1d of dimension 1, it follows that F(O,E)nU is a semi-analytic
".
set of dimension 1. Now this is true for a neighbourhood U of any point
P Eo F(O,E).
o
Therefore F(O,E) is send-analytic of dimension 1.
It follows that F[O, E) ... F(O) U F (0, E) is semi-analytic of dimension
1, as we have the union of two semi-analytic sets.
(Third Step) We have thus shown that, for any t € [0,1], the,,:,e·
o
exists a neighbourhood V of t in [O,lJ such that F(V) is se.mi-analytic
o
of dimension L Such neighbourhoods form an open covering of [0,1].
Extract a finite subcover Vl, ••• Vk •
(t) We have omitted the possibility that ~dx or ~ might be identically
t dt
zero (Note they cannot both be identically zero by the hypotheses). The
argument needs trivial modification in this case.
" .
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is the finite· union of se~-ana1ytic sets of dimension 1, and therefore
is a seml-eanal.y t Lc, set of dimension 1. II
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B Semi-analyticity of the singular set
Let M, N be connected two-dimensional CW manifolds and let f:M ~ N
Wbe a G map. •We have already met the singular set
I
t = {p € M: dim ker df(p) > O} \
and its subsets
t). {p € M: dim ker df (p) = :'..}
t
2
{p€M: dimker df(p)'" 2}
Lemma 4.1. 5
(1) L, (2) E2 are analytic ~ets; (3) E1 is a semi-analytic set.
Proof
(1) Let p e I:, take U to be a coordinate neighbourhood, then
t('U = {qeu: J(q) = O}.
this shows E is analytic.
Since J is a real-analytic ftmction on U,
(2) Let p €.L2, again take U to be a small enough coordinate neighbourhood;
then I:2(\ U... U {q e U: f .~q) = O} where f.a are the components of the
. 1 2 ~ ~1" ,
derivative w.r.t. any CW local coordinates about p, f(p). Since each
f",a'is real-analytic, 1:2 is an analytic set.
1
This shows 1:1 is semi-analytic.U
We now introduce the set L1. 1e M.
,
.". 1:1.1 a {p e L1: p is
to 1:1 at p}
regular of dimension I andV f(p) ... 0 for w tangent
w
Here V f(p) denotes the directional derivative of f at p in direction
w
w. Note that the assumption that 1:1 is regular at p ensures L1 has
a tangent at p.
Lenuna 4. 1. 6
L1,1 is a semi-analytic set.
Proof
Let p e.M. Choose CW coordinates (x,y), (u,v) for M, N, centred on
p, f (p) with the x-axis ~ alt>YI.f
V f(q) = 0 # ~u(q)
w • aX
: -, 1:. Then
= 0 and ~~(q) = 0
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Thus on a coordinate neighbourhood U of p:
} dUEl,l ('U = {q E E1: q is regular of dimension 1 flU (){q: dX(q) = O}
dVf\ {q: dX(q) = o)
This cle~rly exhibits El,l as a semi-analytic set ••
C An Analytic Triangulation of M
Let M be a countable (t) COO surface and let {A } be a collection
a
of subsets of M. A (locally finite, finite) analytic triangulation
of M is a (locally finite, finite) simplicial complex K together with
a homeomorphism T: IKI ~ M (onto M) such that:
(4.lB) for any a e K, T(a) is an analytic submanifold of M and
TI :Q ~ T(a) is an analytic isomorphism. (*)(Note: a Cr triangulation
a
(r = 0, 1•••• , ~) of M can be defined similarly.)
The triangulation is said to be compatible with {A } if
a
(4.lC) for any oeK and any A • either T(cr)cA or T(a)CM ...... A •
a a a
Lojasiewicz proves (Lo 1] that given a locally finite collection
of semi-analytic subsets fA } of a countable analytic surface M, there
a
exists a locally finite triangulation compatible with {A 1. If M
a
'. is co~act this triangulation is finite.
Theorem 4.1.7 (Triangulation of M)
Using this we prove:
Let M. N be real-analytic surfaces, M countable, and let f:M ~ N
be a real-analytic map. Then there exists a locally finite anal~tic
triangulation T: IKI ~ M compatible with the disjoint subsets M..... E.
Thus the image T(a) of each simplex aE'K is
ft) M countable means M has countable basis of open sets - often termed
2nd countable. (If) 6"" W\u. ~~ J..A.."ik C)-"~ s-...rlLK .
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Proof
analytici-therefore we ~y triangulate by Lojasiewicz. Note also
. '.
these four sets are disjoint and have u~ion M' g
For simplicity of notation we now identify a simplex a €K with
its image T(a)c M•
Proposition 4.1.8
The triangulation of M in (4.1.7) has the property that if a is
a simplex of M, fl ha~ constant rank.
a
Proof
r-
(1) If a is a /simplex of M,1:,' f 1 has constant rank r,
- a
(2) If a • a 2-simplex of 1:1'-1:1,1, e] has constant rank 1.1S
o
(3) If (] . I-simplex of 1:1'....... Ll ,1 , f I(] has constant rank 1.1S a
(4) If (] is a I-simplex of E1,lt fl has constant rank O.a
(5) If (] is any simplex of 1:2' r] has constant rank O.a
(6) If (] . o-s'ijlplex.,. f 1 has constant rank O.1S any
o
It is easily seen from the definitions that we have covered all
the possibilities'a
Remarks 4.1.9
(1) Our triangulation (4.1.7) could be used to give a description of
t as analytic l-submanifolds meeting at points like that in (3.1.7)
00for C harmonic maps.
(2) Theorem (4.1.7) does not generalise to
smooth surfaces, e.g. let f:~2 ~ ~2 be given by
smooth maps between
2
-l/x I(x,y)104 (e sin-,y),
x
00
then it is easily seen that no locally finite (C ) triangulation of M
compatible with 1: exists ·(for E consists of lines parallel to the y-axis
with an infinite number of lines in any neighbourhood of the y-axis),~
D An Analytic Triangulation of f(M)
£:,4>\d<!L<t
Again 'let M, N beAreal-analytic surfaces, M countable, and let
•f:M ~ N be a real-analytic map.
Lemma 4.1.10 (Constancy of maximum rank)
£ has maximum rank r on M~ f has maximum rank r on any open
subset U of M (r - 0, 1, 2).
Proof
If £ has maximum rank r on U (r = 0, 1, 2), then all the
(r + l)x(r + 1) minors of the matrix for df in any local ~oordinates
vanish on U. By analytic continuation these minors vanish on the whole
.
of M, therefore f has maximum rank r on M••
Remarks
(1) This is of course true for M, N real-analytic manifolds of any
dimension.
00(2) For surfaces, we saw that this is true also for C harmonic maps
(3.1. 9). (X)It is not true, in general, for a C map ••
'.
Now let f:M ~ N have maximum rank 2 and be proper. (t)
Lemma 4.1.11
£ (M) is a semi-analytic set.
Proof
Triangulate M in any way so that,for each simplex a of M.fl
a
has
constant rank. One way is given in (4~1.7). We shall now show that
the image lea) of each simplex ae M is a semi-analytic set.
Let a be a 2~simplex of M. Then by(4.l.l0\ fl must have rank 2.
a
It easily follows that f(a) is an open subset of N, so that f(a) is
an analytic submanifold of dimension 2, and is therefore semi-analytic.
Let a be a I-simplex of M. Then if fl has rank 0 f(a) is a poinl
a
which is certainly a scmi-analyticset.Suppose instead fl has rank 1.
a
(t) f:M ..... N is proper iff C l nn is compact for every compact set \oJ c :-.
Then the triangulation map T gives an analytic isomorphism
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T: (0,1) -+ c. CQnsider the composition £:(0.1) l a! N. Then
It extende to a CW map f: [o.l]l '8 ! N, and since fie- Wf is a C .maP.
has rank 1, :~ .,. 0 Y t € (0,1).
f(c) is a semi-analytic set.
We may thus apply (4.1.4) to show
Lastly let a be a 0-simp1ex of M.
is certainly a semi-analytic set.
Then f(o) is a point, which
Thus we have proved that if a is any simplex of M,f(o) is a
semi-analytic set.
Now f(M) = ~ f(o), thus .f(M) is the union of semi-analytic
a€M
sets. We now show this is a locally finite union: for let b ef(M)
and let V be a neighbourhood of b with V compact. Then since f
is proper f-I(V) is compact and therefore meets a finite number of
simplexes of M. Hence V(and hence V) meets only a finite number
of {f(c)}. Thus the collection {f(o)} is locally finite. Thus
.'.
f(M) is the locally finite union of semi-analytic sets. and is
therefore semi-analytic••
Lemma 4.1.12
3f(M) - the topological boundary of f(M) - is a semi-analytic
sEt •
Proof
The boundary of a semi-analytic set is semi-analytic [Lo 2]. a
Proposition 4.1.13
Let M~ N be countable real analytic surfaces and let f:M -+ N
be reh1-analytic. of maximum rank 2. and proper.
(A) There exists a locally finite analytic triangulation U of N
compatible with f (H). ()f(M). If N is compact (so that M = f-1 (N)
must be alsJ)Zl is a finite triangulation. r
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Suppose further that M, N are compact, then:
(B) in any finite analytic triangulation U of N compatible with
•
f(M), 3f(M), f(M) is a pure subcomplex of dimension 2, and 3f(M)
is empty or is a pure subcomplex of dimension 1.
(Here a pure sub complex of dimension r is one such that every
s-simplex s < r is a face of an r-simplex).
~C) ;Any vertex (c a-simplex) v of af(M) is the face of an even
number of I-simplexes of 3f(M). Any such I-simplex of af(M) is
the face of two 2-simplexes of N one of which lies i~ int f(M) and
the other of which lies in N" f (M). Thus the I-simplexes of 3f(M)
which "meet" at a vertex v of af(M) divide a neighbourhood of v like
a pie into
Proof
f (1), N" f (M) :
EXAto1cle cf
&·",",~l.lIA+I:'''' ..~~r
t4. uerh.K
(A) ~nce N is countable and f(M), af(M) are semi-analytic, such a
triangulation exists by Lojasiewicz.
must be finite.
If N is compact the triangulation
".
(B) (First Step) We show f(M) is a subeomplex of dimension 2.
Firstly f(M) is a closed collection of simplices and is therefore a
subcomplex of N. Further, since f has maximum rank 2, it is easy
to see that f(M) contains at least one 2-simplex.
is a subcomplex of dimension 2.
Therefore, f(M)
(Second Step) We now show f(M) is a pure subcomplex. Note
first that every simplex of N lies either entirely in f(M) or entirely
in N"'" f (M). Let s e f (M) be a o-simplex. We show s is a face of
some I-simplex of f(M). Suppose not. Then all the l-simplexes
..
of N in St(s) (~ the star of s) are simplexes of
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We claim this implies that all the 2-simplexes of N in
St (s ) are also in N 'f (M). For suppose not. Then at least one
2-simplex of N in St(s) would be in f(M) and all its l"faces would
also be in f(M), contradicting the fact that all the I-simplexes of
N in St (s ) are simplexes of N' f (M). Thus all the 1- and 2-simplexes
of N in St (s ) lie in N 'f (M). Therefore, f (M) "St (s) = s , Thus
-1if s = f(p), then the neighbourhood f {St(s)} of p maps to the single
point s. By (4.1.10) this means f has maximum rank 0 contradicting
the hypotheses. We have thus shown if s is a o-simplex of f(M),
then s is the face of some I-simplex of f(M). A similar argument
shows that any I-simplex of f(M) is the face of some 2-simplex of
f(M). We conclude that f(M) is a pure subcomplex of dimension 2.
~ (Third Step) We show af(M) is either empty or is a pure sub-
complex of dimension 1. For by definition of topological boundary,
af(M) can contain no open subsets of N. Therefore af(M) can contain
no 2-simplexes. Further. af(M) is cloced, therefore af(M) is either
empty or is a subcomplex of dimension ~ 1.
Now let s be a O-simplex of af(M). We shall show that s is
the face of a I-simplex of af(M). For suppose not. Then all the
I-simplexes in St(s) lie inN,af(M). Further all the 2-simplexes
..
of St(s) lie in N'3f(M). since af(M) contains no 2-simplexes •
Therefore all the simplexes of St (s) lie in N' af (M) (except s ) ,
Now N' af (M) .. int f (M) U {N '" f (M) }. Since the triangulation of N
is compatible with f(M), af(M), every simplex of N...... af(M) lies in
either int f (M) or N' f (M). Consider the 2-simplexes of St(s).
Suppose they are all contained in int f(M). Then all their
I-faces. in particular all the I-simplexes of St(s), are contained
in f(M). and therefore in int f(M)(*) Therefore St(s)' s Cint f(M).
Since s C af (M) Cf (M) this implies s cint f (M), contradicting the
(
(*) since we can choose a neighbourhood of any point in such a I-simplex
contained wholly in f(M):
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hypotheses.
Suppose, on the other hand, that all the 2-simplexes of St(s)
•
are contained in N" f (M) • Then s € f (M) but St (s) n f (M) contains
no 2-simplexes. As before this contradicts the maximum rank 2
of f.
Therefore there is at least one 2-simplex of St(s) contained
in int f(M), and at least one 2-simplex of St(s) contained in N'f(M).
Thus we have shown that the arbitrary
clearly lies in af(M) and has s as a-face.
This facewhich have a common I-face.
It is easy to see that we can choose a pair of such 2-simplexes
r j..J"[(1'\) 1"'" v ,"\ ~~
S.~)
o-simplex s of af{M) is the face of some l-simplex of 3f(M).
Therefore 3f(M) is a pure dubcomplex of dimension 1.
(C) Note f~rst that since our triangulation of N is compatible with
f(M), 3f(M), every simplex lies in just one of the sets:
int f(M) (a f(M)'3f(M», af(M), N'f(M).
Now let v be a o-simplex of af(M). By (3) above v is the face
of at least one I-simplex of af(M). Let t be any such I-simplex.
.-.
Then it is certainly the face of precisely two 2-simplexes of N:
Na
Then, since af(M) contains no 2-simplexes, each 2-simplex lies in
either int f (M) or N" f (M). But t C af (M) C f (M) and f (M) is a pure
subcomplex of dimension 2. Therefore, at least one of the 2-simplexes
lies itl f(M), and, therefore, in int f(M). Suppose they both lie
in int f (M). Then clearly t cint f (M), contradicting hypothesis.
Therefore one of the 2-simplexes lies in int f(M) and the other lies
in N'f (M).
Thus if v is a o-simplex of af{M), we have shown that any
I-simplex of af(M) with Q-face v is the face of two 2-simplexes.
oue of which lies in int f(M) and one of which lies in N'f(M).
Thus the totality of I-simplexes of af(M) with O-face v divide a
,
neighbourhood of v like a pie into a number of sectors alternately
in int f(M), N'f(M) - there must obviously be an even number of such
sect9rs and thus an even number of I-simplexes of af{M) with O-face
.\
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A The Gauss-Bonnet Formula
110
t.'.'2 The Gauss-Bonnet, Inequality for' a Harmonic Map
N n-\~t.Ld.
Let M, N be compact real-analytic surfaces and let N have a
1\
real-analytic Riemannian metric. Let f be a real-analytic map of
maximum rank 2. Triangulate N with a finite analytic triangulation
2tcompatible with f(M), af(M) - this is possible by (4.1.13). We
wish to apply the Gauss-Bonnet formula to the region f(M). However,
it is not necessarily true that f(M) is bounded by disjoint closed
arcs - for example '()f (M) might be in the form of a figure 8:
In order to apply the Gauss-Bonnet formula we need to describe how
we traverse the boundary af(M). Firstly, orient f(M) as a subset
'.
of N and orient each I-simplex of af(M) as a boundary arc of f(M).
We now partition all the I-simplexes into subsets which form closed
curves.
Let a,B be I-simplexes of af(M) oriented as above; then we say
a precedes Bor Bsucceeds a, written a ~ Bif;.
(1) a, a have a common vertex (o-sim~lex) p;
(2) a is oriented such that p is its final point, B is oriented
such that p is its initial point (L;e , a "goes into" p and B "comes
out" from p);
(3) If we rotate in a positive sense a tangent vector t,at p
from a position along the outward tangent along a at p, the first
I-simplex that t becomes tangent to is B, i.e. B is the next arc
in the positive sense of rotation from a at p.
!:.x~fk
~~ cJ- r~Js /5
'}' f.n~f\~' f£"'~
-- of rot"t,en
~ S~cI1lS 0•...: w""J
~~t.'1t~ I-\.ICh~ J..,13
~. ('H,fif~ ~se
: of ro+"ti61'\
- .
ORIENTIITloN
63f\[VENTlotH.. ff'R1JiA4RAMs..
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It is easily seen that each l-s~mp1ex of af(M) has a unique
predecessor and unique successor (use 4,l.13(C)). Note also if
•
a -+ S, the "sector" between a and S lies in N.... f (M).
Now write a ~y.if there is a sequence a, S, ••• , y such that
a -+ S -+ .;. -+ y or y -+ ••• -+ S -+ a. We see that ~ is an equivalence
relation which partitions the I-simplexes of af(M) into subsets,
each subset forming a closed piecewise-analytic curve. Thus the
boundary of f(M) consists of a finite number of closed piecewise-
analytic curves cl ••••• cr' Of course these need not b~ disjoint
curves. Nevertheless we ~hall.show that we may apply the Gauss-
Bonnet formula to the region f(M).
Proposition 4.2.1
NO(\~tLJ.
Let M, N be compact analytic surfaces, let N have an analytic
11)
Riemannian metric and let f:M -+ N be a real-analytic map. Then we
may apply the Gauss-Bonnet formula to f (M)C N in the form:
~ 6(a)
all
I-simplexes
a c af (M)
fk ds -
a
K*l = 2nX(f(M» -
all
I-simplexes
a c af (M)
K is the curvature of N at a point of f(M)
J
f(M)
(4.2A)
*1 is the volume 2-form of N
"
X(f(M» is the Euler characteristic of f(M)
k is the 'signed geodesic curvature of the analytic arc a
e(a) is the signed "corner" angle - n ~ eta) ~ n fmnm the
tangent of a going into b (" tangent in") to the tangent of.
S coming out of b ("tangent out") , where a, S meet at b
and a precedes e.
(Our sign conventions are standard - see for example Hicks CHi]).
'"
t(M) f(f\1 )
J N\ ~(",,) N\f(M}
_/ c,..VtI( UhCAlle. c;ide. c(.
ftl"S.tli~ Side ~u..ve ,.ciA ~VLK ~.Je
~e.o.se "f ~l;l\j of
R<O l1COV£~Ic:.. ~~Orohti~., c.1-tc1 vA-r.... Re.
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e(d,) <0
I
Hft1)
I
£14N Dr
CoRNER.
AN~LE
r
(j(d..) >0
B(d.-)
•
Proof
Partition the l-siwplexes of af(M) into subsets formi.ng closed
piecewise analytic curves cl' ••• , cr' These curves may intersect at
vertices (o-simplexes) of af(M). We shall apply a construction of
Kreysig QKrJ which will deform these curves cl' ••• , cr into' disjoint
curves and allow us to apply Gauss-Bonnet. Let a,a be two I-simplexes
of the curve ci meeting at b with a ~ a. By a Eeodesic circle centre
fi£~L. Ac I~G A
VERT€)(' Sy
t"EOO€<;;\c.
C IRe I..€os:
c eN radius r we shall mean a closed curve given in normal coordinates
222(u,v) centred on c by u + v a r , parametrised by ~ ~ (r cos ~,r sin ~).
.'.
Replace the vertex oy an arc G of a geodesic circle of small radius
e
£ > 0 whose tangents at the endpoints A, B of G coincide with those of
e
a, a respectively. Carry out this construction for every pair of
l-si~lexes a, a of f(M) such that a + a. Thus we replice f(M) by a
slightly larger
f d • •• Clo l.SJo1nt
region R whose boundary consists of a finite number
e
£ £ £
curves cl' ••• , cr' each curve ci approximating the original
curve.
c·L
R€Pt.A C I N4 THE.
l3ouNQI\R.y ('"~IIF.;.S
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Applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula [Kr p.209] to the region R
E
:
(4.2B) ~ K*l = ~1TX (R ) - ± Sk ds
REi-I c.
E 1
We now wish to let E ~ O. First note X(R ) = X(f(M», for f(M) is a
E
strong deformation retract of RE• Secondly, consider the contribution
from an arc G of a geodesic circle. If the arc is given in normal
E
coordinates by u = E cos~, V - E sin~ (~o ~ ~ ~ ~1)' then
k a! ds a E d~, and ~l - ~ ~ e(a) as E ~ O.
E' 0
Hence:
lim rk ds - lim fl ~
E~OG E-"O~£ 0
EHence, for the curve c.:
1
t d~ = lim (~l - ~o) =e(a)
E -.. 0
lim
£-"0
~ k ds - 2.. fk ds +
t£ n c c , a
c. :L
:L
L. ~ (a)
a C c.
:L
Hence letting £ -.. 0 in (4.2B):
~ K*l = 21TX (f (M» -
f(M)
as claimcd, a
2:. ~k ds -
a caf (M) a
2. e(a)
CL c af (M)
"
B Applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula to a Harmonic Map
Let M, N now be compact Riemann surfaces, N with chosen.real analytic
hermitian metric. Let f:M -.. N be a harmmic map of maximum rank 2.
Since f is real-analytic (1.1.4), we can apply the Gauss-Bonnet formula
to f(M) as in proposition (4.2.1). We now get further information by
making uoe of Sampson's maximum prin~iple for the harmonic map f.
Lemma 4.2.2
In (4.2A), (1) at all points of all the I-simplexes CL of af(M),
k ~ 0; (2) for all I-simplexes a c af (M), e(a) ~ O.
r
A LLO NE. J)
R>O
N\ +(1\)
g (li.) > 0
('~Ot1lellr:. :D
(l)
Ftl\ (tt .ac)
f(M)
Proof
(1) Let b be a point on a I-simplex a.c3f(M). By Sampson's maximum
principle (1.2.12), f(M) must lie to the convex side of a.. Therefore
k ~ o.
'. (2) Let b • f(p) be a vertex of 3f(M), and let a, e be I-simplexes
meeting at b with a ~ B. As remarked earlier, the sector between
a and e lies in N'f(M). Now if 6(a»0, then (see the figure (4.2C»
we can draw a curve S such that f(M) lies to the concave side of S.
Thus some neighbourhood of p maps to the concave side of S. This is
prohibited by the maximum principle (1.2.12) and therefore 6(0.) ~ O.Z
Main Theorem 4.2.3 (Gauss-Bonnet inequality)
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces, N with chosen real-analytic
hermitian metric. Let f:M ~ N be a non-constant harmonic map. Then
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the total curvature K(f(M» of f(M) is related to the Euler characteristic
x (f(M» of f(M) by. the inequality:
(4.2D)
Proof
K(f(M» >, 2nx(f(M»
If f is of maximum rank 2, we apply Proposition (4.2.1) and Lemma
(4.2.2) and the inequality follows.
If f is of maximum rank It then t by (3.1.4)(B)t f(M) is a closed
geodesic.
(4. 2D)'1I
Remarks
Thus K(f(M» = 0, X(f(M» ~ 0 and we have
'.
(1) If f is a cons tant mapping K(f (M» a::: 0, X(f (U» = I, and the
inequality (4.2D) does not hold.
(2) If f is surjective, then f(M) a::: N, Clf(M) is empty; thus in (4.2D)
the terms 2: Sk ds and 2=. e(a) are zero, hence (4.2D) becomes:
a a a
(4.2E) K(N) = 2'11'X(N)
which is a well-known formula for a compact Riemann surface.
(3) If N is not compact, there are many Riemannian surfaces which
satisfy the Cohn-Vossen inequality:
K(N) < 2'11'X (N)
This shows that our inequality (4.2D) does not always hold, for it
does not hold in the case M = N, f a::: identity map.
does not apply to the non-compact case. D
Thus our inequality
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4.3 Consequences of the Inequality
•
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces, Mwith chosen real-analytic
I
hermitian metric. We list some consequences of Proposition (4.2.3)
and compare with results from convex functions in §3.5.
Corollary 4.3.1
Let f:M + N be harmonic, M, N compact.' Then f(M) cannot have
Euler characteristic ~ 1 (in particular, cannot be contractible) unless
its total curvature ~ 2n, or f is constant.
Proof
For if f is non-constant and X(f(M» ~ l,then by (4.2.3),
K(f(M» ~ 2n••
Remarks
Cf. (3.5.1) - these results are distinct: we can construct convex
supporting subsets D which have curvature> 2n (e.g. if N = 52,
D : 52, half a great circle - see [Go]). It is not known to the author
.'.
whether contractible neighbourhoods V exist which are not convex
supporting but have total curvature < 2n.
Corollary 4.3.2
Let f:M + N be harmonic, M, N compact. Suppose N has non-positive
curvature. Then f(M) cannot have Euler characteristic ~ 1 (in particular,
f(H) cannot be contractible) unless f is constant.
Proof
If f is non-constant, then since K ~ 0, by (4.2.3),X(f(M» ~ 0.•
Remarks
Cf. (3.5.2).
r
'.
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Corollary 4.3.3
Let f:M ~ S2 pe harmonic, M compact (S2 = Euclidean 2-sphere).
Then, if X(fl(H» >, I (e. g. f (M) is contractible), f (M) mus t cover half
or more of the surface area of S2 unless f is constant.
Proof
If f is non-constant and X(f(M» > 0, then by (4.2.3), K(f(M» ~ 2n.
. 2
Since S has constant curvature and total curvature 2n , this implies
f(M) covers half or more of the surface area of s2' 8
Remarks
cr. (3.5.3)..
Corollary 4.3.4 __
Let f:M ~ N be harmonic, M, N compact. Suppose N has strictly
negative curvature on a dense subset of N. Then, if X(f(M» >, 0,
f must be either constant or map M onto a closed geodesic. (In
particular, f(M) cannot be a tubular neighbourhood about a closed curve
on N.)
Proof
For if f has maximum rank 2, K(f(M» < 0, therefore, from (4.2.3),
X(f (M» < O. IiJ
Remarks
cr. (3.5.4)'11
(
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4.4 Redundant Folds
A The Theorems
If we think of a harmonic map f:M t N between surfaces as describing
I
how a rubber sheet M is stretched ,over a surface N, we would not expect
the rubber sheet to lie on N with a pair of "opposite" folds which could
be "pulled out". We shall now develop two results which show that
our intuition is correct, provided N has negative curvature.
use the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
We shall
Let M, N be compact Riemann surfaces of genus g, h >' 0 respectively,
C'
let N have a chosen smooth her~tian metric. Then M, N are" diffeomorphs
of spheres with g, h handles respectively.
follows:
Definition 4.4.1
We define a handle as
A handle H of M (or N) is a smooth submanifold-with-boundary of
M (or N) which is Cl-diffeomorphic to S'xI = S'xW,l], i.e. there exists
a Cl.diffeomorphism, Cl up to the boundary:
JI
(S'XI, S':--:aI) ~ (H, ClH) a
Let f:M ~ N be a harmonic map such that a handle HeM maps into
a handle KeN, thus f restricts to a smooth map, smooth up to the
. '. boundary: f:H ~ K• Our first result states that the handle H cannot
map into the handle K with a pair of opposite folds.
Theorem 4.4.2
Lbt f:M.~ N be a smooth map which restricts to a map of handles:
f: (H, ClH) ~ (K, ClK)
Suppose this map is such that there exist Cl-diffeomorphisms, C1 up to
the boundary:
a: (S'xI, S'xClI) -+ (H, ClH), t:(S'xI, S'xClI) -+ (K, ClK),
such that the singular set of flH consists of two closed fold lines
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oA, oB where A = S'x{a}, B = S'x{b}, 0 < a < b < I, whose images are
two closed Cl curvefi TC, TD respectively where C = S'x{c}, D = s'x{d},
o ~ d.< C ~ 1. Then if the curvature of N is strictly n~gative on a
dense subset of N, f cannot be harmmi,c,
H
S')(I
Proof
1:C
" -
tr
bounded by TC, TD
~K.l c -
'.
Applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula to the region T = T(S'x[d,c])
~ k ds - (' k ds
tC Til
Suppose f is harmonic. By the maximum principle (1.2.12), TC cannot
be concave towards T, otherwise if p EaA, a neighbourhood of p would
map entIrely to the concave side4T, contradicting the maximum principle
Thus we have a contradiction, and therefore f cannot be
But K is strictly negati~e on a dense subset of N, therefore
(1. 2.12).
JK*l ~ O.
T
~K*l < O.
T
hamcni,c••
Thus k ~ 0 on TC. Similarly k ~ 0 on LD. Therefore
This result is not true if N has positive curvature;
Remarks 4.4.3
for example,
/
Smith's map of the torus to the sphere [Sm p. 95J exhibits pairs of
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oppos~te folds of the type prohibited by the theorem•
•
Our second result deals with a harmonic map f:M + N which restricts
to a map f:(H,aH) + (K,aK) with a single fold. We shall see that the
folding cannot occur "pas ttl a closed . geodesic around K.
Theorem 4.4.4
Let f:M + N be a smooth map which restricts to a map of handles
f: (u.au) + (K,aK). Suppose the curvature of N is strictly negative on
a dense subset of N and suppose f is such that there exist Cl-diffeomorphisms,
1C up to the boundary:
a: (S'xt,S'xaI) + (H,aH) , or: (S'xI,S'xaI) + (K,aK)
such that, writing aK = 't(S'x{O}),
o
(1)
(2)
f(aU) caK , Le. both ends of H map to one end of K,
o
the si~gular set of fIR is a closed fold line oA, where A a S'x{a},
. .
.
o < a < 1, with image -rC, where C a S'x{c}, 0 < c < 1•
Then if f is harmonic, int f(H) cannot contain a closed geodesic homotopic
to -rC.
H I<r
\
1'T
C SI)(1
(}:----=;.9 0
Proof
Suppose int f(H) does contain a closed geodesic r homotopic to
,I
-rC. Then let T be the region of K bounded by rand 'tC: applying the
Gauss-Bonnet formula to T:
~'K*l = - ~ k ds -
T • '[C
~k ds
r
12~
As in (4.4.2), TC cannot be concave towards T and thus k ~ O. On r,
k = O. Therefore ~K*l ~ 0, contradicting the strictly negative curvature·U
T
Remarks 4.4.5
Again this theorem is not true if N has positive curvature, Smith's
map of the torus to the sphere (cf. (4.4.3» providing an examp1e' g
B Examples
Example 4.4.6
Let M= infinite circular cylinder C: Y2 + z2 =1 -oo<x<oo, .
in R3• let N co hyperboloid of revolution B: v2 + w2 = 1 + u2 with
- ,
3
metric induced from that of ~.
'.
.
.'
.
.
...
c
z lIj
b I
I
I
.
,
-1!V
I
Note that B has strictly negative curvature except on the central
des i 0 2 21 h ••geo S1C u = ,v + w = ,were Lt 1S zero.
by cylindrical coordinates (x,~) where tan~ =~,y
hyperboloid similarly by (u,~) where tan~ = ~.
v
Parametrise the cylinder
and parametrise the'
Suppose we are looking
for "axially synmet rd c" hanoonic mappings f:C ... B of the form
u ~ U(x), ~ = ~, where U is a smooth function. on (-00,00) such that
U (x) -.. 00 as x ... 00, U(x)» ~oo as x ... -00. We show U must be monotonic
I .
increasing with U' (x) > 0 Vx <:. (-00,00). For if not let U' (x) be zero
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for x ". x •
o
Choo~e X
o
to be the least such zero. Then by our classi-
fication of singularities (2.2.il), x =,X must be a general fold which
: 0
I
by (3.3.3) must contain a fold line. By axial symmetry the·whole
general fold must be a fold line. By (2.1.6, Notes (3», U' has
opposite signs on opposite sides of the fold line, and since U(x) ~ -00
as x ~ -00, U' changes sign from positive to negative as x increases
through x •
o
Since U(x) ~ 00 as x ~ 00, U' must change sign again, in
'A
.u..
I
",
fact let the next zero of U' bigger than X
o
be xl; then x = xl is a
t<~ IX < x < Xl Jfold line with U' (x) 0 for P> xl < x < some x2
We thus have double folding of the type discussed in (4.4.2). By
this theorem, no such double folding can occur.,
Therefore we conclude that for a harmonic map f:C ~ B of the
form u a U(x), ~ = ~ with U(x) + 00 as x + 00, U(x) ~ -00 as x ~ -00, we
must have U monotonic increasing with U'(x) > 0 V x e(-oo,oo).
ALLOWEp G&= HAvlOUR Of U
•
Examyle 4.4.7
With C, B as above we now look for harmonic maps of the form:
u = U(x), ~ = ~ with U(x) ~ -00 as x + too. This time there must exist
at least one x such that U' (x) = 0 for x ". x •
o 0 As above this must
be a fold line. We claim this is the only fold line. For if there
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is another, x = x l _, then we have double folding of the type in (4.4.2).
Again this cannot occur. Thus x = x is the only fold line.
o
We claim further that U(x) ~ 0 for all x e(-00,00) • For suppose
not. Then the image of C will contain the geodesic u = 0 which is
prohibited by Theorem (4.4.4). Thus we have proved:
for a harmonic map f:M ~ N of the form u = U(x), ~ = ~ with u ~ -00
as x ~ ±oo, U'(x) has precisely one zero which gives a maximum value
for u = U(x) ~ O.
".
/
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5. a:NSTRUcrION OF HARM)NIC MAPS
5.1 Holomorphic m~ps into the 2-sphere
A Functions and Differentials
Let S be the Riemann sphere and let Mbe a compact Riemann surface
of genus g. Many examples of harmonic maps M~ S are provided by
holomorphic maps; we here discuss how to construct such maps using the
Riemann-Roch Theorem. We in fact construct meromorphic __functions
If at
(5.1A)
" .
•
M... Cu co and then use the standard identification of CV co and S. We shall
follow Springer [Sp].
Let M'be equipped with local complex coordinates z = x + iy centred
on an arbitrary point p GM. We first consider complex-valued functions
f defined on a domain D of M. Such a function is harmonic if a
2
f + a
2
f = 0
ax2 ay2
throughout D (cf. 1.3.6).
pefinitions "5.1.1 [siJ
An analytic function f is a complex-valued function on D given locally
by a Laurent series:
co co
2=. n ~ -nf(z) = a z + / a zn --n
n""O n:::l
some p€M, w.r.t. a complex coordinate z centred on p, this is of the fon:;1
n n+1f(z) = a z + a lZ + ••• (a f 0)
n n+ n
then if n > 0, we say f has a~ of multiplicity n (t) at p;
and if n < 0, we say f has a pole of multiplicity - n at p••
The multiplicity of a pole or zero is invariant under change of lo~~l
complex coordinates [Sp p.173].
a simple pole or zero.
Definitions 5.1.2 ~
A pole or zero of multiplicity 1 is called
An analytic function f is called meroIDOrphic if at each point p of its
domain it has an expansion (S.lA); equivalently at the points where f
(t) We use "multiplici~" Ln preference to "order" for reasons apparent
later
is infinite (*), it has a pole.
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An analytic function is called holomorphic
if at each point p of its domain it has an expansion (5.lA) with n ~ 0;
equivalently, f is never infinite'if
The analytic functions, meromorphic functions, holo~orphic functions
form vector spaces over £.
coLet C (L(TM,!» denote the vector space of smooth complex-valued
I-forms (or "differentials") on M. Any I-form can be ~ritten locally as
..
p dx + q dy where p(x,y), q(x,y) are smooth complex-valued functions.
Given a smooth complex-valued function defined on som~ domain of H,
its derivative (or "total differential") df is the (smooth complex-valued)
I-form giveu locally by:
df = .ll. dx + !!. dyax oy
Given any local complex coordinates (x,y), a coordinate disc is the
set of points (x - x )2 + (y - Y )2 < r 2 •
o 0
Definitions 5.1.3 (s~
A l~form $ is said to be analytic, meromorphic, holomorphic, harmonic
if, in each coordinate disc U, it is the total differential of some analytic,
meromorphic, holomorphic, harmonic function f defined on U; if $ = df
is a meromorphic differential expressed as the total differential of the
meromorphic function f, $ is said to have a pole (resp. zero) of multiplicity
n at pfU according as f has a pole (resp. zero) of multiplicity n at P'a
Notes 5.1.4
(1) If $ is a meromorphic differential with $ a df, f meromorphic, th~n
from the Cauchy-Riemann equations, it is easily seen that we can write: .
df$ a f' (z) dz, where dz = dx + i dy and f1 (z) = dZ'
(2) Springer calls holomorphic l-forms "abelian diffetentials".
(3) The definition of harmonic I-form accords with a mnre general definition
gi ven by Eells-Sampson [E-S §3J.
(*) We avoid using the word "singular" to avoid confusion wi th earlier
us age ,
(4) The analytic, meromorphic, holomorphic, harmonic I-forms form vector
OhM
spaces over~. Iq particular, the holomorphic l-formsAform a vector spacp
of dimension g over £. [Sp 10. ~ • II
0) 0)
Now we have an operation *: C (L(TM,f» -+ C (L(TM,f» called conjugatic
defined locally as follows:
(5.lB) if w ... p dx + q dy then *w'" - q dx + p dy
Further if w ... p dx + q dy is a smooth I-form, the exterior derivative dw
is defined locally by:
dwo::S- ltax ay
In this notation f is harmonic !ff d*df I: o. It can also be shown that w
is a harmonic I-form iff dw 0:: 0, d*w 0:: 0.
Proposition 5.1.5 [Pp]
If w is a harmonic I-form then
(1) *w is a harmonic I-form,
(2) w + i*w is a holomorphic I-form.
If w is real-valued it is thus the real part of the hol~morphic I-form
w + i*w. C1
B Divisors and Riemann-Roch Theorem
'. Let PI' ••• , Pn be points of M and Iet~l' ••• , ~n be integers. A
~1 ~h
divisor is a symbol a I: P1 ••• Pn • The degree deal of a divisor is de f i.n-,
by d [aJ I: a1 + ••• + an. The divisor of a meromorphic function which has
if the
the divis
or divide c.
A divisor is called integral if (lk ~ 0 V k;
Any two divisors can be multiplied
a a
The inverse of the divisor a I: Pll ••• P n is
'n
in an obvious way.
-(1 -a
-1 ·1 n
a a Pl ••• Pn
of multiplicity -a l' ••• ,
m+
a1 a am+l ~nto be PI ..• P mp 1 •.• P .
m m+ n
zeros at PL , .•• ,Pm of multiplicity al, ••• , am and poles at Pm+l, ••• , P:
- a (and no other zeros or poles) is defined
n.
quotient alb of two divisors is an integral divisor we say b divides a
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or a is a multiple of b. Consider the space of meromorphic functions whose
a l a -am+1 -andivisors are a multiple of a. If a .. P1 ••• P ~ 1 ••• P (all a. ~ 0)m m+ n ~
we are thus considering the space of
are zeros of multiplicity ~ a
l
, •.• ,
with multiplicity ~ am+1 , ... , a •n'
meromorphic functions such that Pl, •.. P
mI
a and P l' ••• P are possibly poles,
m m+ n
additional zeros are allowed, but not
additional poles. This space is a complex vector space. Let it have
(complex) dimension r [aJ • Similarly consider the space of ho1omorphic
I-forms whose divisors are a multiple of a.
space of (complex) dimension, say, i (aJ •
Theorem S.1.6 (Riemann Roch) (Sp th 10.10)
This space is a complex vector
Let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. Given a divisor a
of degree d [a1 let rCa-1] denote the dimens ion of the vector space over .£
of meromorphic functions whose divisors are multiples of a-1, and let i[aJ
denote the dimension of the vector space over! of ho1omorphic 1-forms whose
divisors are multiples of a. Then:
(S.lC) r [a-lJ co dLa] + i [aJ ... g + 1 II
C Applications of the Riemann-Roch Theorem..
Again let M be a compact Riemann surface of genus g and let S be the
. ". Riemann sphere. We have the standard identification i: S ~ fU ~ given by
stereographic projection (or by any meromrphic function i: S ~ .fU ~ with a
single simple pole). Composing with i-~ a meromorphic function f on M
,
"gives rise to a holomorphic map f:M ~ S into the Riemann sphere,
,. -1
viz: f .. i 0 f.
,.
Conversely any holomorphic map f:M ~ S arises from a
,.
meromorphic function f on M, f .. iof.
•
covering (3.2.3).
Proposition 5.1.7
Now a holomorphic map is a ramified
The following result locates some of its branch points.
A zero of f of mUltiplicity n (n > 0) is a point of f:M ~ S of mu1ti-
(a :f 0)
n
'.
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p1i¢ity n (2.1.21).
A pole of f of multiplicity n (n > 0) is a point of f:H ~ S of multi-
p1icity n.
(The converse is false.)
"(Recall that, if n > 1, a point of multiplicity n of f:M ~ S is a
branch point of order n - 1).
Proof
For if f has a zero of multiplicity n at p €M, in complex coordinates
z centred on p, if w€.f., f has the form:
n n+l
w • anz + an+1z + •••
It is standard that there exists a complex analytic change of coordinates
z ~ z' such that in the new coordinates f has the form:
n
w • z'
This is the canonical form for a point of multiplicity n'(2.1.22). We
can similarly show that if f has a pole of multiplicity n at p, then p is
A
a point of multiplicity n for f,.
Proposition 5.1.8 (degree of f)
The degree of f:M ~ S • the number of zeros of f up to multiplicity
• the nu~er of poles of f up to multiplicity.
Proof
,.
By (3.2.5), the degree of f:M~ S = the number of inverse images of
any point p of S counting each inverse image according to multiplicity.
T k • .-1(0) .-1() h . S II' • h Ld 'f" .a ang p - 1 or 1 co were 1: ~ ~\J 00 15 t e 1 ent i, t catn.on map grves
the result.
Definition 5.1.9
,
A Weierstrass point is a point P G Mwhere i [pg] > O. . Equivalently,
by the Riemann-Roch Theorem, a Weierstrass point is a point P where r [p-gJ >
i~e: theee exist: '. non-constant mcromorphic functionS with a pole at P
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of multiplicity ~ g and no other poles.
Theorem 5.1.10 [sP]
There are only a finite number of Weierstrass points; indeed if
g ... 0 or 1 there are none, if g ~ 2 there are precisely six, if g > 2 there
.' are between 2g + 2 and (g - l)g(g + 1) Weierstrass points.~
Lennna 5.1.11
If P is not a weierstrass point, then for every n ~ g + 1, there exists
a meromorphic function whose only pole is a pole of multiplicity n at P.
Proof
Since P is not a weierstrass point, i[pg] ... o.
n ~ g and thus from the Riemann-Roch Theorem:
r[J>-n] ... n + 0 - g + 1 (n ~ g)
Thus we get successively
r &>- (g+1~ ... 2
...............
Now
rl]?-gl ... 1
r [1>- (g+2)] a 3
r [p.. (rr-L~ ... n - g
r[i>-(n-l)] denotes the dimension of the vector space of meromrphic
functions with a pole at P of multiplicity at mst n - 1 and no other poles.
r[p-n] denotes the dimension of the vector space of meromorphic functions
'. with a pole at P of multiplicity at most n ana no other poles. The relation:
r r_- n1 _ rr.p- (n-l)7 + 1Lr J - U J thus tells us that there is a (I-dimensional sub-
space of) meromorphic function(s) with a pole at P of multiplicity precisely n
and no oth~r po1es'a
Lennna 5.1.12
If g > 1 and P is a Weierstrass point, then there exists at least one
0. 2 ~ n ~ g. such that there is a meromorphic function whose only pole
is a pole of multiplicity n at P.
Proof
Consider the sequence r (1], reP-~ t' •• t reP-~ • Now i [1]'" 1, since
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there are no non-constant meromorphi~ functions on Mwith no poles.
Also r[?-l] = 1, since there are no non-constant meromorphic functions
•
on Mwith a simple pole at P, for such would by (5.LS) give rise to a
ramified cover M .... S of degree 1 which by (3.2.5) would be a homeomorphism -
a contradiction.
Further rQ?-g] > 1 by hypothesis. Thus, for at least one n
r[p-nJ> rlf-(n-1~, which tells us there is at least one number n ,
2 ~ n ~ g, such that there exists a meromorphic function with a pole of
multiplicity precisely n at P••
Theorem 5.1.13 .
Let M be a compact surface of genus g.
maps M .... S of degree n for:
all n ~ 1 if g = 0;
all n >, 2 if g = 1 or 2;
There exist holomorphic
'.
all n >, g + 1 and at least one n, 2 ~ n ~ g, if g >, 3.
Proof
Firstly, whatever the value of g, by (5.1.11) ,choosing any P e M
which is not a Weierstrass point, there is a ueromorphic function on M
whose only pole is a pole of multiplicity n at P for all n >, g + 1; by
(5.1.8) this gives rise to a holomorphic function M .... S of degree n.
Additional1Yj if g >, 2, choose P EM to be a Weierstrass point; by (5.1.12)
there exists a meromorphic function whose only pole is a pole of multiplicity
n at P for some n, 2 ~ n ~ g. By (5.1.8) this gives rise to a'ho1omorphic
function M .... S of degree n, 2'~ n ~ g.
Remarks
See §3.2D••
For g = 2, n must be 2••
!
5~'2 Harmnic Haps into the Flat Torus
A Construction of Harmonic Maps into the Torus
)
We shall study harmonic maps from a compact Riemann surface M of
genus g > 0 into the flat torus T = S'xS' with a view to proving tpe
theorem (5.2.14) stated at the end of thi a-sect.Lon on the maximum number
of general folds, etc. for such a harmonic map.
We first show how to construct a harmonic map f:M ~ T in every
homotopy class of maps. We follow Eells-Sampson (E-S p.l28]. Termino 10 g;j
is as in the last section.
(1) Given a continuous map: u;M ~ S' we can assign a cohomolog;j class
[u:) eHi (M,t) viz: [u] = u*{generator of Ht (S' .!)}.
this assignment gives a bijection:
It is well-known that
(5.2A) {homotopy classes of maps M~ S'} ~ H1(M,Z)
(2) cOLet w be a (real-valued) harmonic I-form on M. let y be a C closed
shown to depend only on the homology class [y] of y.
curve. Then the period of w around y is the number: SWi It can be
y
We say w has
integral. periods if all the periods ~ware integers.
Let ~1 denote the cohomolog;j class in ~(M,!) such that
.( (w]. Cy}> 1:1 ~w where < , >: HI (M,~)x~ (M,~) ~ ~ is the canonical pairing.
By . Hod~e 's Theorem, w ~ (w] defines a canonical bijection.
(5.2B) Ihanmnic I-forms with integral period} (~ HI (M.l)
(Note that this is in fact an isomorphism of f-modules.)
(3) Thus, given a homotopy class of maps M~ S', using the bijection~
(5.2A). (5.2B). we can construct a unique harmonic I-form w on Mwith~
integral periods. We now "integrate" this I-form to get a map f:M ~ S'.
Specifically, choose a base point Po for Mj for any point p' eM, define:
u(p) =~ w, where yp is a smooth path from Po to p. Di~ferent
p
p3ths may give different numbers u(p), but since the periods of ware
u,(p)'
integr3l, ~ is well-defined modulo 1 and~hus gives a well-defined
map u:M ~ ~/~= Sf. On any coordinate disc of' H, du = w.
(A.
d*du ... d*w = 0 (see §5.lA), ~ is harmonic •
•
Since
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(4) Thus in every homotopy class of maps M~ S' we have constructed a
harmonic map u:M ~ S' • Now by taking aproduct of two such maps, in
every hOmDtopy class M~ S'xS' we can construct a harmonic map
f:M ~ S'xS' p ~ (u(p),v(p». u,v:M ~ S' have total differentials du,
dv which are harmonic I-forms with integral periods whose cohomology classes
[du], [dv] correspond to the given homotopy class of maps M~ S'XS', viz:
p~motopy classes }(, natura~ _)' {~Iomotopy classes }x{Homotopy classes}
of maps M~ S'xS' ~somorph~sm of maps M~ S' of maps M~ S'
(hX'h> .Hi (H,tf)XHi (H,!> <: ( J xC] ~{~airs of ha~onic l-fOI1Il3" with}
[d.\,l.f (civ] Lnt.egra l, per'i.cds du, dv
integrate
__~_~~ {Harmonic maps f:M ~ S' XS'}
differentiate p t-+(u(p) ,v(p»
B Singularities of f
Let f:H ~ S'xS' be a harmonic map. We use the notation in (4)
above.
of f.
(u,v) will also denote a point of S'xS'.
Our starting point is:
We study the singularities
, "
Lemma 5.2.1
p is a singular point of f:M ~ S'xS' p ~ (u(p),v(p» if and only
if >.. du(p) + II dv(p) = 0 for some). ,ll € Eo not both zero.
Proof
If we take smooth local coordinates (x,y) near p, df has matrix form:
(5.2C) t
au ,
ax
av
ax
where du ... (au au\ dv = rav dV)dx'ay') , \ax'ay
Thus p is a ~the matrix
singular point
Corollary 5.2.2
fdu(p)l
Ldv(p)J is singular~>.. du(p) + II dv(p) ... 0for some X ,ll (3- § not both zero
.'
The singular set of f includes the zeros of du , dv.. l~
We now use (5.2.1) to study the singular set of f.
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We distinguish
four different cases depending on the relationship between the harmonic
I-forms du , dv.
Proposition 5.2.2 (Case 1)
If du = dv = 0 then f:M + S'xS' is constant.
Proof
For if du = dv ~ 0, then u and v are constant, therefore f is constant'A
Now we can consider the set of harmonic I-forms on M as a module
over either g or 1. We say two harmonic I-forms w, w' a~e linearly
..
dependent over J& iff there exist A,ll e.B not both zero such that\Aw + llw' .. OJ
we say w, ~, are linearly dependent over .1( iffthere exist A,ll t 1 not both
zero such thatxv + llW' III O.
Proposition 5.2.3 (Case 2)
If du, dv are not both zero but are linearly dependent over Z, then
f maps M onto a closed geodesic of S'XS'.
Proof
There exist A,lle a' not both zero such that Xdu + udv II:: O. By
(5.2.1) all points of M are thus singular points; by (3.1.4) f maps M
onto a closed geodesic (in fact the geodesic is AU + llV .. constant which
winds round the torus II times in the "u-direction" for every -A times in
. the "v-direction".) a
Case 3
Lemma 5.2.4
Suppose w, w' are harmonic I-forms with integral periods. Then
w, w' are linearly dependent over IB~w, w' are linearly dependent over
:l.
-
Proof
{::. triviaL
~ If w, w' are linearly dependent over.B, then:
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AW + ~W' = 0 (A,~eg, not both zero)
Without loss of gerterality assume A f 0; then w= -.~'. It follows
that the period of w around the closed path y = - ~ (period of w' around y).
But the periods of w, w' are integral, therefore ~ is rutional, therefore
~ = a where~, A are integral and then Xw + ~w' = 0 (A,~G~, not both zero),A X
showing w, w' are linearly dependent over ~••
Now consider the real-valued harmonic I-forms with integral periods:
du, dv. As in §5.lA we can form the (real-valued) conjugate harmonic
I-forms *du, *dv and the (complex-valued) holomorphic I-forms:
(5.2D) A a du + i*du ~ = dv + i*dv
By (5.1.5) du, dv are the real parts of a, ~. As remarked in (5.1.4)
the set of holomorphic I-forms on M forms a vector space over! (of
dimension equal to the genus of M); we say a, ~ are linearly dependent
over ~ iff there exist a,~G1 not both zero such that aa+ S~ = O. We
are now ready for
Proposition 5.2.5 (Case 3)
i
If du, dv are linearly independent over l and a, ~ are linearly
dependent over ~, then f:M ~ S'xS' is a ramified covering of ramification
index 2g - 2 where g c genus(M~
Proof
First note, by (5.2.4), dU J dvare linearly independent over B.
Now a,~ are linearly dependent over~, thus there exist a,SE t, not both
zero, such that:
ae + e~ • 0
From the definition of e, ~ (5.2D):
t5;2E) a(du + i*du) + e(dv + i*dv) = 0
Taking complex conjugates:
(S.2F)
Without loss of generality assume B / o. Forming S(5.2E) + B(5.2F)
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eliminates *dv between (5.2E), (5.2F), giving:
- -i (aB - as)
2BS
\l = -
-2SB
dv = Xdu + \l *du
.- aB + aB
= _.where X
(5.2G)
We see that A, \l are real, and, since du, dv are linearly independent
over ,B, u F o.
Now, taking local complex coordinates (x,y) for M, the derivative
[
dU] . (by row(by (5. 2G» = \l det )
*du operations
r::] where:: : ma
r
1t 1rj'tt~n in matrix fO:~ =(:~.:;) ,dv _(~~.:;)
ax ax
Thus for the Jacobian J of f,
J • det [::1 = det Lu :uU*dJ
\
au
ax
• \l _ au
ay
au
ay
au
ax
S • .l 0 h J b· f f . •f d 1 . f au d au~nce \l T t e aco ~an 0 ~s zero ~ an on y ~ ax an oy are zero,
L, e. p EM is a singularity of f if and only if p is a zero of duo Now
any harmonic I-form has 2g - 2 zeros up to multiplicity [Sp], in particular
these zeros are isolated. Thus f has an isolated singularity at each
zero of du - by (2.2.11) this must be a branch point - and f has no other
singularities. Hence f is a ramified covering; by Hurwitz' formula (3.2.7)
it has ramification index 2g - 2••
Remark
It can easily be seen by expanding u, v in local coordinates that
if du has a zero of multiplici ty n at a point p € M, then f has a branch
point of order n at this point ••
Case 4
Prorosition 5.2.6 (Case 4)
If du, dv are linearly independent over I and a, ~ are linearly
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independent over .£. then the harmonic map f:M ~ S',xS' has singular set
E consisting of at most 2g - 2 branch points. (2g - 2)(6g - 6) general
•
folds and 6g - 6 meeting points of general folds. where g = genus(~
i
Proof I
Let z be a local complex coordinate for M centred on some point
P EM. Then since f:M ~ S'xS' is harmonic, its components u,v:M ~ S'
(5.2H)
are locally the real part of holomorphic functions viz:
g, g,+l
u = re(ag,z + ag,+lz + ••• )
k ' k+l
v .. re(bkz + bk+lz + ••• )
As before, du, dv are the real parts of the holomorphic differentials
e • du + i*du, ~ = dv + i*dv; it is easily seen that a, ~ are given
locally by:
e = (tag,zg,-l g, ... )dz+ (g,+l)ag,+lz +
(5.2J) Ik-l k.~ .. (kbkz + (k+l)bk+lz + ••• )dz
Thus a, ~ are of the form:
n n+le .. (c z + C lZ + ••• )dz c.G~, c ~ 0, n ~, 0,
n n+ J - n
m m+l~ .. (d z + d lZ + ••• ) dz d. f [, d ;: 0, m ~ 0
m m+ J - m
We may form the quotient e/~ defined locally by:
n n+1
c Z + c lZ + •••e/~ c n n+
d Zm + d zm+1 +m m+l •••
,.
.
(5.2K)
n
c Z
n
n+1
+ C 1z +n+
d zm
m
dm+l(1 + -d- Z
m
-1
+ ••• )
e/~ is a meromorphic function on M [Sp 6.11]. No te that if e(p ), ~ (p' )
are not both zero, e/~(p) .. a(p)/~(p). Further note that by the hypothesis
of linear independence of ea-n!~, e/~ is not constant.
Lemma 5.2.7
Suppose e has a zero of multiplicity n at p and ~ has a zero of
multiplici ty m at p . Then if n > m, e/~ has a zero of multiplicity
n-m at Pi if n < m, a/~ has a pole of multiplicity ~n at p; if n .. m
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e/$ has neither a zero nor a pole at p.
Proof
•Directly from (5. 2K). tI
Corollary 5.2.8
The number of zeros of 0/$ up to multiplicity ~ number of zeros
of 0 up to multiplicity.
Proof
Immediate from (5.2.7)'0
We now investigate the value of e/$ at a singular point of our harmonic
map f:.M ~ S' xS'. Recall the botation:
::i .. Ip €M: dim ker df(p) = L} (i = 0, It 2), E = E1U E2
Lemma 5.2.9
p is a singular point of f other than a branch point G:? e/$(p) €,Bu 00.
Proof
(a) Suppose p G 1:1•
A,\l € ~ not both zero.
Then by (5.2.1), A.du(p) + u dvfp ) ... 0 for some
Applying the operator *:
A*du(p) +\l*dv(p) = 0
Multiplying by i and adding to previous equation:
(5.2L) A0 (p) + \l $ (p ) = 0
•
'.
Now since p G 1:1 , df(p) f. 0t therefore not both du(p), dv(p) are zero.
It follows that not both e(p), $(p) are zero. As remarked previously
it follows that e/$(p) = e(p)/$(p). It now follows from (5.2L) that
O/$(p) a - "/1 and since A. t \l are real and not both zero, we conclude
(b) Suppose p EE2 but P is not a branch point. Then (2.2.11) shows p
must be the meeting point of general folds. We can choose a sequence
of points q ~ p with each q t;. a general fold. Then each q 6 1: , and l:hus
n n n 1
by (a) above 0/ <I> (q ) E 1R u 00.
n -
By .continuity of e/$, it follows that
(
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alp (p) (; ,Ru co.
is a branch point.
s
Then in local complex coordinate z
centred on p, f has the form (5.2H). From our table of the singularities
of a hanocmic map in §2.2C, we see that R, = k = multiplicity of branch'
k(k+l)~+lz + ••• )dz
k(k+l)bk+lz + ••• )dz
'. ,
Thus (5.2J) becomes:
k-le c: (kakz +
<jl aoi (kbkzk- l +
. k-l'k~z +
whence o/<jl ... -..-:.;.-----~~~_--- (k+l)bk+l -1(1 + -~-- z + ••• )kbk
... ~ + terms in z and higher orde r ,bk
Renee, a/~(p) a ::. By the condition im("kbk) F 0, :: is not real.
Thus eI p(p) 4- Ru 00.
(d) Now suppose e/4l (p) € lEu 00. In local complex coordinate z centred
on p, suppose:
<jl a (do + dlz + ••• )dz
Now if c ,d are both zero, a(p) c: 4l(p) = o.
o 0
du(p) • dv(p) ... O. hence E is a singular point.
It follows that
Otherwise, if c , d
o 0
are not both zero, then e/<jl(p) = c Id •
o 0
From the hypothesis that
'.
aj<jl(p)€IRV CO we deduce c jd ERUoo,therefore we can write c /d = - lJ/'A
- 0 0 - 0 0
where 'A ,ll € B are not both zero.
'A a(p) + II <jl (p) = o.
Since c = a(p), d - <jl(p) it follows
o 0
Taking rca~ parts, 'Adu(p) + lJdv(p) = O.
singular point.
~
Therefore by (5.2.1), p is a
rutting (a), (b), (c), (d) together proves Lemma (5.2.9)'a
We now use Lemma (5.2.9) to investigate the singular set of f.
Recall the standard identificationlS ~ £u ~ of the Riemann sphere with
..
the extended complex plane. By the real circle of S we shall mean
I
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i"'l~voo), Le. the circle of S corresponding to the extended real line.
Using i we convert the meromorphic function e/~ on M into a holonnrphic
/'... . ~
mapping e/~:M + S defined by e/~ = i-loe,~. Now as remarked previously
A ./'-...
e/~ is non-constant, therefore e/~ is non-constant and therefore e/~ is
a ramified covering whose only singularities are branch points (3.2.3).
Lemma 5.2.10
A-I .
t '{branch points of f} = e/~ (real circle of S).
Proof
Immediate from (5.2.9) (Here, as usual, t denotes the singular set of f).Q
Lennna 5.2.11
~:M + S has degree d, 2 ~ d ~ 2g - 2, where g = genu;(Ml
Proof
r-.
By (5.1.8), the degree of e/~:M + S = d = number of zeros of e/~
r-;
up to multiplicity. (Note d ~ 0 since e/~ is holomorphic). By (5.2.8)
d ~ number of zeros of e up to multiplicity. But any holomorphic
I-form has 2g - 2 zeros up to multiplicity where g = genus(~.
d ~ 2g - 2.
Therefore
/'
Further, d ; 0 since e/~ is non-constant, and d ; 1, otherwise, by
A(3.2.6), e/~ would be a homeomorphism from M to S, which is impossible.
Therefore 2 ~ d ~ 2g - 2 ••
Corollary 5.2.12
»<:
eJ~:M + S has ramification index r, 2g + 2 ~ r ~ ~g - 6.
Proof
By Hurwitz' formula (3.2.7), r = 2d - (2 - 2g).
gives inequality ••
Applying (5.2.11)
Lemma 5.2.13
A-Ie/~ (real circle of S) consists of at most (2g - 2)(6g - 6) disjoint
r
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Glt fVlO~
analytic 1-submanifo1ds,andA6g - 6 meeting points of these l-submanifolds
(§2.lB).
Proof
r-; A(a) Write B = set of branch points of e/$. Suppose firstly e/$:M ~ S
/'-
has no branch points mapping to the real circle. Then since e/$:M'- 6 ~ S
is a smooth covering, it is clear that ~-l(real circle) is a certain
number, s, of disjoint l-submanifolds (homeomorphic to circles) where
r-.
1 ~ s ~ d = degree of e/$.
»<:(b) Suppose, secondly, that e/$:M ~ S has t branch points'mapping to
a set a of s distinct points on Fhe real circle c c s. By (5.2.12)
r-:
s ~ t ~ 6g .. 6. Then since e/$;M" B ~ S'- a is a snoot.h covering surface
/\-1
and since p '-a consists of s disjoint l-submanifolds, then e/$ (p ....... a)
consists of sd disjoint l-submanifo1ds.
»<; -1
Therefore (e/$) (real circle) consists of these sd disjoint l-submanifolds
r-:
together with the t branch points of e/$ which are easily seen to be
meeting points of these l-submanifolds. Using s'~ t ~ 6g - 6 and
'.
d ~ 2g - 2 and combining this result with (a) above proves the lemma••
eombining (5.2.10), (5.2.13) we conclude r" {branch points of f}
consi~ts of at most (2g - 2)(6g - 6) disjoint l-submanifolds and 6g - 6
meeting points. By (3.1.7) the l-submanifolds must be general folds,
also by (3.1.7C) there are at most 2g - 2 branch points of f; the
proposition 5.2.6 now follows ••
S.umming Up of Cases 1 - 4
Theorem 5.2.14
Let f:M ~ T be a harmonic map from a compact Riemann surface Mof
genus g into the flat torus T - stxS'.
(1) f is constan~;
(2) f maps M onto a closed geodesic;
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Then one of the following holds:
I
(3) f is a ramified covering with ramification index 2g - 2;
(4) f has singular set t consisting of at most 2g - 2 branch points,
(2g - 2)(6g - 6) general folds, and at most (6g - 6) meeting points.
Proof
Combine (5.2.2),(5.2.3), (5.2.5). (5.2.6)'a
C Special Case - genus M= 1
Corollary 5.2.15
Let f:Ml ~ T be a harmonic map from any torus MI (i.e. any compact
surface of genus 1) to the flat torus T.
holds:
(1) f is constant;
(2) f mApS M1 onto a closed geodesic;
(3) f is a smooth ~overing.
Proof
Then one of the following
. ~
Put gal in Theorem (5.2.14).
cannot have case (4).) •
Remark
(Note; (5.2.11) shows that W~
This result is given by Fuller [FU].g
D Special Case - genus M a 2
Proposition 5.2.16
In the case that f;M2 ~ T is a harmonic map from a compact Riemann
surface M2 of genus 2 to the flat torus, then one of the following holds:
(1) f is constant;
(2) f maps M2 to a closed geodesic; (
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(3) f is a ramified covering with ramification index 2;
(4) f has at most. 12 general folds and at most 6 meeting points, these
being Weierstrass points, there being no branch points.
Proof
We need only prove (4). This corresponds to case (4) in §5.2B.
Thus f:M2 + T is given by p + (u(p),v(p»e S'xS' where du, dvare linearly
independent over Band e a du + i*du, ~ = dv + i*dv are linearly independent
over ~
(a) Suppose first p is a branch point of f:M2 + T. Then df(p) = O.
Therefore, du(p) a dv(p) a 0; ~herefore e(p) = ~(p) = o. Thus the
two hol.onorphd c I-forms e, ~ vanish at p. But since a, ~ are linearly
independent over!, they span the 2-dimensiona1 complex vector space of
all holomorphic I-forms. Since not all holomorphic i-forms vanish at
p fsp) we have a contradiction. Thus f has no branch points.
(b) Suppose p G M2 is a meeting point of general folds for f:M2 -+ T.
A..
Then p is a branch point for the ho1omorphic mapping a/~:M + S. Now
this mapping has degree 2 (5.2.11), and thus the wultiplicity of p must
be precisely 2; hence no other point q maps to f(p). Now we compose
with a conformal diffeomorphism h:S + S which maps f(p) to~. Then
»<;
h.(e/~):M + S is a holomorphic mapping with a branch point of multiplicity
"
2 mapping to oct and no other. - points mapping to ~. By (5.1. 7)
this defines a meromorphic map with a pole of multiplicity 2 at p and
no other poles. In the notation of (5.1.6) r[p-2] > 1. Thus, by
definition (5.1. 9) t p is a Weie·rstrass point of M••
r
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5.3 Reflection Laws
A Introduction.
Let U be a domain (= connected open set) of the right-half space
xl > 0 of Rm such that: (l)3U contains an open subset of the lyperplane
-
H: xl = 0, (2) U contains the portion xl > 0 of a neighbourhood of each
point of H. We say, following Lewy [Le 2J, U is adjacent to H on the
side xl > O. Now let B = int(UnH) and let f:U -+ lR be a harmonic function
which has a continuous extension to UU B. Then the classical reflection
principle asserts that if f vanishes on B then it has an 'extension to
the other side of H by the ref\ection law:
12 m) f( 12 m)f (-x ,x , •.• ,x = - x,x, ... ,x. , ( I 2 m) mx ,x , .•• ,x 6 Uc JR
'.
Note that f is now defined on the domain UU (-U)u B where -U = {-x; x e U}
and f is harmonic on this domain (see diagram below).
We shall give generalisations of this law to harmonic maps, and
show how a reflection law might be applied to the construction of a
harmonic map from the torus to the sphere (of even d@gree), given a
suitable harmonic map from a square ~r disc to a hemisphere.
(
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B Clueing Lemma
Let M, N be s.mooth Riemannian manifolds, of dimensions m, n respectively,
and suppose we have two harmonic maps f:U ~ N, h:V ~ N defined in
coordinate domains adjacent to a hypersurface H and on opposite sides
(see diagram).
... ... .Let B - int(U "V n H) be thedr COllD.IDn boundary.
Definition 5.3.1
We say that we can glue f and h together if we can construct a
smooth map k defined on W= Uu Vu B extending f and h.. By continuity
of the tension field such a map is necessarily harmonic.
Lemma 5.3.2 (Clueing Lemma)
f and h can be glued together if and only if:
(1) f and h have C2 extensions to iJUB, VuB respectively - which we
2
shall also denote by £, h (i.e. f, hare C up to the common boundary);
'. (2)
(3)
f(p) • h(p) Vp€ B (Lv e , f and h agree on B);
ae ahCll(p) a ~n(p) for all peB (Lv e , the normal derivatives agree on B).
Proof
Necessity is evident; we·prove sufficiency.
l~pothesis (2) ensures that f and h can be glued together to get
o
a C map k:W ~ N. We must show that k is smooth at the common boundary B.
We show k is C1:
Let p € B. Take
that B is given by xl
(smooth) coordinates (xl, ••• ,xm) near p €. B such
1 1
- 0, U by x < 0 and V by x > 0, and such that
h I " 1 t Bt e x -ax~s ~s norma 0 •
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Also take arbitrary (smooth) coordinates
"
(ul, ••• ,un) for N pear f(p) •
.:. 3f:(p) = :ah:(p) Vp€B Vy = 1, ••• , n , Vi = 2, •.. , m
ax~ ax~
By hypothesis (3) this is also true for i = 1.
Thus k is Cl at all points p € B.
, C2We show k ~s :
Hypotheses (2) and (3) show:
a2 fY a2hY(5.3A) ,.(p) ... , .(p) Vpe B, YY, V(i,j) :J: ~l,l)
ax~ ax-l ax1. axJ
For the case (i,j) = (1,1), we~rite down the tension field equations
for f and 11 at the point p eB;
_ iifYr k + iifa,fe,L Y = 0g k ij g 1. J as
Subtracting these, since:
all terms cancel in pairs except the terms:
11 a2fY 11 a2hYg , g
(ax1 ) 2 (ax1 ) 2
We must therefore have:
•
Together with (5.3A) this shows that k is C2 at all points p Eo B.
• 00 ,We show k_}s C .and harmon~c:
For we have shown that k is C2 at all points of B, certainly k is
00C on W" B since it then equals f or h. Thus the tension field of k
is continuous on W, and since it is zero on W.... B (since f· and hare
harmonic), it must thus be zero on B.
co
k is C ••
Thus k is harmonic and by (1.1,4)
r
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Hotes
The lemma uses the harmonic equations in an essential way and is
•
clearly not true for non-harmonic maps f and h.~
C Isometric Reflection
Definition 5.3.3
We shall say that a Riemannian manifold M has isometric symmetry
across a hypersurface (t) HeM if there exists an Ls omatry r:M -+ M of
order 2 leaving H pointwise fixed.
The most obvious example of such an isometry is reflection across
m
a hyperplane of ~. Note that if M is oriented, such an isometry is
-
orientation reversing; further, recall a smooth submanifold of M is said
to be totally geodesic if every geodesic of the submanifold is a geodesic
of M.
Proposition 5.3.4
If Mhas isometric symmetry across the hypersurface H, H must be
totally geodesic.
Proof
i,j>l,
, :
.. 1
I: - r.. (p) Ir;flJ
Vi,j > 1.
xi (i c: 2, ••• ,m) to calculate r!.l(p). 'Bythe.trans-lJ
• r~.l (p)lJ
and by symmetry r! .l(p) .. r .. l(p). Therefore r .. l(p) I: 0lJ lJ lJ
We show that this implies n is totally geodesic.
For let xi .. xi(t) (i .. l, •• "m) be parametric equations for a
formation law for Christoffel symbols [ng
1
symbols r.. (p).lJ
1 1 i
x' - -x x' a
•
Let p E: H and choose (smooth) coordinates (xl, .... ,xm) centred on p
such that n is given by xl = 0 and the xi_axis is perpendicular to n
at p. Firstly we show r .. l(p) .. 0 Vi,j > 1.lJ
For use the coordinates (xl, •••• xm) to calculate the Christoffel
and then use new coordinates (x,l, ••• ,x,m) where
"
I
(t) A hypersurface is a smooth submanifold of codimension I,
(k = 2, ••• ,m)
147fJIi p , 58]:1 d 2 m • fThen x ~ 0 an x ,~~.,x satls y
r k dx
i dxi = 0
ij dt dt
geodesic of H.
d2 k(5.3C) ~ +
dt2
But by (5. 3B):
d2x1 1 dxi dxi
- + r iJ' d't d't = 0 + 0 = O.
dt2
Therefor~ (5.3C) holds for k = l, ••• ,m; therefore xi = xi(t) (i = l, ••• ,m)
is a geodesic in M. We have thus demonstrated that any geodesic in H
is a geodesic in M. Thus by definition H is totally geodesic' m
Now the classical reflection principle mentioned in §5.3A uses the
isometric synme t ry of the domain!.m across the hyperplane xl = 0 and
that of the codomain R across the origin, hence the approp~iate version
for harnord c maps is;
Theorem 5.3.5 (First Reflection Principle for Harmonic Maps)
Let M, N be smooth Riemannian manifolds with isometric symmetries
r , s across hypersurfaces HeM, KeN respectively. Let U be a domain
adj acent to H which is disjoint from its l1 r efl ect i on" r (U), and wri te
B .. int(U ('Ill) .,. int(r(U) nH) for the COIlUIX>n boundary of U and r(U).
(1)
Let f:U ~ N be a harmonic map such that:
2f has a C extension to UUB, which we shall also denote by f;
'.
(2) f(B) C Kj
(3) the derivative df (p) maps normals to H to normals to K, -'V p t B;
then we can extend f to a hanoonic map on UV r(U) u B by the formula:
f(r(p» a s(f(p» (p € U u B).
Proof
Since r, s are isometries, the formula certainly defines a harmonic
map f on r(U).
Lemma (5.3.2).
~
We wish to show that we can glue f and f together using
But conditions (1) and (2) of (5.3.2) are satisfied
by hypothesis, and since f = sefor, hypothesis (3) above implies:
!
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. -~(p) . = .2.!.(p) V p e. H.
an an
Thus condition (3) of (5.3.2) is satisfied and the present result follows
•
from Lemma (5.3.2)·a
Now a second classical reflection principle asserts that if f is
a harmonic function, defined as before on a domain U adjacent to the
hyperplane H: xl co 0 in IRm, admitting a continuous extension to uv B
where B co int (0 u H), and such that the normal derivative to H vanishes
on H. then f has an ext.ension across the hyperplane by the reflection
law:
1 2 m . 1 2 mf(x ,x •••• ,x ) co f(-x ,x , ••• ,x )
Note that. in contrast to the first classical reflection principle
discussed above, we are only using the symmetry of the domain Rm; thus
-
the appropriate generalisation to harmonic maps is:
Theorem 5.3.6 (Second Reflection Principle for Harmonic Maps)
Let M be a smooth Riemannian manifold with isometric symmetry
r:M ~ M across a hypersurface H. Let U be a domain adjacent to H which
is disjoint from its "reflection" r (U).
for the common boundary of U and r (U).
Write B = int(UvH) = int(r(U) UH)
'.
Let f:U ~ N be a harmonic map such that:
(1) f has a C2 extension to UUB, which we shall also denote by f;
(2) df (p) maps normals to H to zero Vp ~ B;
then f can be extended to a harmonic map on UU r (U) u B by the formula:
f(p) 1CI f(r(p» (p e. U VB).
Proof
-Since r is an isometry, the formula defines a harmonic map f on r(U).
Again we wish to glue f and I tpgether using Lemma (5.3.2). Conditions
(1) and (2) of Lemma (5.3.2) are clearly satisfied; further, by hypothesis
(2) above:
(
.!f( ) = ~(p)an p on
therefore condition (3)
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(= 0) VpGB,
of Lemma (5.3.2) is also satisfied and the present
'.
result follows from that lemma••
An example of a harmonic ~p exhibiting this sort of symmetry is the
map.!B? + R2, (x,y)t+ (x2 - y2, y); also Smith's map [Sm p.95] of the
torus to the sphere where H =meridian of torus, f(H) = closed curve
parallel to a great circle.
(
D Conformal Reflection and noubling
Let '01 be a bojrde re d Riemann surface [A-S].
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In this section we shall
show how we can sometimes extend a harnu:'nic map given on W to the "double"
of W. We first describe briefly the process of doubling W; for a
fuller treatment see Ahlfors and Sario (A-S pp.117 - 9].
~
The conjugate Riemann surface W (t) for the bordered Riemann surface
Wis defined as follows. The underlying set of points of Wis the same
as that of H.
~
Let r:W ~ Wbe the identity map. Then for each chart
h:U ~ U' C~
for W form the chart
-1
-h:U r ) U~U'~ -Y'e &
z 1-7 -"Z
Here U.. r (U), -fi' .. {-Z": z € U' }, and z denotes the complex conj ugate of
z. Whss thus been given the same topological structure but the
"opposite" complex structure; in fact the identity map r:W ~ Wis
conformal and orientation reversing (~).
We now~ W and Wtogether by identifying corresponding points on
their borders; this gives a topological surface WuW (without boundary).
We give WUW a complex structure as follows: at a point P in the interior
of Wor W, take a chart about p as a point of Wor W; this gives a chart
. ".
for p as a point of Wu W;
~
at a point p € oW .. oW on the common border,
first choose a chart about p as a point of W:
h:U ~ U'e f
where U' is a relatively open subset of the upper half-plane of f. Note
that h takes points of aw to the real axis of !.
gives a chart about p as a point of W~
-11: O+-U'c.£
As explained above, this
It is more convenient to modify this chart by composing with the map
(t) We use the notation Win preference to Wused by Ahlfors and Sario
to avoid confusion with "closure".
(*) and thus r is anti-holomorphico
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-fl' -+ U' zt-+- -z (where U' = {E: z € U' }) to give:
h: U -+ U'c£.
Now hand h agree onaW and can therefore be glued together (cf; (5.3.2»
~
to give a chart about p as a point of WU W (see diagram below).
)
".
~
It is readily seen that the charts we have defined give Wu Wa
complex structure compatible wi th those of Wand W; WU Wis thus a Riemann
surface (without border) which is called the double of W.
Examples: the double of a closed disc is a sphere; the double of an
annulus S'xI is a torus.
We now investigate when a harmonic map defined on a bordered Riemann
surface can be extended to a map on its double.
Theorem 5.3.7 (Conformal Reflection Principle)
Let Wbe a bordered Riemann svrface and let N be a smooth Riemannian
manifold with isometric symmetry s:N -+ N about a hypersurface K. Let
f: int W-+ N be a harmonic map such that:
(1) f has a C2 extension to W (= int Wu3W), which we shall also denote by .
(2) f (aW)C K;
(3) df(p) maps normals to normals for all p€B;
then we can extend f to a harmonic map on the double Wu Wby the formula:
f(r(p» = s(f(p» (p t;W)
•
where r is the identity map r:W -+ W.
Proof
Since r is anti-holomorpmic and s is an isometry, then by (1.3.9)
<..~t.~ Cl~ f\S6
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E A"Possible Application of the Reflection Principle
In this section, we shall indicate how the reflection principles
•
~ght be used to construct harmonic maps between surfaces exhibiting
conformal or isometric symmetry if we can find harmonic maps between
certain planar regions satisfying certain conditions. As an example,
we shall show how, given a suitable harmonic map from a square to a
hemisphere, we can use the reflection laws to get a map from the torus
to the sphere.
The method requires us to know a solution to the following bOundary-
value-type problem:
Problem 5.3.8
Let Q be
22-sphere S •
(1) f is C2
the unit square in R2 , and let E be the e~uator of
Find a har~nic map f:(Q,aQ} ~ (S2,E) such that:
up to the boundary oQ of Q;
the
..
(2) df(p} takes normals to aQ to normals to E. (*)
Notes
(I) It suffices to find such a map f:(n2,sl} ~ (S2,E) from the unit
disc n2, for we can then compose with a holomorphic map (Q,aQ) ~ (n;Sl).
(2) It suffices to find a map into the northern hemisphere, in which
case we can formu{ate the problem as finding maps f:(n~5l) ~ (n2,Sl)
satisfying the appropriate tension field equations (we are considering
the northern hemisphere as being a disc with a certain metric). Put
this way, the problem has simil~rities with one discussed by Heinz
[He 2J, Ute .3J.
(.3) One solution of the problem is the Weiers trass (Y function
f:(Q,aQ) ~ (52,E) given by (Bi]:
f (a) = B(z;2 ,2) = ~ + ~ f 1 2 - 1 2?
z s,t (z-s-t) (s+t»)
Here z = x + iy, (x,y)G QCjE.2, and 52 is identified with the extended
r'
J,f P1 w st ~e. 1lvt t"~.J~ 1b bA s:k.s.
«
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complex plane in the usual-way.
This map also provides a holomorphic map for note (1) above.
(4) A solution to the problem which is, not holomorphic is provided by
I
Smith's map of the torus to the sphere [Sm p.9S] restricted to a quarter
square:
Co
f
b
e
a.
Q\(~,~r of
T~I"\A.~
-='lA~~ '1,~
( Tcn"s -= bJ(
5'tulW' ",:tt. 'ff'S:I-L
o;..,bc .Jz...Jifa·~J.)
f
c.b
e
Here two opposite sides of the square collapse to the poles of the
sphere. Of course, in this case we have already got a map' from the
torus to the sphere, but it does demonstrate that there exists a non-
holomorphic solution to our problem••
Now let f be a solution to our problem. Divide the unit square
Q into four quadrants QI' Q2' Q3' Q4 as shown below. It will be m:>re
...
convenient to re-define our given harmonic map as a map on the first
quad rane, viz:
Propo~ition S.3.9
f can be extended by reflection to the whole of ~2 to give a map
1:.2 -+ S2 such that f(x+r,y+s) = £:(x,y) Ifr,s€.!.
Proof
2We simply use the isometric synure t ry of!. across the sides of Ql'
2the isometric symmetry of S across E, and Theorem (S.3.S) to extend f
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to Ql uQ2 and thence to Q. Clearly by repeating this procedure, we
get a harmonic map on the whole of me, and the formula for reflection in
,
(5.3.5) leads to the claimed periodicity.~
. . h' ~ S1 Sl S2 f h tThus f gi,ves r i.se to a arrmm c map 1::. x ~ 0 t e torus 0
the sphere.
Proposition 5.3.10
The degree of i:S1xS1 ~ S2 is even (it may be zero).
Proof
Let b ~S2 be a regular value of £ with b €f(int Ql); "--1Then f (b)
contains a point p eint Ql' By the way £ is constructed, it also contains
a point p' e int Q3 such that p' is the reflection of p in a side of Q1
and a side of Q4 as shown. Note p' and p are distinct points. Thus
~-1, rob'I (b) conslsts of an even nu er of pOlnts. It is now clear from the
..-
definition (§3.2B) that the degree of f must be even (t).
rtf!tc +&"1)11 of p i"
<the. s.J~ ; I"I~ to
~fl~d.No of b .:'"
~tlA"-l.( E c ~:l
Q" Q.
,r -:
I
-~~~-
...... 'P' - - - - -
2 Q~ Q",
r&fltdi'"
ef- r i.....
two' .c1tSj
~'fS,*4
be$
0,
II
Notes
(1) Solving problem (5.3.8) for a rectangle [0, !a] x [o,!b] ins tead of a
square, and applying (5.3.9) would give a harmonic map f~2 ~ S2 with
f(x+ra,y+sb) -= f(x,y) V r,s € 1:. Factoring 1R2 by the subgroup
{(ra,sb): r ,s € Z} would give a harmonic map on a different. torus.
Further we can factor R2 instead by the subgroup generated by (pa,qb),
(p'a,q'b) where p, q, pI, q' are any fixed integers; then?y suitable
(t) In fact we can show, with the obvious extension of the definitions,
that deg(r) = 2 deg(f).
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choice of at b, Pt qt p' t q' we can get a harmonic map from any standard
2'torus: .!& /discrete subgroup to the sphere. Since an arbitrary torus
(= arbitrary compact Riemann surface of genus 1) is conforma11y equivalent
to a standard torus ~2/discrete subgroup, we have constructed harmonie
maps from an arbitrary torus to the sphere. Composing with ho1omorphic
maps fro~ higher genus surfaces into the torus then gives harmonic maps
from h~gher genus Riemann surfaces into the spher2.
(2) In a similar fashion we might construct harmonic maps from the torus
to the sphere by finding suitable harmonic maps from an annulus to a
hemisphere and using the conformal reflection principle. Such a map
'.
would not necessarily have even degree, and might provide a way of
constructing harmonic maps from the torus to the sphere of degree 1. m
Thus the solution of problem (5.3.8) and similar "planar" boundary-
value-type problems is seen to be of great importance and should be
worthy of further study.
I'
the formula defines a harmonic map f on int W. Le t f u f: Wv W~ N
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denote the map which extends f and f; f u f is CO on Wu Wand harmonic on
Let p E. aWe We show that f u f is harmonic in a neighbourhood
of p. Choose a chart
hUh: Uuu~u'uu'cc
-
about p as above. Pull back the metric of.£. using h vii to give a smooth
Riemannian metric for U u fi. Note this makes rlu an isometry. The
hypotheses above now allow us to apply the first refle~tion principle
(5.3.5) to show that fUf is harmoni,c on uu ir. Thus f U. f is hartmn i, c
".
on a neighbourhood of p € aw, and since p is arbitrary, f u f is harmonic
on WUW. D
'.
...
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Appendix 1 eANONICAL FORM FOR A COLLAPSE POINT
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We here prove: •
Proposition 2.1.18
If p is a collapse point for the S800th mapping r:M~N between smoot~
surfaces 11,N , then there exist smooth coordinates (x,y) centred on p,
(u,v) centred on rep) such that r assumes the foxm:
u=xy,v=y.
Proof
By definition of a collapse point (see (2.1.15», p lies on a general
fold~ such that, for some neigtlbourhood U of p, r(un~) = point. Now,
since for a good singular point p e f;l , df (p) has rank 1 (by.(2.1 .4) ),
ker df(p) , im df(p) define uzique 'di~ections~in their respective tangent
spaces. Thus we may choose smooth coordinates (x,y) , (u,v) centred on
p , rep) such that:
(1) the x-axis is in the direction ker di(p),
(2) the v-axis is in the direction im df(p) and ~(p) - 1
d'j' - •
Such coordinates are called Whitney special coordinates (see lw]) and
are characterised by having df (p) = lg ~1
Following ';'ihitney we say that a smooth function R(x,y) has ord(R)~r
"
iff all its partial derivatives of order < r vanish at (0,0) (t). In
Whitney special coordinates, f has the form:
u = R(x,y), (ord R~2) , v=y + S(x,y) , (ord s~:;)
(..~"'"""·)t~ ef
We shall now simplify this form by carrying out smoothAcoordinates. ~1r~t, set:
x' =x , yl =Y + S(x,y) ;
then [\114.17] :
x =X I , Y = s' + S(x 1 ,y') , (ord S'~ :; )
Hence, dropping primes, f has the form:
u = R(x,y) ,(ol-d R}-2) , v =y • (
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Now, since u(x,y) =°, v(x,y) =° for (X,Y)E ~~U , it is evident
that CS' Il U must be given by y=o and further[W,14.8J
R(x,y) = yW(x,y) (ord \7 =3-1)
Thus:
(6.1A) u = yW(x,y) ,(ord W~1) , v =y •
Now a trivial calculation shows:
dJ(O,O) = (J ,J )(0,0) = (u (0,0), u (0,0»
x y ,xx xy
where J denotes ~J/~x etc. Since p is a good singular pcdrrt , dJ(O,O)F'O.
x
But from (6.1A) u (0,0) =° and therefore u (0,0) F' ° ,i.e. W (O,O)F'O.
n ~ x
Thus:
x' =W(x,y) , y' = y
defines a non-singular smooth change of coordinates, in which, after
dropping primes, f has the form:
u =xy , v = y
as desired.
, '.
'.
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Appendix 2 A lIEURISTIC D33CRIPTIOn OF A SPECL~'IC HA..'R.I,:ONIC I.YAP
This section uses the work of section 5.2 to construct a harmonic ~ap
( )
' '7" 1 1from a Riemann surface M2 compact, of eenu~ 2 onto the tOruSI=S x S
which exhibits folding along a single smooth general fold. We claim no
great rigour for this section,which is intended to give n picture of a
specific harmonic map.
Let M.2 be given as a surface in 1R
3 as in fig. (6.2A) with two orthogonal
planes of sJ~etry - the ~z plane (represented by the page) and the xy plane
(orthogonal to the page). The Weierstrass points W1'~2,•• ,W6 are at the
intersections of these planes (for a Weierstrass point is fix~d under any
conformal involution and two such involutioils are reflection across the
xz and xy planes). We can also think of M2 as the Rietlann surface of the
function k2 = (z-e2) ••• (z-e5) [Sp] where e2, •• , e5 t: ! are real. Then M2.iS
a ramified covering k :Mt S of the Riemann sphere of degree 2 with branch
points of order 1 at the Weierstrass points W1' •• 'W6 • Tnese points have
i~ages e1~,e2, •• ,e5~ £~.(Here, as usual, we identify the Riemann sphere
with the extended complex plane ~ UciJ • )
Let a"b"a2,b2 denote the generators of the fundamental group ~(M2)
and let c"d1 denote the generators of T,(T).~
We wish to describe the harmonic map f:M2~T in the,homotopy class which
maps the generators of the fundamental group as follows:
Here 0 denote~ the identity element of ir,(T). Thinking af M2 as the torus
with an attached handle (~he one spanned by 0.2 and b2), this map f must'
"squash" the handle onto the torus. -fie shall show that this is acconplished
by "folding" along a single clo~ed general fold (see fig. 6.2A). Note
that f exists by (1.;'11) and is unique up to translations of T [F4A..]
Also note that f is real-analytic (by (1.3.8» and of de~ree 1 (evident).
We construct f as in ~5.2 by choosing a pair of hnrnonic
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z
k:
. :c
\~
........ "'.
L..- -----I, [ ...J
I-lIlNOLf To
(if SqLtAlo:Ht;:D
~ K ~e..e.J'lJ
Ct:M('Lc¥
('f~e
I
e;J.
ft~ b:-~Il.
" tJE:lf~~"'&t1<;.s polN-rS APJO 1t{C=I~ '''''tl,,·~S iANO£ ~~. 4LSO SIlV<UllI~ tET 4
f"~ f !lNO IH lJl1I1(,E t.1NDEI( k
1-'4 6.~q.
-~-----~Xf\..€..d~,=-..!.Y~_~._£om 'HE. HI\RMeN,c j)lffe((€"''T"A1L S dv..Jdv CN ri~
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differentials on M2• By the theory in 55.2 [the harmonic differentials, which
-we denote by du, dv have periods:as follows:
!
du has period 1 around 0.1 ' 0 around b"a2,b2
dv has period 1 around b 1 ' 0 around a"a2,b2
The streamlines for u and v ( = the lines which are the integral curves of
grad u and grq.d v - see [SB ) ar-e shown in fig. (6·.2.B) taken from Springer
[Sp p.27]. The essential point is that du has zeros at the syIn!!i.etrically
placed points Y"Y2 which lie over the point k(Y,) = k(Y2) ~ Y lying on
the real axis of £O~= S between e4 and e5 ' and dv has zeros at the
.
synur.etrically placed points Z, ,Z2 (;, M2 which lie over the point k(Z1 )=k(Z2)=Z
on the real axis of £V~ = S between ':/5 and V/6 • We now show:'
(6.20 ) '2 is the inverse image under k :M2 ... gvoll =S of a circle through
f = c.dz/k + ~/k
Y and Z.
For let e= du+i*du , f =dv+i*dv (see S5.2). Then since 0 and I have
disjoint zero sets, they must be linearly.~1ndependent. (trivial) and thus
we have case 4 of theorem (5.2.14). Thus if 8/;1 is the meromorphic
function on l.12 as defined in S5.. 2, and &/j denotes the associated
holomorphic map M2~ S' , the singular set ~ of f :1~~-';"T is 'given by:
~ = (Gr1 (real circle of S) U branch points of f
.~ Since f has degree 1, it can have no branch points, and therefore
L = (&;¢)-1 (real circle of S ).
'lle now calculate e/t/.
Now we may express eand f in terms of a basd.s for the holomorphic differentials
[sp P.293] v:iz:'
e= ap,z/k + ~zsiZ/k
where a,b,c,d€ Q , ad-be F O. Then
91f = az+b
cz+d
showing that Oil = k followed by a bilinear transformation of .!!y'Q) • Now it
'.
"
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is well-kno~n that such a transformation transforms lines and circles in
the extended complex plane into lines and circles, hence:
•
.r---...._1( ) -1( )1. = (8/f) real circle of S =k some circle or line of .Q. Up.:;,
Now, the zeros of du and dv are singularities of f, ther'efore the circle
~r line of Quo!) passes through Y and Z. That it should be a~ through
Y and Z is clearly impossible, for this would Bive f the wrong homotopy
class, thus it is a circle through Y and Z.
The circle is shown in fig. (6.2A) • It is, of course, symmetrical
about the real axis. It is seen to encircle precisely o~e branch value of
k :I~ ~ .£. I).,,). Therefore it is clear.that 2: consists of just one OW closed
1-oubmanifold passing through y"Z2,Y2,Z1. BY~.'.7J ~ is a general fold.
We now show:
(6.2D) '2. contains no collapse points
For ifZ had any collapse points, then by analytic continuation the
whole of Z would be a collapse line. Consider the image of the disc D
enclosed by L: (see fig (6.2 )). Its boundary ma~At~ ~ point , but its
interior maps without siUo~arities. bactoring by ~D we thus get a.local
homeomorphicm of 0. ophere ~IOD into the torus. Thio is impossible.
Thus f has no collapse points. There may of course be good singular
points of order r, 2$r<:pO,by (2.1.14) these are isolated; thus:
(6.2E) t: consists of fold points except for a finite number of good
singular points of order r (2 $ r<:,oo).
Thus our harmonic cap f:M2~T exhibits folding along a single closed
general fold~ described by (6.2E).
This completes our description of the harmonic mapping f. Q
r
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